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LIFELINE 

T HANK YOU FOR the January ZOO2 
SUNSTONE and its many tender reflec- 

tions on Gene England. I first became aware 
of Gene when he spoke on peacemaking at a 
Sunstone symposium in California during 
the Gulf War. He and others I met there 
hooked me on Sunstone, which has been a 
lifeline, helping me want to stay connected 
with the Church when I otherwise might 
have given up. It was wonderful to learn 
more about Gene, his family, and his many 
contributions. I had heard of "Food for 
Poland" before, but I was amazed to learn of 
its scale and outreach! 

I am also excited about your new center- 
fold feature, the "Sunstone Gallery." Michael 
Schoenfeld's photograph was intriguing. I 
also applaud your selection of a subject. It 
was a treat to learn more about Ardean 
Watts. He is such a joy to sing with at the 
symposiums. Singing to his conducting and 
piano playlng alone is worth the price of the 
conference! Keep up the good work. 

STEVE SIMPSON 
Mesa, Arizona 

I also very much enjoyed Holly WelkerS 
mission memoir, "Confronting the Powers." 
It made me glad that in 1951-53, when I 
served my mission, there wasn't intense pres- 
sure to baptize, at least not in the Central 
Atlantic States where I served. Such pressure 
would probably have made me as rebellious 
as it made Sister Welker. I have heard of the 
struggle that many missionaries have had as 
they tried to fulfill impossible goals and then 
felt unworthy when they couldn't. Being a 
high priest, it is difficult for me to relate to 
WelkerS struggle with priesthood authority, 
but 1 laughed out loud \;hen I read how she 
handled it. 

DEAN THOMPSON 
Roy, Utah 

GROWING OUR OWN 

K UDOS TO HOLLY WELKER for telling 
it the way it is for so many of us in her 

essay, "Confronting the Powers." Her essay is 
one of many articles in recent issues I found 
to be spiritually and intellectually stimulat- 
ing. The "many of us" 1 refer to are those, like 
me, who are sort of in the Church by way of 
culture, family, friends, and occasional par- 

MENTORS, ARISE! ticipation, but who have effectively fallen 
from the inner circles of our wards and 

Y OUR JANUARY ZOO2 issue notes Gene 
Englandk constant encouraging of stu- 

dent and other Mormon writers. I saw an ex- 
ample up close. Years ago, a friend won a 
prize in the Brown fiction contest Gene 
helped judge. When my friend received the 
award at the Sunstone symposium banquet, 
Gene was nearby and vigorously shaking 
hands, said. "Oh, if I'd known it was your 
story, I'd have voted for you more!" May 
more such mentors arise. 

Bravo for your centerfold reflecting 
Ardean Wattsk persona and personalities. 
What a lesson on how we see and focus on 
only certain segments of souls at a time. 
Please give us more marvelous mirrors! 

LORNE WRIGHT 
San Francisco, Cal~fomia 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 

I JUST RECEIVED SrNSTONEk January 
ZOO2 issue, and the art~cles 1 have read so 

stakes for standing up and telling leaders 
that some directives are "wrong and stupid," 
or who have been marginalized for be~ng 
honest in our opinions about what does and 
does not make sense to us among Mormon 
teachings. 

I believe we all find what is needed for 
our nourishment where we find it, and it can 
very well be in other places, traditions, or a 
smorgasbord of our own making. As Elbert 
Peck pointed out in his final ed~torial 
(SUNSTONE, Apr. 200 l), "Mormonism does- 
n't work for every good person." And as 
Marybeth Raynes showed so well in her re- 
cent essay (SUNSTONE, Nov. 2001), we are all 
on our own spiritual and developmental 
paths. We all need our own symbols and un- 
derstandings to get past temporal, literal un- 
derstandings as we grow to gain some idea of 
what Eternal Reality is all about. 

DAN PASCAVAGE 
Chardon, Ohio 

far have been very interest~ng and inspira- 
tional. Eugene England certa~nly deserves the 

FOCUS, FOCUS 
attention which this issue gives to h ~ m .  1 have r ONGRATULATIONS ON SUNSTONES 
been enlightened and inspired by the many excellent coverage on the life and con- 
remembrances. tributions of Eugene England. Gene was a 
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major positive force for creative writing, 
thinking, and action in the Mormon commu- 
nity His work significantly broadened and 
improved Mormon literature. 

Unfortunately, the article by Holly 
Welker, "Confronting the Powers," should 
not have been printed in its current form. 
The article lacks a central focus/purpose and 
betrays personal trust between her-and her 
mission president. 

Anger and disappointment at God and the 
Church are legitimate literary topics. 
However, authors should focus thelr emo- 
tions on a specific subject. In this case, the fo- 
cus could have been the organizational 
structure of missions and whether it is unfair 
to sister missionaries. If that were the focus, 
Welker could have described the current 
structure and advocated changes based on 
her experience. Another focus could have 
been whether her missionary experience was 
so devastating that it caused her to lose her 
testimony of the gospel of Christ as defined 
by the Church. If that were the focus, she 
could have informed the reader why thls 
event occurred. As published, the article wan- 
dered all over the emotional map without ad- 
dressing a central theme. Moreover, her 

conversations with her mission president 
were private and should not have been dis- 
closed without his express permission. Please 
work harder to push writers to better focus 
their articles before publication and to respect 
private conversations. 

G. KEVIN JONES 
Salt Lake Citv, Utah 

EDITOR3 RESPONSE: As we consider-ed Welkerk 
memoirfor- publication, we judged it to be won- 
detjiul~v written, authentic, provocative, and cer- 
tainlv within the parameters o f S ~ W 5 ~ 0 h i ~ ' s g o a l  
to publish reflections on "Mormon exper-ience." 
As indicated in the essay, all names except the 
author-5 lucre changed, protecting the privacy of 
each person Welkcr- quotes, not just that of her 
mission prrsidcnt. 

NOT SO "CLEAR 

I AM SOMEONE who met Eugene England 
only through h ~ s  ivntlngs but who regu- 

larly tound lnsplratlon and motlvatlon In 
them The tr~butes to hlm In the latest 
SUNSTONE haie made me ulsh that I had 
known hlm well I knoiv I could have 
learned so much more from h ~ m  

I also appreciated the reflections on the 
terrorist attacks and Just War Theory by 
James F1 Sterba and R. Dennis Potter. The ed- 
itor's comment that Sterba's essay provides 
"an explanatory introduction [about] . . . 

how his concept of ljust war pacifism' might 
guide U.S. policy" about how to respond to 
the World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks - 
was appropriately gentle. And while I appre- 
ciate Sterba's introduction to his theories, I 
was disappo~nted to see how his application 
of them fell into rhetorical overstatement and 
illogic. 

Sterba writes: " I  do not believe two weeks 
of diplomatic activity were suffic~ent . . ."; he 
notes that "lf there is any pattern to bin 
LadenS attacks, it is that . . ." (emphases 
added); he treats the World Trade Center at- 
tacks and the Pentagon attack as if they were 
one; and he relies upon the time frame be- 
tween the U.S.5: Cole incident and the more 
recent attacks, ignoring the trend of decreas- 
ing times between attacks since 1998. All 
these suppositions make his conclusion that 
"there was no reason to think" that swift mil- 
itary actlon was required to prevent another 
attack a matter of mere preference and 
rhetoric. The proper conclusion, at least 

S.S. NINEVEH 
"OhJohn, I'm so glad you dccidcd to s t q  11omc 1~1th  mc rathe)- than go on that silly mlss~on!" 
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from the information he has provided, 
would be that it is insufficient, by itself, to 
conclude that swift military action was re- 
quired. Yet Sterba concludes that nonbel- 
ligerent correctives "clearly have not been 
[exhausted first] in this case." That conclu- 
sion does not follow from applying his the- 
ory to the evidence he provided. It follows 
only " i j  there is [in fact a] pattern to bin 
Laden's attacks" and i j  that pattern requires a 
conclusion that there would be no more at- 
tacks for "almost a year." It wholly ignores 
the question of whether the apparent coordi- 
nation of the timing of attacks on the World 
Trade Center and on the Pentagon implies 
the possibility or likelihood of further coor- 
dinated attacks with no consistent or pre- 
dictable time between them. 

I appreciate Sterba's efforts and his 
thought-provoking essay I wish he had been 
able to avoid letting his personal preferences 
infect his logic and rhetoric to such an ex- 
tent. He would be more persuasive to some 
of us by acknowledging that his conclusion is 
less than "clearly" required by his evidence. I, 
too, wish there had been more diplomatic ef- 
forts prior to the military action and a little 
less immediate response to the groundswell 
of American public opinion. I cannot say, 
however, that the military response was 
"clearly" wrong or that more diplomatic ef- 
forts were "clearly required by the criteria of 
just war pacifism. 

JIM RASMUSSEN 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

JAMES E STERWS RESPONSE: When a person is 
criticized for falling into "rhetorical overstate- 
ment and illogic," one would think that the critic 
would be challenging the main conclusions of the 
person's argument. But this is not so here. ]im 
Rasmussen says nothing against 1 )  my opposi- 
tion to the U.S.5 almost unconditional financial 
support of Israel ($4 billion a year), 2) my oppo- 
sition to U.S. support for the blockade against 
Iraq which causes the death of thousands of Iraqi 
children each month, and 3) my support for a 
quick transition to a nonbelligerent U.S. involve- 
ment in Afghanistan. What he does challenge is 
the way I support a claim I make along the way, 
namely, that two weeks of diplomatic activity 
was not sufficient to determine whether there 
was a nonbelligerent way of bringing the terrorist 
before a U.S. court, or better before an intema- 
tional court (something we have yet to. accom- 
plish). Actually, Rasmussen himself wishes that 
there had been more diplomatic activity pre- 
ceding the U.S.5 military response. What he 
challenges, however is simply my claim that 
given the past history ofbin Laden's attacks, sep- 
arated from each other by almost a yeal; our 

government had good reason to think that it had 
more time to pursue a nonbelligerent strategy. 
My mistake, according to Rasmussen, wasfailing 
to recognize that the attack on the World Trade 
Towers and the Pentagon represented not just 
one but TWO attacks, which would mean that the 
average frequency of such attacks had gone up, 
no longer being almost a year I guess I must 
plead guilty to thinking of the 11 September 
events as just one coordinated attack. But surely 
this is not an uncommon vim. Infact, I think it is 
the view that most people have of those events, 
and I don't see anything overstated or illogical 
about it, or about the conclusion to which I be- 
lieve it lends support. 

"FEELING FOR HOME 

I JUST FINISHED reading Diane Saderup 
Monson's article, "The World Has Need 

of Willing . . . Tired People" (SUNSTONE, 
Nov. 2001). While I relate to a lifestvle that 
involves a great deal of reading, thinking, 
and reflection, and while I enjoyed most of 
her article, two assumptions near the end of 
the article did not ring true to my experi- 
ence. First, she suggests that many people 
leave Mormonism because "it's fairly easy to 
think one's wav out of the Church: and sec- 
ond, she implies that it is dangerous to leave 
the Church. For me, it would actually take 
much more intellectualizing and thinking to 
stay in the Church. Although, I am an intel- 
lectual in the sense that I like the questions 
more than the answers, I did not "think my 
way out of the Church so much as 1 "felt" my 
way out. 

I felt my way out of the Church because I 
did not like the way it felt to sit in meeting af- 
ter meeting having to hide part of myself. I 
did not like the way it felt to see my friends 
excommunicated for simply expressing their 
ideas in public forums. My gfts are gfts of 
radical spiritual, psychological, and intellec- 
tual exploration. It did not feel good to me to 
constantly have to stifle those gifts. 
Patriarchy feels bad. Silence feels bad. And 
when I express these feelings to active 
Mormons, they are the ones who try to intel- 
lectualize them away. 

As for the danger of leaving the Church, I 
agree that if you have nothing to replace it 
with, it can be dangerous. But Mormons are 
not the only thriving religious community in 
existence. I recently joined a congregation in 
which I am free to explore any spiritual paths 
that I find compelling-even Mormon ones, 
if I like. I've always said the best thing about 
the Church is the people, but they do not 
have a comer on spiritual community In fact, 
if you don't feel that Mormonism is your best 

fit, it is possible to find other thriving spiri- 
tual communities where you may feel more at 
home. 

DEBORAH ROSSITER 
Issaquah, Washington 

THE REST OF THE STORY? 

I LOVED SCOTT KENNEYS recent article, 
"Before the Beard: the Trials of the Young 

Joseph E Smith," (SUNSTONE, Nov. 2001) 
but I was disappointed that it was presented 
out of context of President Smith's "after the 
beard life. I know that Kenney will note that 
this was beyond the scope of his article, 
which was already long, but I do think some 
readers will miss the point without it. Those 
who are not familiar with President Smith's 
later writings may even conclude that he had 
no business being a Church leader in the first 
place. My question is, does the possibility 
that some may jump to this conclusion make 
this article a cheap shot? 

Kenney's portrait of the youthful Smith as 
a troubled young man with a serious anger 
management problem was one that many of 
us can relate to. While the article was empa- 
thetic in portraying Joseph E's good inten- 
tions and personal struggles under very 
trying circumstances, including a very chal- 
lenging wife, Kenney leaves his readers with 
two conclusions: first, that Smith justified 
"outrageous behavior and language on the 
grounds that he was overcome with rage"; or 
second, that as a young man and new apos- 
tle, he never managed to control "the fires of 
rage in his heart." Are these conclusions si- 
multaneously both true and misleading? 

There is no doubt that the young Joseph E 
was a product of his society-frontier 
Mormonism still heavily influenced by 
misogynistic, nineteenth-century American 
values. By all accounts, what Kenney terms 
"outrageous behavior and language" was 
fairly commonplace in those days. If Smith 
could rise above his upbringing and anger 
management problem, and renounce the 
wicked traditions which had trapped him (as 
the Anti-Nephi-Lehies renounced their own 
violent ways), he could be an effective leader 
and powerful example to those similarly af- 
flicted. I have been under the impression that 
later in life, he did. That is why Kenney's con- 
clusion is misleading-it leaves out the rest 
of the story, which gives the first part its true 
meaning. 

The rest of the Smith story seems quite 
edifymg. Some of his children wrote that he 
never became angry or controlling and never 
lifted an unkind hand to them. If this is true, 
it means Smith eventually grew line upon 
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line to a place of peace, ultimately living the 
gospel principles he periodically failed at ear- 
lier in life. Is this version of events accurate? 
If Smith's eventual conversion was genuine, 
Smith might be seen as a modem day Alma 
the Younger. If this is true, it should not have 
been left out of Kenney's account. 

If Kenney did not want to explore this 
"rest of the story," the editor should have in- 
serted a note afterwards that did. Otherwise 
Sunstone will have no defense when people 
accuse the magazine and its symposium pre- 
senters of offering half-truths, taken out of 
context, which undermine Church leaders 
and attack the faith of the faithful. For an or- 
ganization that consistently pleads for a 
broader acceptance of the views of Church 
intellectuals under the grounds that their - 
controversial thoughts actually promote faith 
and advance spirituality when understood in 
context, it seems pa~ticularly ironic that 
they'd only present a portion of this story If 
the principle is true that Sunstone, intellectu- 
alism, and open discussion actually serve the 
cause of truth and righteousness-and I be- 
lieve it is-there can be no double standards 
here. Do not call for wise and inspired treat- 
ment of Sunstone-types unless you also 
advocate those standards for Church leader- 
types as well. 

ROB PAGE 
Cheshire, Connecticut 

SCOTT KENNEY'S RESPONSE: First, I apologze 
for misstating the birth year ofjulina'sfirst child 
in "Before the Beard: Trials of the YoungJoseph E 
Smith." As Randall Wilkinson pointed out in a 
letter to the editor (SUNSTONE, Jan. 2002), 
Josephine was born in 1867, not 1866. 1 did not 
intend to imply that she was conceived out of 
wedlock, but I can see how readers might have 
reached that conclusion, and I regret the error 

Rob Page's criticism is correct. I left the reader 
hanging between a revisionist beginning and a 
conventional ending, and many-perhaps not 
Rob, I don't k n ~ w - ~ r o b a b l ~  regard the article 
with suspicion: "Why are you telling me this? 
This is diferentfrom what I have been taught all 
my life. You are undermining my fai th. " 

In response, I offer the following from the 
apostle Paul. "And lest I should be exalted above 
measure through the abundance of the revela- 
tions, there was given to me a thorn in theflesh, 
the messenger ofSatan to buffet me, lest I should 
be exalted above measure" (2 Cor 12:7). Now, 
some day in thefuture, a document is discovered 
that reveals Paul's "thorn" as his sufferingfrom 
inordinate sexual desires-and that he suc- 
cumbed to them from time to time-would that 
invalidate his ch~~ing? Would we expunge his 
worksfrom scripture? Or simply refuse to believe 
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the documentation on theological grounds? 
I suggest that Joseph E Smith also had a 

thorn-at least one. Anger was deeply imbedded 
in hi. being. He struggled with it throughout his 
life. For example, the quotation at the end ofthe 
article, in which he acknowledges anger as his 
"greatest d$culty," was written-in hissixty-sev- 
enth year It was penned in the aftermath of the 
following incident: 

In April 1905, fourteen-year-old Calvin 
Smith runs away from home and takes a job in 
Alameda, California. Naturally, until his where- 
abouts are discovered, Joseph and the boy's 
mothel; Mary, are frantic. Indeed, Mary even 
suffers a miscarriage. 

When his whereabouts are finally learned, 
Mary begs Joseph to send for him. "But that I 
could not feel to do," Joseph confides to the 
CaliJomia mission president. " I  want him to 
learn his lesson well, and not until he is satisfied, 
and wants to return do I want him to come. Yet I 
(we all) would gladly welcome him home i f  he 
could come with a properfeeling. " 

When Calvin finally writes, Joseph replies . . 

with blame for the- miscarriage, accusations that 
he endangered his mother's life, outrage at the 
embarrassment and humiliation Calvin has 
caused him, and unfavorable comparisons to his 
"dutiful, loving" siblings. 

At this same time, former senators Tom 
Keams and Frank Cannon were wrestling city 
government from Church domination, and 
Frank was crucifying President Smith in daily 
Tribune editorials (see: <www.saintswith- 
outhalos.com/artslfjc.htm>). The Smoot hearings 
about polygamy and many other Church prac- 
tices were still under way. And when Cannon 
was excommunicated from the Church in 
February, the nationai press broadcast his 
protestation that excommunication had infringed 
on his right offree speech! 

Under such circumstances, the wonder is not 
that President Smith lost his tempel: nor that his 
anger was excessive and hurtful, but that most of 
the time, he was able to control it. Despite his 
flaws, God apparently still wanted Joseph E 
Smith to lead the Church, and all things consid- 
ered, he did an excellent job. 

Oh, yes. Calvin. Calvin came home after a 
month's absence and got a job. Thefollowingyeal; 
he entered the University of Utah where,Joseph 
reported with pride, he "has the credit of being a 
good boy, very studious and advancing well in his 
studies." Maybe the point is that, in the end, God's 
grace trumps all human imperfections. 
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I N  M E M O R I A M  

D. BRENT COLLETTE 
Edited by Alison Takenaka, Ethan Cannon, and April Carlson 

D. Brent Collette was the director of the Institute of Religon at the 
University of California at Berkeleyforffteen years. He died 8 November 
2000 after suffering an aneurysm while driving home from teaching 
his final class. De@ite long-standing medical challenges-he was one of 
the longest surviving kidney transplant recipients-his courage and 
strength, and his devotion to truth andjoy continue to bless the lives ofthose 
who knew him. 

B RENT COLLETTE WAS an extraordi- 
nary educator, mentor, and friend to 
hundreds of LDS students. Any Latter- 

day Saint who chooses to attend Berkeley is 
bound to be somewhat peculiar in most 
Church circles. Besides being a top-tier re- 
search institution, Berkeley has an extremist 
political tradition that sets it apart from more 
straight-laced academic peers, and the fervor 
of its free-speech history permeates the very 
air the students breathe. It's hard to be at Cal 
without becoming an activist brandishing 
sentiments like "question authority," and 
"subvert the dominant paradigm." And when 
that critical activism turns toward Mormon 
doctrine, policy, and culture, it takes an un- 
common brand of faithful intellectual to di- 
rect that passion toward faithful ends. As one 
long-time friend and Church Educational 
System colleague observed: "In CES, there are 
some who are either great scholars or great 
teachers, but you very seldom meet one who 
can be both as effectively, or who can reach as 
many different kinds of people, as Brent 
could." 

Brent, with his quick wit and disarming 
charm, had a way of earning the trust, re- 
spect, and friendship of the bright minds 
(and sharp tongues) attracted to the Berkeley 
arena. His brain seemingly housed an intri- 
cate catalog of student profiles. Whether we 
were permanent fixtures or periodic floaters 
at the Institute, Brent used this knowledge to 
approach us on every level he could, every 
chance he got. He knew us one on one, one 
step at a time-often one battle at a time- 
guiding us through a lively labynnth of 
prickly issues, continually asking us if we 
were truly happy in life. 

Brent's love of learning, his love for us, 
and his love of God were so wide and so 

deep that with him, many of us found the 
first haven the Church had ever afforded. His 
"open door" policy was also an "open mind" 
and "open heart" policy. We learned to trans- 
form skepticism to testimony, and with him 
no topic was impossible . . . or too dangerous 
. . . or unworthy of discussion. Excerpts from 
the Ensign to SUNSTONE to the Dead Sea 
Scrolls were welcome in our Friday Forum 
discussions. Even when our debates esca- 
lated to heated irreverence on topics that (we 
realize in retrospect) meant the world to him, 
Brent would smile through his spectacles and 
pose an "Okay, but is it possible that . . . 

could be true?" question. I t  was hard to feel 
bitter or defensive toward this man in his 
omnipresent joggng suit who never de- 
valued our intelligence, never condemned 
our fragile faith, but simply invited us to en- 
gage in a bit of self-examination and learn to 
laugh at our own foibles. To him inquiry was 
the means to belief, not a threat to it; and any 
evidence of moral goodness qualified for his 
maxim: "All things that rise, converge." 

His remarkable achievements came in the 
face of a potentially debilitating medical his- 
tory But instead of framing his life in terms 
of his physical frailties. Brent chose to live in 
the now and to love as if now would never 
end. This stubborn self-determinism was 
portrayed in a eulogy published in the 
Oakland Tribune newspaper by Paul Cobb, a 
local minister and friend of Brent's. In his 
tribute, Cobb noted: "D. Brent Collette lived 
every day with full exuberance and joy be- 
cause he treated each day, each experience 
and each person he met as if it were his 
last. . . . He was the embodiment of the wise 
saying '"it's not how long you live, but rather, 
how you live long."' 

-ALISON TAKENAKA 

B RENT worked hard to make the 
Berkeley Institute building a gathering 
place for the LDS students at Cal. 

Dunng my freshman year, as the institute 
building was being renovated, classes were 
held in the "dungeon" storage room, but since 
there was no place for students to mingle, I 
developed only superficial relationships with 
other LDS students. After my mission, when 
the building work was complete, I made 
many strong friendships at the Institute, and 
it was the first time in my life that I felt I truly 
fit in at church and that I had a large circle of 
friends with whom I had much in common, 
including the gospel. Brent fostered such 
closeness through his love of the building 
(formerly owned by the Hearst family). He 
delighted in giving guided tours and pro- 
claiming, "Welcome to Zion!" He added other 
inviting touches, such as a pool table carefully 
leveled on the basement floor and a gas fire- 
place that dried off many students during the 
rainy season. His unorthodox policies of dis- 
tributing the building security code to allow 
students to meet after hours and allowing stu- 
dents to write papers on the Institute com- 
puter worked wonderfully, as generation after 
generation of students made friends, built tes- 
timonies, and often found spouses at the 
Institute building. 

Brent's love of the gospel extended from 
the smallest details to the largest visions of 
eternity imagnable by the mortal mind, and 
his teaching spanned that spectrum. A typ- 
ical Book of Mormon class consisted of ten 
minutes of small talk and introduction, a 
forty-five minute detailed discussion on one 
or two verses near the start of the chapter, 
then a five-minute race to finish the chapter 
so we could move on the next week. He 
could discuss a single verse for hours because 
he always related everything to the big pic- 
ture; he constantly explained that we are on 
earth to develop godlike character and that 
we will be judged on the kind of person we 
become. He warned against the checklist ap- 
proach to the gospel, where success is 
marked not by whom we've become but by 
an accounting of completed and uncom- 
pleted gospel tasks. This holistic model of 
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mortahty's purpose has guided my actlons m elat~on here was a 
all spheres of my hfe, especially affect~ng how member of a rehgous 
I approach my family, Church callmgs, and establ~shment, a b~sh- 
other personal relat~onships op and an Inst~tute dl- 

-ETHAN CANNON rector who was not 
Brent 

afra~d of truth or of any delighted 

I CAN'T thlnk of a more p~votal moment questions I m~ght ask 
m my sp~ntual development than my first From that moment, I 
Inst~tute class As I walked to class, I knew there was a place 

in giving 
wondered how a relig~on of flannel-board for my testimony at 
Pnmary stones and weepy G ~ r k  Camp testi- Berkeley Many Mor- 

Institute 
mony meetings would fit Into my new life at mons clte the~r mlsslon tours and 
Berkelev That dav we studied the words of as the ~ e n o d  of the~r 
the Old Testament, and the archaic Ian- most intense spiritual 
guage-well worn and fitting-co~forted development. I too proclaiming, 
me. Then, to my surprise, as if by virtue of served an honorable 
our meeting on campus, the probing ques- mission and loved the ‘‘Welcome to 
tions began to fly Ideas were challenged and experience, but woven Zion!" scrutinized, and I felt pushed to define my into my daily thoughts, 
beliefs and reconsider my operating assump- grounding my identity, 
tions. Suddenly the distance between the directing the pattern of 
flannel-board stories of my childhood and my my behavior, is my 
new college environment seemed smaller. Berkeley experience. And through it all, But that one little toe had a lot to do with 
Here was a place where asking questions Brent Collette was the guiding light pointing Brent. Sometimes I came to Brent's classes a 
about religion could strengthen belief. My to Christ. little shyly because I wasn't sure how I felt 
faith began to grow that day-faith that I In Berkeley5 secular context, no professor about the Church. Sometimes I came a little 
could question and examine the doctrines of specifically referred to gospel principles in defiantly because I wasn't sure how I felt 
the gospel closely, and that I would only be their lectures, but connections happened all about the Church. Brent always remembered 
brought closer to God for the endeavor. the same, and Brent was always there to hear my name, welcomed me, handled my ques- 

On one occasion, Brent bought me lunch my latest epiphany and to prod me to shore tions gracefully, never pushed too hard but 
at the grill on Sproul Plaza (origin of the free up my ideas with empirical or spiritual evi- never watered things down too much either. I 
speech movement). Surrounded by the usual dence. But never once in all of my arguing, felt completely safe and accepted with him- 
noonday ruckus of preaching and pamphle- testing, and growing did he tell me that I was never judged, only invited. 
teering, I was touched by the kindness of a wrong-that I should think differently. He Because of this atmosphere at the Institute 
teacher, and I felt God's love. Brent fashioned let me find my own way. building, I found I came there as a refuge be- 
a little island of spirituality in the tempest of -APRIL CARLSON tween classes even when I wasn't attending 
politics, religon, and philosophy, and I knew Church services. And it was there I ultimately 
I had found a friend. That moment was a rev- I FEEL like I didn't know Brent jump-started a profound conversion process 

well enough to merit the love 1 in my final months before graduation. In fact, 
felt from him. He would always Brent was one of the most influential people 

greet me like a long lost friend. He in those crucial months of conversion that 
Famous Brenrisms never walked up to me without brought me back into faith and fellowship 

Love doesn't just happen, love is a choice; being ecstatic to see me. He would and sent me on a mission. And when he 

you choose who you love. drop everything to talk to me (even learned that I hadn't known to attend a 
if he was preparing a lesson). temple preparation class before I received my 

What's the take-home message? He couldn't go too many mo- endowments, he kindly and patiently took 
But tell me-are you happy? ments without having fun. He me aside for an hour. Because he knew me 

Good is not wasted. taught us to see loss as a way to ap- and my longstanding struggles with gender 
preciate things better. We are issues, Brent prepared me for certain mo- 

All things that rise, converge. grieving for lost opportunities, but ments that helped make my first experience 
You can'tgive love awayfast enough because 1 know there will be opportunities in the temple a positive and spiritual one. 

for further discussions with him. I fondly remember his sweet tempera- 
the Savior always sends love in return. If he were here now, he would ment and sense of humor, his insights on the 

Put this on page one ofyour journal. tell us to proceed "with vim and spiritual nature of light, his compassionate, 

All truth is light, and light emanates from vigor!" intelligent handling of any question, his 
-DAVID JENSON ability to bring groups of incredibly diverse 

Christ through the Holy Spirit. people (liberals and conservatives, middle- 
* Proceed with vim and vigor! D URING my years as an aged housewives and students) together to 

"Light cleaves to light . . ." undergraduate at Berke- new insights on well-worn scriptural pas- 
ley from 1986 to 1991, I sages, his enthusiasm for open inquiry, his 

barely kept a toe in the Church. unwavering faith, and his personal stories 
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Brent Collette and Charlotte Schuvler 

patible with the teachings 
of Jesus Christ. 

-ERIC D. OLSON 

I LOVED Brother Col- 
lette for his intelli- 
gence and for the 

insights he brought to 
my understanding of the 
gospel. But more than 
that, I loved him for the 
joy he got from interacting 
with us. The Institute was 
like a home, and he and 
Charlotte Schuyler weren't 
exactly "parents," but they 
were definitely partners in 

Not exactly "parents," but they made the lnstitute 

shared sparingly and meaningfully He filled 
us with love and light and Christlike radi- 
ance and helped us believe it was possible to 
blend intellect with faith, humor with spiri- 
tuality, and individuality with obedience. 

He is one of the few people I can think of 
who was ready to meet his Maker. I imagine 
it was a very loving reunion. 

-TANIA N. RANDS 

RENT had an enormous zest for life 
and what always seemed like un- 
bounded energy. When you talked to 

him, he would focus it all on you like you 
were the most important thing in his world 
at that moment. 

- G W  STORDAHL WRIGHT 

I ALWAYS picture Brent riding his bike 
across campus or carrylng a load way too 
heavy for him, looking always a little lost 

or confused but progressing with great vigor 
and joy as if he were untouchable by the 
woes of the world around him and ready to 
share thoughts about "light cleaving to light." 

-DAN COATES 

B RENT once commented to me that 
"Orthodoxy does not require duplica- 
tion, just compatibility" I have never 

forgotten that simple yet profound statement. 
While, to some, Brent may have seemed a 
little "unorthodox" in his mannerisms and at- 
titudes, his life and teachings were in total 
harmony with the great truths of the gospel. 
Brent lived by the maxim that "All truth is 
light, and light emanates from Christ through 
the Holy Spirit." Our great challenge here on 
this earth is to seek after and find that "light" 
which brings us closer to our Heavenly 
Father and helps us make our own lives com- 

feel like a home, making the Institute what 
it was. When the Institute 
was being renovated and 

almost done, I remember going through with 
him and some other students, and he was so 
proud to show the place off. He wanted us to 
all feel part of it-and we really did. Institute 
classes were good, but great discussions 
could happen any place because Brother 
Collette would come out to say hello and get 
interested in what we were talking about. 

I remember his asking why it was that 
more often women married men who weren't 
spiritually to their par than happened the 
other way around. He didn't think it was 
right for women to do that. 

I remember how much he loved his wife 
and children, and how he talked about them. 
I remember his saying how lucky he was to 
be the director of the Berkeley Institute and 
how he didn't want to go anywhere else. 

-MONICA HENDRlCKS 

B RENT put his whole life into this 
Institute program-into us-and we 
all felt it. While going to school, I 

would talk to him every day for at least two 
hours. He was my mentor through theologi- 
cally challengng times. He helped me to 
sound out concerns, to inquire and challenge 
and explore while still holding to the truths of 
nhe gospel. He would guide me, and when he 
knew I was ready for a challenge, he would 
raise new questions for me. I felt the interest 
he had in my life. Many of my regrets are for 
all of the things I still want to learn from him, 
all the questions I still want to ask him. 

-GERALD JONES (the younger) 

I ATTENDED class only once a month, 
and it seemed that I went to class and 
Adam and Eve were in the Garden. Then 

the next month, they were still in the Garden. 
-NIEN PING 

MET Brent when I was just coming back 
to the Church. I loved hearing him teach 
us about the gospel. His catch phrases 

like, "You can't give love away fast enough, 
because the Savior always sends love in re- 
turn," and "Put this on page one of your 
journal" are now little blessings. 

-CRYSTAL COE 

I REMEMBER we had an evening Forum 
speaker once whom Brent wanted very 
much to hear. The event was well at- 

tended and the speaker began-but no 
Brent. At one point, I left to use the restroom 
and found Brent in his office, poking at the 
prepared dinner while he listened to a men- 
tally ill (and perhaps drunk) sometime 
member of the Church sing one Primary song 
after another. Brent had sacrificed his oppor- 
tunity to hear this speaker so the rest of us 
could enjoy the message in peace. Whenever 
the straggly singer made a move to go explore 
the rest of the building, Brent coaxed him to 
stay, gamely requesting another song and ex- 
pressing vast appreciation for the one just 
completed. He spent probably two hours in 
this unenviable position. 1 think it is telling 
that I no longer remember the speakerk mes- 
sage or even who he was, but I do remember 
Brentk self-sacrificing act of love that night. 

I used to cringe when someone would ask 
a difficult gospel-related question in a Sunday 
School or Institute class, and it took me some 
time before I realized why: I secretly feared 
the gospel would not hold up to such 
scrutiny I was afraid that talking about cer- 
tain aspects of the Church would expose 
flaws that would "ruin it" for those who 
hadn't seen the same discrepancies, like 
asking technical questions about Santa Claus 
in front of a child. Brent changed all that for 
me, not by knowing all the answers-though 
he did have an amazing wealth of knowledge 
that included Near Eastern studies, physics, 
philosophy, and comparative religion-but 
by constantly searching for answers himself. 
Without ever veering in the least from the 
standard doctrines of the gospel, he was con- 
stantly studying the scriptures and many 
other sources, asking provocative questions 
of his students and coming up with theories 
which he tested out on us. These theories al- 
ways linked true gospel principles in ways 
that made the whole gospel make more sense 
to me. And though we all took turns deflating 
a few of his balloons (usually with less tact 
than he steered us around our own mis- 
guided ideas, I'm afraid), he always took such 
revisions in stride and was quick to dismiss 
anything shown to be false. He held fast to 
anything that was true, and when two true 
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things seemed to conflict with one another, 
he would search until he found out how to 
reconcile them. There was nothing 1 was 
afraid to ask him, and though occasionally 
our frank discussions led him to pop the 
handkerchief he always canied into his 
mouth (a common gesture he employed 
when he felt he was straying to less appro- 
priate topics), I always felt that he would give 
me "the straight scoop." 

Brent's favorite way of expressing his testi- 
mony on any topic was with the phrase "I am 
convinced that . . . ." His professions were 
sincere and direct, empty of the glibly spoken 
"I knows" that can characterize many testi- 
monies, and his conviction convinced me. I 
felt he had probed the gospel like few others 
and had not found it wanting, and I was de- 
termined to do so as well. I felt the Spirit 
bearing witness with an "aha!" feeling more 
with him than perhaps with any other person 
in my life, and I am grateful for his influence 
which is a part of my testimony to this day 

-ALYSON MCCLEVE BROBERG 

ROTHER Collette was one of the 
most amazing and inspiring people 
I've ever known. His smile literally lit 

up the room, and his incredible good humor 
and love for everyone were contagious. He 
also gave incredible hugs. 1 saw him the 
Tuesday afternoon before his last class, and 
he said, "Erin, wouldn't it be a shame if I died 
because I didn't have a hug, and you were 
right here in the building?" I gave him one, 
and that moment is a special memory for me. 

-ERIN CORN 

L IKE many others, I feel that Brent was 
the best friend I had at Berkeley He 
was parent and counselor and spiritual 

leader rolled into one. His trust, thoughtful- 
ness, and practical approach to life bolstered 
me as I returned to activity in the Church. The 
Institute building was a second home, one 
that I still value. I am saddened to think that 1 
can no longer visit with him in this life and let 
him know how I have progressed. But I am 
thankful I knew him and am comforted that 
there is now one more joyful reunion to look 
forward to in our heavenly home. And I'd like 
to think that he can now "hie to Kolob and 
participate in metaphysical discussions with 
those of so much greater knowledge than we 
yet possess. 

--IAARISSA CAREY 

To comment or share your own 
reflections about Brent, visit our web- 
site: <www.sunstoneonline.com>. 

F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R  

By Dan Wotherspoon 

The following reflections tie in with my 
November 2001 editorial that drew upon a real- 
ization I'd had during a session a t  the 1997 an- 
nual meeting of the American Academy of 
Religon. Here is thefirst, and even more lasting, 
part of the stoly of my experiences at  that con- 
ference. 

A BOUT THIRTY MINUTES into my 
flight to San Francisco, I noticed my 
rowrnate and 1 were both reading re- 

ligous studies books. I asked him if he were 
going to the AAR conference. He was. 

'games Fowler from Emory University." 
"Uh, Dan Wotherspoon. . . . I'm teaching 

some as an adjunct in Salt Lake City, but I'm 
still looking for a full-time position. . . . But 
your name seems familiar to me." 

Generously, he let me fidget only for a few 
seconds while I racked my brain for the 
reason I had recognized his name. "Well, 
whatever small notice people have taken of 
me is usually connected with one of the 
books I've written, Stages of ~a i th . " '  

"That's it!" I exclaimed, "We read that in 
the methods class I took during my master's 
work at Arizona State." Unfortunately, I 
couldn't think of much to say about the book 
right then. It was just one of many I had read 
for that class in various approaches to the 
study of religion, although I did remember 
that several of my fellow students were gen- 
uinely excited by it. 

Again. Dr. Fowler let me off the hook, not 
waiting for me to rhapsodize about his book. 
"Tell me, what did you study at Claremont?" 

Ouch! My choice there to work on 
Mormon thought was not my favorite deci- 
sion at this later moment in my life and 
stalled career. Maybe it would have been 
better if he had left me to twist in the wind 
while I searched for something complimen- 
tary to say about his book! "Uh . . . I went 
there to study process philosophy but ended 
up working mostly on Mormon theology and 
its resources for the postmodern world." 

What came next surprised me: "Then you 
must know all about Sunstone." 

"Sure I do. But . . . how do you know 
about it?" 

He explained he had twice spoken at Salt 
Lake symposiums, and he expressed genuine 

admiration for the people he had met and the 
spiritual and emotional needs Sunstone 
helped meet. "In fact, I've used a portion 
from a talk 1 heard at Sunstone in my latest 
book, Faithful Change. . . . Oh, and you might 
like that book. It deals with the postmodern 
world, too."* 

We spoke for a few more minutes. I 
asked about the book's publisher so 1 could 
visit their conference booth to look it over, 
and soon we turned back to our own 
thoughts and reading. I did buy the book, 
first thing, when I arrived at the conference. 
Maybe we'd bump into each other again and 
he'd sign it. That'd be cool. 

That was not to be, and my personal en- 
counter (at least so far) with James Fowler 
ended when we shook hands at the end of 
the flight. But Faithful Change, my subse- 
quent re-introduction to Stages of Faith, and 
my fresh encounters with his other books 
continue to make him a favorite person.3 
When I desperately needed it, he, through 
his writing, helped me see what it might 
mean to someday become a spiritual adult. 

Now, "spiritual adult" is a pretty loaded 
term. Let me give it a little run up. 

I N her recent SUNSTONE cover article 
(Nov. 2001), Marybeth Raynes discusses 
one of the most important discoveries of 

the past century: that human beings gener- 
ally think, reason, behave, love, and adapt in 
ways that follow developmental principles 
and fall into structurally similar develop- 
mental stages. And further, these stages 
themselves unfold in a predictable, even nec- 
essary, sequence. Now, developmental theory 
can be really boring, especially to readers for 
whom everything feels stable and safe. I'm 
certain that is why Stages of Faith had been 
'lust one of many" books for me when I had 
read it early in my master's program. I didn't 
feel the book related to me. I was comfort- 
able that I already knew pretty well the way 
things really are. I wanted to learn more 
about religion, but I didn't really expect my 
studies to change my views all that much. 

However, a few months into my master's 
program, I realized I had to make a decision. 
I had proven to myself in the first month or 
two (the timeframe in which I had read 
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Fowler) that I could understand the source 
material enough to get by without actually 
letting any of it in, without allowing it to sub- 
stantially alter my thinking. And I knew I 
could continue that way Students in both my 
graduate programs fought the whole way 
through school against being moved from 
their comfortable sureties. Several now teach 
at denominational seminaries or pastor con- 
servative congregations (those were their 
goals), but I don't think they enjoyed their 
schooling all that much. But what was my 
goal? Was I willing to risk being changed by 
the approaches and tools I was studying? 

Well, sometime during that first semester, 
I crossed that threshold. I could feel the dif- 
ference, and at first, nothing gave me serious 
cause to doubt my own views. Then I began 
to study biblical authorship. Exploring the 
divinity and authority of scripture-now 
thatk scary! Ultimately I couldn't resist the 
evidence that scripture, like other texts, bears 
unmistakable evidence of human shaping, 
deliberate construction, and the influence of 
widely different personalities and religious 
temperaments. I didn't really know what to 
do with this new view of things. Scripture 
had lost its sacredness; and I didn't then see 
how there could be a middle position. Well, 
before long, I was deconstructing everything. 
If scripture was vulnerable to my new razors, 
nothing could be off-limits, including 
Mormon texts, history, and doctrine. It was 
an exhilarating time; it was a very depressing 
time. 

At that point, I was fully in what Fowler's 
model would describe as the fourth of six 
faith stages. He calls it the "Individuative- 
Reflective" stage and characterizes it, in part, 
as a time of "demythologzing." For the first 
time, I saw what taking responsibility for my 
own views really meant. I considered every- 
thing, especially how I had simply assumed 
the stories I had been raised with-stories 
about the nature of good and evil, of being a 
child of God, of the meaning of life, of the di- 
vine hand in the founding of my country, of 
what it means to be a Mormon-were true. I 
kept on asking, concluding and uncon- 
cluding, flitting between belief and skepti- 
cism, flylng high in my speculations and 
then crashing into myself as I struggled to 
make them all fit together in a meaningful 
way I wasn't really happy with what I had 
come up with so far, yet I knew I could never 

3u1d I st111 end up never havlng been understol 

go back to seeing the world the way I had be- 
fore. 

It was while I was in this state of mind 
that a friend suggested I read Dialogue and 
SUNSTONE. I took his advice, and it 
helped-especially with the loneliness I had 
been feeling. Somehow, it hadn't really 
dawned on me that other Mormons might 
have asked the same questions I had, that 
others might be trying to integrate their 
scholarship and academic or professional 
disciplines with their Church lives. What a 
discovery to know that I wasn't alone! But 
what a blow, too, for just as I had begun to 
feel more connected with the Church than 1 
had in years, the September 1993 excommu- 
nications took place. I was devastated. 1 
hadn't yet attended a Sunstone symposium, 
and I didn't then know any of the 
"September Six," but I still recognized myself 
in them. Sure, some of their publications and 
presentations were intentionally a bit too 
provocative and occasionally too sarcastic. 
but it was easy to see such things were clearly 
byproducts of frustration and weariness, and 
not of hearts that weren't right or of people 
who didn't want good things for the Church 
and their fellow Saints. I couldn't help won- 
dering if I were staring at my fate. If I kept on 
this path, would my heart be constantly 
questioned and stepped on, and would I still 
end up never having been understood? Like 
many others, I became very depressed and 
began to contemplate abandoning the ship 
altogether. 

But in the middle of my darkest mo- 
ments, optimistic feelings would bubble up 
from some part of my soul, and I'd get 
glimpses of what it might be like to feel com- 
fortable with God and the Church again. I'd 
catch scraps of conversations about "taking a 
long view," of pendulums that swung back 
and forth. Or I'd chance upon something 
about how the "center never holds" and how 
all changes arise from the margns. Deep 
down I knew I was on a good path-but that 
conviction didn't make it a fun one. I wrote 
my dissertation on Mormonism while in this 
frame of mind. I sensed even then I was cut- 
ting my own throat for the immediate job 
market, but I was responding to feelings 
urging me to stay connected to Mormonism. 
I wrote on the LDS ideas and sensibilities I 
liked best and how they might contribute to 
a peaceful and sustainable future. It was 

1tly 

od? 

enough to keep alive my hope that I might 
still find a home in the Church. 

Yet, a year and a half later, as I described 
in my November editorial, I was singing a 
different tune. Things weren't working out. I 
felt saddled and embarrassed by my ties to 
Mormonism. Whatever spiritual signals that 
had told me happiness was ahead if I kept to 
the path I was on, and especially the feelings 
that had said this road could still connect 
with Mormonism, had been drowned by 
post-graduation pressures to perform and the 
cumulative effect of rejection after rejection 
for jobs I had felt were perfect fits for me. 

Enter the 1997 AAR conference. Enter 
James Fowler on the plane. Enter a Jewish 
scholar at the conference whose mind, spirit, 
and fully-owned Jewishness made me believe 
I might be able to push past my self-con- 
sciousness about being a Mormon. Enter 
Fowler's Faithful Change on the plane trip 
home and many rich encounters with his 
other books and those of other theorists. 

S 0 what did I mean when I said 
Fowler's work helped me begin to see 
what it might mean to be a "spiritual 

adult"? First, it reminded me that there is 
such a thing as mature spirituality. Of course, 
I had met many people whom I had admired 
for how they seemed to embrace everything 
about life, including its many contradictions. 
Had I been asked, I might have even used a 
term like "spiritual maturity" to describe 
what it was about them that attracted me. 
Still, I had never really begun to consider 
what characteristics they might have in 
common, what it is that allowed them to be 
so comfortable with themselves and with the 
world. 

Among other descriptors, Fowler portrays 
the path of spiritual development that fol- 
lows demythologizing as "a new reclaiming 
and reworking of one's past . . . an opening to 
the voices of one's 'deeper self"' (Stages of 
Faith, 198). He notes that those in this next 
stage have a "capacity to see and be in [their] 
group's most powerful meanings, while si- 
multaneously recognizing that they are rela- 
tive, partial and inevitably distorting 
apprehensions of transcendent reality" They 
can once more "appreciate symbols, myths, 
and rituals" but now with a depth of under- 
standing impossible before they began the 
examination processes (ibid.). 
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Fowler really caught my attention in 
Faithful Change as he described some of the 
characteristics of the transition times between 
stages, including "disorientation," and a 
feeling "that we f have lost our mental and " 
emotional maps, charts, plans, and sense of 
direction." They are times in which we spend 
"a great deal of emotional energy . . . trylng to 
grasp what has happened to us." He then 
talks about a liminal period, which, following 
William Bridges, he labels "the neutral zone" 
and which ritual theorist Victor Turner calls 
"antistructure." "To be in the neutral zone . . . 
means experiencing the dismantling or disin- 
tegration bf a way bf seeing and being in the 
world, and living through the ragged period 
of struggling to compose a new and more ad- 
equate meaning. Saint John of the Cross's 
great image of the 'dark night of the soul' cap- 
tures the emotional sense of dislocation, and 
sometimes desolation, such deep going times 
of transition can bring" (73-74). 

I was elated. You mean, these past nine 
years really might have served the purpose I 
had been sensing all along? That what I was 
going through might be necessary if I want to 
someday find the strength and inner peace I 
had admired in others? That I might find 
equilibrium again? 

Fowler's work helued me learn to value 
the scriptures again, and it also offered me 
hope, comfort, the feeling that I was not 
alone, and, best of all, the language to ex- 
plain, even to myself, what I had been going 
through. It also helped me feel part of a com- 
munity again. I started to feel a connection 
with the community of spiritual adventurers 
from every tradition, but it also helped me 
reconnect with Mormonism. 

Several of Fowler's books sueak about 
what has been termed "the scaidal of the 
particular." This "scandal" "arises from the 
fact that over and over again disclosures of 
ultimate moment find exuression to and 
among very finite, undistinguished, local and 
particular peoples." He notes that it is the 
scandal of the particular that gves rise to 
such phrases as "How odd of God to choose 
the Jews" or "Can any good thing come out 
of Nazareth?" (Faithful Change, 207). As 
much as I'd like to do nothing but think big 
thoughts and never have to deal with bills 
and toothaches and my weedy lawn, and as 
much as we think we can escape into some 
ethereal "community of all humankind or a 

purely spiritual realm. we can't. Eugene 
England understood the scandal. It is what 
his "why the Church is as true as the gospel" 
and "being Mormon and human" emphases 
are all about. He knew that revelation, 
growth, and maturing can come only 
through the particular, the temporal, the 
concrete, and through the real struggles of 
family and community relationships. I still 
don't know exactly what I mean by this next 
statement, but 1 believe something good 
came out of upstate New York in the 1830s. 
The movement Joseph Smith started is my re- 
ligion. Fowler's works have helped me decide 
once more to do my God-wrestling here, in 
this arena, among this scandalous and partic- 
ular people. 

Fowler's books and those of many other 
developmental theorists have also helped gve 
me peace in much the same way as did my 
first encounter with Richard Polk description 
of "Liahona" and "iron rodder" Saints and 
how so many of our misunderstandings and 
frustrations arise from different tempera- 
ments, not different levels of goodness. 
Developmental theory amplifies this: it isn't 
just temperament. The world doesn't just 
seem fundamentally different to people at dif- 
ferent stages or with different styles, it is dif- 
ferent. 

I've also been helped tremendously by 
understanding how important and appro- 
priate certain feelings and beliefs are as 
building-blocks for future development. In 
her article, Raynes offers a model for growth 
based upon a collapsible drinking cup with 
each inner ring representing a capacity that is 
transcended and enfolded as we continue to 
develop, but which is nevertheless absolutely 
essential if we are to flourish in later  stage^.^ 
My studies in developmental theory have 
helped me see how important those early 
stages are in which everything looks either 
black or white, right or wrong; in which we 
fully buy into our family, national, and reli- 
gious stories. We need strong narratives as 
we negotiate our way; they serve as our 
houses built upon the rock. Without fully be- 
lieving and living in them, we very likely will 
not be able to withstand life's many storms 
and complexities. 

I still can't say I enjoy it month after 
month, but thanks to this idea, I'm much 
more comfortable with the twenty-minute 
parade of Primary children who offer their "I 

knows" during my ward's fast and testimony 
meeting. I'm less bothered by my children's 
legalistic pronouncements and wrinkled 
faces when their egghead, conflicted dad 
"isn't quite as sure" as they are about most 
things. I now genuinely hope my children 
will serve Church missions and will write 
home about how "the gospel rocks!" and 
"Oh, if the people only knew how much we 
could help them!" That's exactly how you're 
supposed to feel at that time in your life. 
That's the kind of confidence missionaries 
need to do what they do. 

K NOW that my hope in sharing some 
of these struggles is not to focus on 
where I may or may not be on the 

journey toward spiritual adulthood. Every 
small victory I've described above is tem- 
pered by the cold, hard truth that I'm not ne- 
gotiating my way nearly as well as I'd like to, 
especially with regard to the Church. Please 
know that I also understand that my choice 
to stay active and involved with the Church 
is not the only or best route for everyone. 

My purpose is simply to share how much 
my mind and heart have changed since I 
chanced to sit next to James Fowler on a 
plane on the way to a conference. And my 
hope is for such good fortune to attend each 
of you as you happen to 
take notice of what the 
people around you are 
reading and saymg. You 
never know what good 
place such things might 
lead. 

- 

g2 

NOTES 

1. James W Fowler, Stages of Faith: The Psychology 
of Human Development and the Quest for ~ e a n i n ~  
(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco. 1995), origi- 
nally pubhshed in 1981. 

2. See James W Fowler, Faithful Change: The 
Personal and Public Challenges of Postmodem Life 
(Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1996), 116-18. 

3. Two others I have found very helpful are: James 
W Fowler, Becoming Adult, Becoming Christian: Adult 
Development and Christian Faith (San Francisco: Josey- 
Bass Publishers, 2000), originally published in 1984; 
and James W Fowler, Weaving the New Creation: Stages 
of Faith and the Public Church (Eugene, Ore.: Wipf 
and Stock Publishers, 2001), originally published in 
1991. 

4. Marybeth Raynes, "How Sex and Spirit are 
Linked: A Developmental Perspect~ve," SUNSTONE 
120 (Nov 2001):48. 
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SUNSTONE invites short musings: chatty reports, cultural trend 
sighting, theological meditations. All lovely things of good report, 
please share them. Send submissions to: cSunstoneED@aol.com> 

Sc r ip tu re  Chase  

YOU CAN FACE ANYTHING 

S OONER OR LATER, MOST CHRISTIANS, SEARCHING 
for the highest good, the philosopher's summum bonum, 
come to realize that the supreme good is contained in 

the twin commandments set forth by the Savior-to love God 
and to love others (Matt. 22:36-40). 

Of these two great commandments, most of the time I find 
the former easier than the latter. The second, however, weighs 
a little lighter for me when I remember we don't have to love 
others equally My great-uncle J. Golden Kimball put this idea 
in a memorable way: "Hell yes, I love my neighbors. I just love 
some a damn sight more than others!" 

One recent Sunday afternoon, I pulled my King James off 
the shelf and decided to take a really close look at 
I Corinthians 13, to honestly see how I measured up in faith, 
hope, and charity Using a pass-fail system, I leniently gave 
myself a low pass. I might have scored myself slightly higher 
except for verse 7: "[Love] beareth all things, believeth all 
things, hopeth all things, endureth all things." Somehow this 

"bearing" and "enduring" seemed to me too much like resigna- 
tion, submission, and mahng the best of a bad situation. I 
have never cared much for the meek, mild, persecuted, down- 
trodden, poor, lowly, and despised characterizations of living 
the gospel. I'm much more comfortable with the "manly," up- 
and-at-'em dynamics of Christianity I identify better with the 
abundant life, a light yoke, joy, and happiness. Was there pos- 
sibly a more positive, clear interpretation or translation of what 
Paul might have meant? 

So I picked up the various other translations of the Bible I 
have around to see how they read. None, including Joseph 
Smith's translation and the monumental, multi-volume Anchor 
Bible series with all its translation help, comments, and notes, 
conveyed my sense of what love is really like. 

My search was going nowhere when my wife Violet and I 
chanced upon a local garage sale. She looked for grandchil- 
dren clothes while I checked out the books. I was idly looking 
at what I thought was the New Oxford translation of the bible 
and was about to put it down when she said, "If you want it, 
buy it." I said I already had a copy, but she replied, "Well, it's 
only a dollar. Buy it, and give it to a friend." So, I bought it. 

After I got it home, I noticed it was not the New Oxford, but 
the New English Bible (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), 
a translation I had never read before. I turned to my passage. It 
read: "There is nothing love cannot face; there is no limit to its 
faith, its hope, and its endurance." I had struck platinum! 

Pecu l i a r  People 

MORMONS PREFER "OUT-OF-THIS WORLD" SPENDING 
% Who Say Spending is Too Low 

.5 M ORMONS ARE MORE FISCALLY CON- 
servative than the rest of the nation on 
some issues but more liberal on others. 

.4 Cumulative results from the General Social Survey 
conducted by the National Opinion Research Center 

.3 annually or bi-annually between 1972 and 2000 bear 
this out. On the question of the amount the govem- 

2 
ment spends to improve the condition of African- 
Americans, 34 percent of those polled nationally 
think we are spending too little while only 23 percent 

.I of Mormons say so. Yet, on the question of money al- 
~ a t t d  located to space exploration, 17 percent of Mormon 

0.0 htterdav Saints respondents believe more should be spent while only 

I Space Exploration Better Life - 
Blacks 

12 percent of the others questioned agree. 1 
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M o r m o n  M e d i a  I m a g e  

"ONE OF THE THREE" 

C OMIC BOOK FANS ARE USED TO READING ABOUT Luckily for Madman, the 
their favorite heroes battling every manner of super- Three Nephites continue to 
human threat. While few would even bat an eye over appear from time to time and 

the appearance of a giant ra- in various guises in later is- 
dioactive lizard, killer clown, or sues, providing him with 
horde of mutant zombies, in clues, insights, and the 
Madman Adventures #3 (1993, warning to "Keep your wits 
Tundra Publishing, Ltd.) award- about you!" 
winning comic writer and artist Madman Adventures is not 
Mike Allred introduced the the only comic series in which 
comics community to an all- Allred has drawn from his 
new villainous foe-Lamanites! Mormon background. In an 
When the zany Madman travels interview about another one 
to the ruins of South America to of his series, Red Rocket 7, 
rescue a stranded alien, he and Allred says he drew his inspi- 
his compatriots find themselves ration for his race of alien he- 
surrounded by a "ghost tribe" of roes-the "Ce1estonians"- 
bow-and-arrow-wielding war- from reading accounts of his 

riors. The group is soon rescued by a hooded stranger who, Mormon pioneer ancestors. 
speaking in tongues, announces "I am one of the Three. I am JEFF JOHNS 
Nephite. These people are Lamanite." Salt Lake City, Utah 

Here, finally, was an active, positive expression of the power of 
love. This was not merely passively bearing, enduring, hoping, 
and being patient and hang-doggish. 

This passage cried out to me, rather colloquially, "Hey, Elder, 
with love as a companion, you can face anything-personal 
crises, familial crises, financial crises, work problems, illness, 
age, you name it, whatever. Quit moping around; quit standing 
around in that circle of pain you-have 
constructed; get up on your hind legs and 
with love at your side and in your heart, 
live the abundant life! You really can love 
and help others-even yourself." The 
great second commandment will never 
again seem so difficult for me. 

STANLEN B. KIMBALL 
St. George, Utah 

T w e n t y  Years  Ago i n  S u n s t o n e  

"Children, as we all know, are natural philosophers. When 
they wonder, children ask all the big questions. 'Where did I 
come from?' 'What happens when you die?' 'Where is God- 
why can't I see him?' Such questions arise not only from the 
mind but from the heart as well. 'Thou has made us for thyself, 
0 Lord,' declares St. Augustine, 'and our hearts are restless 
until they rest in Thee.' Children not only want to know what 
God is like, they want to know him the way they know their 
own parents. They want an emotional attachment because 
such attachments are the cement of human connections. It is 
through emotions that we join and respond to others. They be- 
come a part of us and we a part of them. Without emotions we 
can know about each other but we cannot know each other. 
And it is through the ordinary experience of human connec- 
tions, the disappointments as well as the exaltations, that we 
gain a glimmer of the Divine embrace. . . . 

"We honor tradition by bringing our hearts' most pressing 
questions to it, by turning childhood answers into questions 

"THE USE AND ABUSE for adult selves. That is the way adults recover the sense of 
wonder. 

OF RELIGION" "The enemy of faith . . . and wonder is certitude. No one 
knows God with certitude. Every tradition, being a human re- 

T HE MARCH-APRIL 1982 ISSUE OF SUNSTONE sponse to the divine, conceals even as it reveals his face. We 
contains an insightful article, written especially for cannot be certain of God any more than we can be certain of 
SUNSTONE, by Kenneth Woodward, religon editor ourselves or of those we love. Indeed, as theologian John 

for Newsweek. In his reflection, Woodward shares his Dunne has amply demonstrated, the more we try to make sure 
thoughts on many topics, including asking questions and of another's friendship or love, the more uncertain we become. 
seeking answers: And the more we try to make certain of ourselves, the more we 
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IR NEW ZEALAND HAS A NICE WEBSITE FULL dishes, diabetic, kosher, Mormon, Hindu, and Moslem. 
of helpful travel tips and information re€- -- "-- - Potential flyers are assured that each of the special religious 
their in-flight services <www.aimz.corn>. i% meals "is designed according to the standards of the partic- 

rier devoted to high-quality customer care, the air1 ular religious group." Whew! It's good to know that we'll be 
sures travelers, "If you need a special meal during you able to get our sliced ham, funeral potatoes, carrot and 
for health, medical or re raisin nd doubl 
dren with special needs, next ti] to New ; 

lose ourselves in uncertainty. How much more true is this of 
God who so transcends all our categories of thought and de- 
sire? 

"But the kind of religion we hear about today, the lnnd that 
is sold on television and door to door is the kind that appeals to 
insecure people seeking false certitude. In short, it is false reli- 
gion. Jesus did not teach certitude but understanding. He him- 
self learned through experience and growing insight what it 
meant to call God 'Abba' or Father. He established a relation- 
ship with the Father so intimate that those who proclaimed him 
the Christ saw in Jesus-especially his suffering and death- 
not only an act of atonement for sin but, as the evangelist John 
put it, 'the way, the truth, and the [light].' The way entails a 
quest, the truth a relationship, and the light an understanding. 
If I were an advice giver, I would warn against those who deny 
the quest, cheapen the truth, and block understanding. These 
are the true and ever present abusers of religion." 

M a r g i n  N o t e s  

LIVING INTENTIONALLY 
Behold, they believed in Christ and worshiped the Father in his 

name, and also we worship the Father in his name. Andfor this in- 
tent we keep the law of Moses, it pointing our souls to him; andfor 
this cause it is sanctified unto wfor righteousness, even as it was ac- 
counted unto Abraham in the wilderness to be obedient unto the 
commands of God in offering up his son Isaac, which is a similitude 
of God and his Only Begotten Son. 

-Jacob 4:5 

T HAS OFTEN BEEN SAID THAT THE ROAD TO HELL 
is paved with good intentions, but those who say it mean 
to cast aspersions at the intender, not the intent. Jacob 4:5 

reports that the Nephites kept the Law of Moses for the intent 
of leading them to Christ, and doubtless that was the result for 
many of them. But we also know that for many descendants of 
Lehi, the Law of Moses became an end in itself (Jacob 7:7 gives 
a fine example), leading them even to deny the existence of 

le-thick c 
Cealand! 

mint brc 

any Christ. Surely the miscarriage of the intent does not indi- 
cate that the intended purpose was wrong. It merely demon- 
strates how easily even godly purposes can be perverted. 

I first realized that I was having unintended effects on the 
lives of other people when in 1995, a college friend in a talk 
quoted something I had said in 1992. Fortunately, I still agreed 
with the statement. But hearing it gave me a seasick sort of 
feeling, like I was standing on shifting ground. I am not a 
prophet; what I say is not scripture. Like most people, my 
viewpoint is constantly changing. So how many people are out 
there holding on to an outdated version of who I am or what I 
stand for, based on some foolish thing I might have said or did 
years ago? How many paths have turned to the right or the left 
due to my actions (or lack thereof) without my knowledge? 

It seems as though all actions, even those that appear to take 
place within limited spheres of influence, have far-reaching and 
even unintended effects. For example, I like chocolate. I know 
that subsistence farmers in developing nations grow most of the 
world's cocoa beans. Most don't have their own channels of dis- 
tribution, so they sell their crops for meager profits to corrupt 
middlemen. If everyone stopped using chocolate, these farmers 
would suddenly have no way to make a living. If, on the other 
hand, we all increased our consumption, their lives would not 
likely improve, only those of the brokers. 

I'd like to think that the effects of my actions usually match 
my intent. For example, I use cloth diapers on my children. 
They are considered to have less of an environmental impact 
than disposable diapers and are cheaper in the long run, but 
they are significantly less convenient. I hope that the extra ef- 
fort I put into my babies' hygene will help preserve the quality 
of earth life for them and their children, but I have no guar- 
antee. I also served a mission for the Church, and several 
people I taught in my "greenie" area were baptized. By the end 
of my eighteen-month mission, they were all inactive. Eight 
years later, I cannot work up the courage to go back to see if 
anyone I taught is still active, but there is now a temple in 
Massachusetts; that will have to suffice. I have found washing 
stinky diapers about as much fun as tracting, and I can only 
hope they both have a positive effect on the world. 

It does seem that while good intent may not always yleld 
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a good result, good results rarely occur without first having a 
good intent. The road to hell is most certainly paved with 
good intentions, but so are other roads. The differences in 
various paths lie in how the pavers are laid. On hell's 
highway, good intentions are abandoned; they lie chock-a- 
block wherever they fall. Passage thereon is necessarily haz- 
ardous, and its travelers have to watch out for themselves. 
Paths that lead to heaven are groomed. Travelers there pick 
up the intentions of their pridecessors 
that had missed their mark and place 
them in more-appropriate locations. 
Thus they benefit from those who came 
before and make the road smoother for 
those who follow. I don't know who has 
cleaned up the messes I've made, but I 
thank them. and may God bless them 1 7 11 
on their journey 

JESSICA LOVERIDGE BRIMLEY 
Long Beach, Calijornia 

L i g h t e r  M i n d s  

GOING UP? 

URING A RECENT TRIP TO SALT LAKE cm, I 
visited the Church Office Building to meet with the 
Church's Research and Development Department 

about a project I had recently completed. Afterward, I boarded 
the elevator on the eighteenth floor. Already in the elevator 
were three people, two who looked like tourists and a man 
who appeared to be a Church employee. When the elevator 
stopped at the fourteenth floor, a woman's voice announced, 
"fourteenth floor." Another male Church employee boarded. 

An iconoclast in my dress and demeanor, I couldn't keep 
from blurting out as the doors closed, "I'm so glad to hear that 
women have a voice in the Church!" 

The tourists laughed; the two employees merely looked 
amused. 

JANET KINCAID 
Washington, D.C. 

We S a y e t h ,  T h e y  S a y e t h  . . . 

OF ANGELS, GIANTS, & FLOODS 
And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of 

the earth, and daughters were born unto them, that the sons of God 
saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them 
wives of all which they chose. -Genesis 6: 1-2 

T RADITIONAL MORMON TEACHINGS ABOUT THIS 
passage of scripture claim that one of the main causes 
for the Flood was the apostasy of the "sons of God," or 

priesthood-bearing men of God's church, brought about by 
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their mamages to non-believing women (Joseph Fielding 
Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions 1:135-7). This view is also 
supported by LDS scripture (see Moses 8:13-15; note that in 
this passage, it is the daughters who apostatize by marrymg the 
non-believers). 

Many biblical scholars, however, interpret these Genesis 
verses quite differently. Drawing on a variety of sources in- 
cluding Canaanite myths and other extra-biblical writings, 
most scholars interpret the writers of Genesis as believing that 
the great sin leading to the flood was the intermixing of the di- 
vine and human worlds. The evil was accomplished by angels 
who descended from heaven and mamed (and procreated) 
with humans (New Jerome Biblical Commentary [Prentice Hall, 
19901, 14). Several sources suggest that in their desire to 
please their human wives, these angels revealed certain pieces 
of divine knowledge that would allow humans to obtain 
heaven without tasting death, thus reversing God's decree in 
the Garden of Eden that all must die. It was because this 
knowledge had come to humans that God ordered the Flood 
and was also forced to send the offending angels into outer 
darkness (see 2 Peter 2:4-5; Jude 1:6). The offspring of these 
unions between humans and the angels were called 
"Nephilim," or giants, and were the great antagonists of the 
land of Canaan (see Num. 13:33; also Deut. 2:lO-11, 20-21, 
3 : l l ;  Joshua 12:4, 17:15). 

An example of this version of events is found in the 
Aramaic "Book of Enoch." It tells of two angels who ap- 
proach God asking if they can descend to earth to preach re- 
pentance to the humans who had grown very corrupt. God 
tells them, "It is revealed and well known to me that if per- 
adventure you had lived in that earthly world, the evil incli- 
nation would have ruled you just as much as it rules over the 
sons of man." Undeterred by this ominous warning, the an- 
gels continue to importune at the throne, and God finally re- 
lents. The angels descend, and "when they beheld the 
daughters of man that they were beautiful, they began to 
corrupt themselves with them." One of the women ap- 
proaches the angels and demands to be taught the name "by 
which thou art enabled to ascend to the firmament, as soon 
as thou dost mention it." After repeated requests, the angels 
yleld and teach her the name (J. T. Milik and M. Black, eds., 
The Books of Enoch, Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4 
[Oxford Clarendon Press, 19761, 327). 

According to George Laub's records of an April 1843 dis- 
course by Joseph Smith, the prophet declared in reference to 
Genesis 6:l-2, "The history of Joseph[uls in Speaking of an- 
gels came down and took themselves wives of the daughters of 
men. . . . These ware resurrected Bodies, Violated the Celestial 
laws" ("George Laub's Nauvoo Journal," Eugene England, ed., 
Bw Studies 18:2 [winter 19821 :174). 

The idea that celestialized, resurrected beings could sin and 
fall is a strange notion in today's Mormon classroom, but it was 
widely believed by early religious writers and, apparently, em- 
braced by Joseph Smith himself. 

BRIAN H. STUY 
Lehi, Utah 
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C y b e r s a i n t s  

YOU SAY DESERET, I SAY aA%kf'A? 

0 NE HUNDRED FIFTY YEARS after 
its ~ncept~on, the "Deseret Alphabet" 
can now be downloaded from 

diskette for use on personal computers. This 
cyber-cunos~ty 1s the work of Edward 
Bateman, a graphic designer and "dlgtal Im- 
ager," who enlarged the characters from ong- 
inal books and redrew them digtally as a com- 
puter font 

In 1852, Bngham Young directed the 
Unlvers~ty of Deseret to create a phonetic al- 
phabet in which each letter would always rep- 
resent the same sound. In the end, the al- 
phabet d ~ e d  w t h  Bngham Young-or did it? 
In 1994, filmmaker Trent Hams made creative 
use of the alphabet in h ~ s  Mormon science-fic- 
tlon parody Plan Tenfrom Outer Space. 

S u f f e r  t h e  c h i l d r e n  . . . 

TUNNELS IN THE GRAIN 

M Y BEST CHILDHOOD MEMORIES COME FROM 
long, golden summers spent with my cousins. How 
I loved them. Marlene, serious and in charge, was 

the oldest. Susan, quiet and agreeable, was the youngest. I fit 
right in the middle, full of energy and ideas. Eager for adven- 
ture, we filled our days playlng and laughing about the bam- 
yard and through the fields of our family farms. 

I recall one particular August day, the heat rising in thin 
waves from the yellow grain. The sheep were searching for 
shade, and my grandmother was sitting on the porch fanning 
herself with a colorful Japanese fan. 

The day was unusual; we grls huddled in the tall orchard 
grass had just agreed on something-a secret place just for us. 
No boys would be allowed-no towheaded, rambunctious 
brothers, Fred, Frank, Dave, and Jim, and no fun-loving, red- 
headed cousin Little Billy We frowned as five red cowboy hats 
galloped by in search of Indians. 

Scowling at their exuberant "Whoopees" and "Let's go get 
'em's," we crawled into the adjoining field's rich yellow grain. 
Side by side on tanned knees and tender palms, we circled sev- 
eral times to make a large flat area for our secret play house. 
Giggling at our success and encouraged by the cries of gulls 
circling overhead, we trampled on, creating rooms for our play 
children, an ice cream and candy store, and yes, even a battle- 
ground for cowboys and Indians. Yes, so pleased were we, we 
even thought we might share with the boys. 

The sun was floating through 
hazy clouds over the Oquirrh 
Mountains as we heard my 
mother calling "Dinner!" Brush- 
ing ourselves as best we could 
and pulling wheat stalks from our 
hair, we ran for home. On the 
porch, Mother in a freshly 
pressed house dress and my Aunt 
Bessie in a crisp white blouse 
greeted us with welcome news- 
our families would share dinner 
that night. 

Dad and Uncle Ralph were aw- 
fully slow. Mother called "Dinner" 
again and then once more. Finally 
they appeared, Dad, wide in the 
shoulders, tall and lanky, Uncle 
Ralph, shorter, a bit more jaunty 
and with the ever-present smile in 
his eyes. Somber and deep in 
talk, they ambled through the 
lane, up the walk, and into the 
house. Lemon sunlight spilled 
through the west window. We 
bowed our heads, and Dad of- 

fered his usual thanks. Life felt so fine. 
Conversation was lively Mother, Grandmother, and Aunt 

Bessie were discussing the latest Vogue pattern book from 
Auerbach's. Dad and Uncle Ralph were talking sheep. Fred and 
Jimmy were tallung boy stuff. Marlene and I were planning 
more adventures. 

Then unexpectedly through the din came Jimmy's shrill 
voice. "The grls made tunnels in the grain today" Then he 
added, "We watched 'em from the orchard." Waving his butter 
knife and chewing vigorously, Fred nodded. 

Suddenly life wasn't fine any more. A strange unease fell 
over our table. Lamb chops cooled on our plates, and fresh 
corn puddled in melted butter. Uncle Ralph's face was unusu- 
ally stem, his eyes dark with displeasure, and Dad sat stiffly 
After a long and uncomfortable silence, Uncle Ralph said, "We 
know about that and was waitin' until after dinner." 

Jimmy gulped; Fred shifted in his chair. Marlene and I 
clasped hands under the table. 

"Are we in bad trouble?" Marlene's voice rose high in 
dismay then fell as she explained, "We were only making play 
houses." 

My mouth was dry, and my tongue felt too large for my 
mouth. Unfamiliar with dark looks from either my dad or my 
uncle, I desperately hoped they were not really angry or disap- 
pointed with me. 

"Don't you know the value of that grain?" Dad's voice was 
as stiff as his back. "You've trampled over half an acre, and you 
must know that can't be harvested." 

Small and shaky, my voice echoed. "No . . . no, we didn't 
know. It was just for fun." 
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S U N S T O N E  

Long sighs rolled simultaneously around the table. Aunt In the very same way, my father 
Bessie's soft, sweet voice came as welcome relief as she offered brightened and, giving me his usual 
to help serve dessert. With lowered heads, we girls spooned tender look, signaled his agreement. 
peach pie and glanced furtively at our fathers for a sign of Grateful for reprieve, we finished our 
pardon. While pushing crumbs from my uneaten pie crust, I dinner, and leaving our mothers to 
glimpsed a familiar twinkle begin its return to Uncle Ralph's their chores, we flew through the pink 
eye. and purple rays of the setting sun, 

Twitching thumb and middle fingers together in his usual feeling safe and loved, as all children 
way, he seemed remarkably transformed. "Ah, well, best not should. 
do that again, best to learn from our mistakes. Whaddayah MARY JAYNE NEWTON-DAVIS 
think, George?" West Valley City, Utah 

Of G o o d  R e p o r t  
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S U N S T O N E  

THIS WAS THE PLACE! 
UTAH AND MORMONS ON AN OLYMPIC-SIZED STAGE 

LDS IMAGE SOARS "SWIFTER, 
HIGHER, STRONGER" 

A S THE 2002 WINTER OLYMPICS AND PARALYMPICS 
closed in Salt Lake City in mid-March, the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints seemed to breathe a 

huge sigh of relief. It had just completed the daunting task of 
playng an active role in the Games and projecting an image of 
friendliness and openness to tens of thousands of visitors to 
Utah and millions of viewers around the world. And the mes- 
sage worked! 

After millions of dollars and years of preparation, the 
Church projected an image that was thoughtfully crafted and 
professionally delivered. Thousands of Mormon-related stories 
appeared in magazines and newspapers around the world. 
And though some reporters were obviously bewildered by 
many idiosyncrasies of Utah's "peculiar people" or the finer 
points of LDS theology, for the most part, the media portrayed 
Utah and Mormonism in an overwhelmingly positive light. 

"IF YE ARE PREPARED . . ." 

PREPARATIONS for the media onslaught during the Olympics 
began several years ago. The Church's Public Affairs 
Department vastly expanded the media resources available on 
the Church's official website <www.lds.org>, adding materials 
and offering information in more languages. The department 

mailed information 
packets about the 
Church to media 
outlets likely to send 
reporters to the 2002 
Games. And it sent 
staff members to 
make media presen- 
tations in select cities, 

A statue ofJoseph Smith stands at thc primarily in the 
entrance to the News Resource Center and Europe. 
created to help Olympics reporters get Most notably, the 

their  facts straight. Public Affairs Depart- 
ment created a News Resource Center for Olympic-accredited 
media, strategically located in the Joseph Smith Memorial 
Building. There, staff and volunteers handled media requests, 
organized special tours for reporters, and provided story ideas 

and resource materials. The center offered Internet connec- 
tions, large-screen television coverage of the Games, ready in- 
formation about the Church, and basic food services. "Tea and 
coffee will not be included with the food service," clarified a 
media page on the official LDS website, "though hot chocolate 
and herbal teas will be available. We will show you where to 
get these services within a city block." The center was a stirring 
success, hosting 1,324 media members and handling more 
than two thousand phone queries during the Games. Further, 
about two hundred reporters took advantage of the Church's 
offer to research their genealogy. 

"CONTAIN THE FIRE WITHIN" 

PERHAPS the wisest decisions the Church made in preparing 
for the world's spotlight were to tone down its normal prosely- 
tizing message and allow considerable media access to President 
Gordon B. Hinckley, the Quorum of the Twelve, and other 
Church leaders. According to Michael Otteson, director of the 
Public Affairs Department, President Hinckley's two-fold charge 
to his team was "to be good hosts and to establish a legacy of 
good will in the community" Playng on the Games' theme 
"light the fire within," Robert Kirby, the Salt Lake Tribune's resi- 
dent humorist, labeled the Church's strategy "contain the fire 
within." 

In a public discussion held at the University of Utah a few 
weeks after the Olympics closed, several experienced journalists 
agreed that these strategies had paid off very well for the 
Church. They also hoped the goodwill the Church enjoyed 
during the Games will help it decide to remain as accommo- 
dating to the media as it was during this remarkable period. 

Of the decision not to proselytize, the Tribune's Peggy 
Fletcher Stack suggested the Church probably became "best 
known in these Games for not proselytizing." Echoing Stack, 
Howard Berkes of National Public Radio added that "the act of 
not proselytizing was, in effect, the Church's most effective 
proselytizing." 

Berkes, who has covered Salt Lake City and the Church for 
more than twenty years, stated the level of openness from the 
Church toward the media was "more than he's ever seen be- 
forev-something he hopes will be a lasting Olympic legacy In 
the same discussion, Deseret News religion editor Carrie Moore 
suggested Church leaders had "long been afraid of the media, 
but now seem less so." According to Moore, they have acted 
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S U N S T O N E  

from fear that reporters were out "to skewer the Church, to do 
it harm." She believes the Church is beginning to understand 
that "reporters like people who are willing to talk; if you are 
not willing to talk, they think you have something to hide." 

All three journalists praised Otteson's influence in helping 
negotiate this new openness. Otteson demurred, saylng it is 
easy when the Church has such an enjoyable and media- 
friendly president. Stack agreed. Commenting on the differ- 
ence between President Spencer W Kimball, the last Church 
president before President Hinckley to make a real attempt to 
reach out to the media, she added: "President Kimball only tol- 
erated it. President Hinckley loves it; he relishes it." 

Whatever lies behind the changes, it is working. Berkes 

shared a story about a skeptical reporter who, through his ex- 
periences, "became open-minded and sympathetic." But trou- 
bled, the reporter confessed to Berkes his womes that if he 
wrote about his actual feelings and experiences, "His editor 
would be disappointed." 

PLEASE PASS THE LOZENGES 

MEMBERS of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir were among the 
busiest of all official Church ambassadors, and far and away 
the most reported-about. Clad in white sweaters, scarves, hats, 
and coats, the choir performed during the Olympics opening 
ceremony seen by an estimated audience of up to 3.5 billion. 

ople d i s t r ~ b t  
. . - . A .  - 0  7 

TEMPLE SQUARE PUTS ON lies. A new pamphlet was distributed containing information 
ITS OLYMPIC FACE about twelve nearby Church buildings open to the public 

during the Olympics. Small cards picturing the Salt Lake 
Temple and a smiling family invited readers to the new, offi- w ITH DAILY CONCERTS AND TOURS, AND cia1 LDS missionary website at <www.mormon.org> (see re- 

the "Light of the World spectacular playlng lated story, p. 76). 
most evenings in the adjacent Conference With a cast of more than a thousand, "Light of the 

Center, Temple Square was a powerful magnet for tens World-A Celebration of Life" was performed ten times in a 
of thousands of sold-out Conference Center. The theatrical and musical spec- 
tourists, reporters, tacular celebrated the human spirit and the ideal of world 
athletes, and digni- brotherhood. Despite a statement by Church spokesman 
taries. For the first Dale Bills that "the intent is to have a message that will appeal 
time in history, to any faith," the show conveyed an unambiguously 
visitors to Temple Christian message. At show's end, Jesus Christ was presented 
Square were re- as the "Light of the world," and an enormous image of 
quired to pass Thorvaldsen's Christw was projected onto a backdrop cur- 
through metal de- tain. 
tectors and submit In contrast to the Church's non-confrontational, non- 
to a search of their proselytizing approach to visitors, several anti-Mormon, 
belongings. Yet evangelical, and anti-abor- 
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with smiling, has- Visitors pass through metal detectors 
and have their belongings searched 

tion groups distributed lit- 
pitality-trained vol- before entering Temple Square. erature and organized 
unteers at every protests, some near Temple 

t visitors perceived the inspection procedure Square. Several evangelical 
as friendly and polite. Keeping in step with groups, including the Utah 
the Church's decision to tone down its mis- Lighthouse Ministry and the 
sionary emphasis during the Games, Mormonism Research Min- 
Temple Square missionaries and volunteer istry, prepared a "Temple 
guides were admonished instead to be Square Visitor's Guide," a 
"FRIENDS," an acronym for "Friendly, free newspaper with critical 
Respectful, Informative, Enthusiastic, views on Mormonism. A bit 
Non-judgmental, Dedicated, and Spirit- more respectful than most 

I I I 
ually prepared." Street banners contained anti-Mormon tracts, this Signs posted outside Temp1e Square 

to clarify where proselytizing was an image of the temple spires and pro- guide presented a rational and not 
claimed, "Friends to All Nations." critique of Mormon doc- 

Temple Square's two visitors centers had trine and practice. "As you will see, Mormonism is very dif- 
been completely renovated in 2001 (see SUNSTONE, Jan. ferent from biblical Christianity," said the paper. "In fact, LDS 
2002), updated with many high-tech and interactive dis- Church doctrine states that only Mormonism is true 
plays emphasizing Jesus Christ and the importance of fami- Christianity We politely disagree." 

, 
, 

I I I 

VI!ITORS RLCOM t 
- ... 

Pe :ure 
ourscue u r  emple >quare 

represen ta t~ves  o f  
The Church O f  Jesus Christ 

o f  L a t t e r - D a y  S a i n t s  



S U N S T O N E  

A NEW SYMBOL FOR THE CHURCH? 

I N A MOVE that surprised many, the Church approved the installation of a 
twenty-one-story-high Olympic banner on the Church Office Building's west 
wall. The banner was one of a dozen placed on Salt Lake City high-rises. And 

though the Salt Lake Temple remained the Church's 
most recognizable symbol, the "Skating Lady" 
evoked both humor and serious reflection from 
Mormon-watchers. 
The strange, massive image of a scantily clad woman 
in an elegant pose adorning the headquarters of the 
usually staid and conservative Church led to a great 
deal of fun. A satirical website, the Deseret Tribune 
<www.deserettribune.corn>, teased readers with a 
fictional news account of a compromise reached be- 
tween Church and Olympic officials to cover the 
Skating Lady's legs to the knees for modesty's sake. 
The story was accompanied by "before" and "after" 
pictures, the latter showing the Lady with blue leg- 
gings. That satire aside, when asked about the Lady 
in an ultra-short skirt and display of long, sexy legs 
on the side of the Church's world headquarters, 
Church spokesperson Michael Otteson said he 
would tell questioners: "Well, the pioneer dress "'c j""""~ L"b !~g'-""'cc' 

played havoc with the pirouettes." more attention during her 
performance than many 

Seeing the Lady more symbolically, some wondered traditional LDS symbols . 
if this image of a young, slender woman caught in 
the moment of performing a graceful skating move characterized an image LDS 
leaders were attempting to convey: a young, vigorous church optimistically looking 
upward. And just as the Skating Lady's difficult pose may look effortless, the 
Church's reshaping of its image for the new millennium could in reality be a very 
complicated, even painful, balancing act. 

With high winds and temperatures 
dropping slightly below freezing, the 
Choir lip-synced to pre-recorded 
Olympic selections: the "Star-Spangled 
Banner," Beethoven's "Ode to Joy," and 
the official 2002 Winter Games theme, 
"Call of the Champions," composed 
and conducted by John Williams. 

The opening ceremony was just part 
of the Choir's grueling Games schedule 
of rehearsing for upcoming tours, 
singing in "Music and the Spoken 
Word," and performing in "Light of the 
Worldn-an Olympic-themed extrava- 
ganza performed numerous times in 
the Conference Center. And just hours 
before the opening ceremony, the choir 
sang "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" 
to President George W Bush and First 
Lady Laura Bush at the state Capitol. In 
a short media session following a brief 
visit with the First Presidency, President 
Bush mentioned he was "looking for- 
ward to hearing the Choir tonight. . . . 
Thank you for tuning them up." To 
which President Hinckley replied, 
"They're all ready to go." 

According to Otteson, the Choir 
members' hard work and sore throats 
were well worth their efforts. Stories 
published about the Choir led all other 
Church-related stories by a wide 
margn. 

CHANGED MINDS, CHANGED HEARTS 

T HE 2002 OLYMPICS was a catalyst for collaboration between Mormons and non-Mormons in Salt Lake. It helped 
shift local attitudes toward open-mindedness and respect for diversity. Whether motives were pure or simply from a 
need to look good, sincere efforts and real progress were made. Mormons were energetic about welcoming the world, 

so a mood of cross-cultural appreciation began overtaking Salt Lake City, and interfaith work surged. 
An Interfaith Roundtable was created in 1998 to provide religious support for the Games. A subcommittee of the Salt Lake 

Organizing Committee, the Roundtable brought together a rare collection of clergy-sixty-five men and women representing 
more than twenty-five diverse local faiths. I joined the Roundtable as a practicing Gnostic and woman in ministry. At the 
Roundtable, our differences were respected, and collaboration was sincere; members put aside mistrust and fear. At each 
meeting, the group said a prayer of unity that embraced us all for who we are, regardless of belief, practice, or gender. We 
petitioned God for inclusiveness. This act alone was healing. Being accepted as a feminist was a turning point for me. I found 
peace and fulfillment working with LDS men in the group. This doesn't mean we agreed on everything, but it means we ap- 
preciated each other. 

The Roundtable co-sponsored a number of projects during the Olympics, including an evening of interfaith music and 
blessing, a directory that listed local faith services, a team of thirty-two Olympic chaplains for the athletes' village, and an 
Olympic edition of the book, A World of Faith. Yet perhaps our most crucial work was the alliance we formed ourselves. 

Salt Lake is changng. New relationships are forming. Those who are moving forward are finding positive language and 
common ground. To fall back on old habits woul only perpetuate past imbalances. The Olympics may have saved Salt Lake 
City from stagnation. The best legacy to come out of the Games may be our own ability to change. -MAXINE HANKS 



"ALL IN FAVOR. WISE YOUR HANDS AND SALUTE THEM." 

P RESIDENT GORDON B. HINCKLEY maintained a 
hectic schedule during the Olympics. The ninety- 
one-year-old leader was interviewed by reporters, 

made TV appearances, attended events and competitions, 
and met with dozens of visiting dignitaries and heads of 
state. On the evening of 7 February, with the First 
Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve all clad in official 
Olympic coats, President Hinckley even became an 
Olympic torchbearer. Standing in front of the Church 
Administration Building, Elder Robert D. Hales passed the 
torch through the First Presidency to President Hinckley, 
who declared: "Let this be a great occasion for everyone 
who joins with us here in this beautiful city and in this 
great mountain place of beauty, extending best wishes, our 
congratulations, and our gratitude." Then, raising the 
torch high, he added triumphantly "All in favor, raise your 
hands and salute them." There were no dissenting votes 
and, as onlookers raised their hands and cheered, President 
an official white torchbearer uniform, received and then car 

PI-cs~drr i t  H l n c k l q  liglits Eltlcr Ntul A, , M m v e l l ' s  
torch as i t  ncars its journey's end. 

Hinckley lit a torch held by Elder Neal A. Maxwell who, dressed in 
ried it through the crowd toward its next destination. 

THE PRESIDENT: . . . President Hinckley represents a great 
religion, he is a strong part of the American scene and I wanted 
to come by and say hello and pay my respects. And I'm glad I 
did. 

A LITTLE BLIP HERE, AND A LITTLE BEEP THERE 

Although one of the most-recognizable figures in Utah, 
President Hinckley was treated just like everyone else in vis- 
iting Olympic events. According to a Deseret News report, 
President Hinckley caused the metal detectors to beep several 
times as he and his wife, Marjorie Pay Hinckley, entered the 
E Center arena to watch a hockey game. The President's belt, 

"ANY HORSE THIEVES IN THERE?" watch, and several harmless objedtsin his pocket were the ap- 
parent culprits. "That's all right, son," he said graciously to the 

WHEN reporters asked Presidents Bush and Hinckley what security person who checked him, "you're only doing your 
they had talked about during their visit, the following ex- job." 
change occurred (from a transcript available at <www.white- 
house .gov/>): A GNARLY PROPHET 

THE PRESIDENT: Well . . . interestingly enough, we talked 
about our family heritage, our lineage. The president kindly WHEN President Hinckley was 
gave us our family histories; genealogies that have been re- asked what events he had the 
searched here. And it's a wonderful gift. And I said, before you opportunity to follow during the 
tell me, are there any horse thieves in there? (Laughter.) Games, USA Today reported that 

MR. HINCKLEY: I want to tell you that he comes of good he waxed enthusiastic about 
stock. (Laughter.) snowboarding: "That halfpipe 

THE PRESIDENT: That's right. (Laughter.) thing! I've never seen it before. 
MR. HINCKLEY: And so does she. Oh! 1 just enjoyed it. It was An Olvmpic inowbwrdcr 
Q: Mr. President, why was it important for you to meet crazy, to get down and tip upside "cavorts about. " 

with President Hinckley today? - down and cavort about." 
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LATE-NIGHT FUN 

APRIL 2002 

SIGN SPOTTED AT A UTAH TAPING OF NBC'S TODAY SHOW: 
"We aren't just aboutJell-On 

WHAT would the Olympics be without comments 
from the peanut gallery? Playng their role perfectly, the XIX Winter Olympic Games, wants to be the 
television's late-night menymen had plenty to say proving ground that shows there's no such thing. 
about Utah and Mormons during the Olympic Salt Lake is where nice is being slathered on top of 
games. A few samplings: nice, and the result is the nicest ever. It's the om- 

LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN: In his first phalos of sweetness and lite. . . . At some point you 
show following the opening ceremony, Letterman just give in to the cartoony aura that's being 
acted concerned that the Olympic "Child of Light" achieved. (It loves You! You love It! Form a line here! 
had been chased by Satan (really a red-clad skater Have a Coke and a smile!). . . . 
with orange hair portraying "The Fire Within"). Kill them with kindness. What the world needs 
"What was Satan doing there?" Letterman shrieked. now is nice, sweet nice. . . . People want to know 
"Satan doesn't live in Utah. He's from out-of-state!" where you're from, how you got here, are you okay, 

In an "Olympic Quiz" about several Olympic do you need anything, look how nice your hand- 
photos, the correct answer identifyng a picture of a writing is. . . . 
bobsled team was "a local Utah man and his three In the ornate Joseph Smith Memorial Building 
wives." next to Temple Square, there is perhaps the white- 

THE TONIGHT SHOW WITH JAY LENO: Dave hot core of Olympic niceties, where . . . church vol- 
Chappelle, an African-American comedian, was one unteers take your picture and tell you how hand- 
of two Olympics correspondents for the Tonight some you are. They smile, you smile, there are free 
Show. "Nothing says Black History Month like brownies with thick chocolate frosting. Anything we 
Utah," he quipped. "Eight of ten blacks in Utah play can do, anything at all, you just ask. 
for the Utah Jazz." Leno asked, "And the other You can't think of anything you could possibly 
twenty percent?" Chappelle responded, "You're ask them to do. 
looking at him." 

LATE NIGHT WITH CONAN O'BRIEN: "The 
Olympic torch its thirteen-th0usand- 

journey tonight in Utah Unfonunate'~ local 
Mormons thought the torch was a cigarette butt and 
stomped it out." 

"Over 250,000 condoms will be handed out at 
the Olympics-and that's just one condom per 

The Atlanta Games were a hot, wet, sloppy state fair, 
with Salt Lake's highly xfipted, co~or-coordi- 

.,ted and martial state parade. . . . a Dutch sports re- 
porter .they might all be but 
they are running these Games like the Germans." 

-The Washington Post 

Osmond!" 

A THICK SLATHERING 
OF NICE 

ANOTHER Olympic highlight 
was the apparently overwhelm- 
ingly kind and helpful volunteer 
corps. Commenting on one secu- 
rity check, NPR'S Howard Berkes 
quipped, "I've never been man- 
handled by such nice people." 
Salt Lake City's City Weekly re- 2 
ferred to all the smiles and help- : 
fulness as bordering on "toxic s 

3 

perkiness." Hank Stuever of the i 
Washington Post had even more to E 

8 
say about it: e 

Is it possible to be 8 
too nice? Gloriously Y, 

2 
kind Utah, on the eve of B 



S U N S T O N E  

PINNING DOWN A CULTURE 
ANT A QUICK cultural mirror? Let official and unofficial Olympics merchandisers tell you a little bit about yourself! 
Some of the best fun at the Olympics came from watching people bustling around with the T-shirts, hats, charms, and 
pins marketed at the Games, both officially and not. An underground hit was the "I went to Utah and all I got were 

these dumb seven wives" T-shirt. "Mitt Happens" happened in various forms. Still, far and away the best light-hearted pokes at 
Utah and Mormon culture came through the thousands of pins and charms traded at the Games. We've put seven of Salt Lake 
Tribune and occasional SUNSTONE cartoonist Pat Bagleyk playful pins on the back cover. Here are a few other favorites: 

I My Heck received some notice. A fetchin' 1 

I nice pin, we think. Yes, truly, very special. I 
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Afaithful missionary son cannot reconcile the Church5 absolutist claims with the discrepancies 
so apparent to him and decides his integrity will no longer allow him to participate in the Church. 

Afather asks if we might learn to bear a "kindel; gentler" testimony. 

By Keith E. Norman 

0 UR OLDEST SON COMPLETED HIS MISSION IN 
the summer of 2000 and returned home to Ohio 
from preaching to the benighted souls in the Utah 

Salt Lake South mission. Despite the locale, he faced many 
challenges-more than just the distraction of carloads of 
young Mormon women who would slow down to whistle and 
honk as they passed. His letters home conveyed increasing 
spiritual growth and self-understanding, and several times we 
received letters from strangers telling us how much they ap- 
preciated and admired his efforts. One of them follows: 

Dear Brother and Sister Norman, 
We have had the pleasure of meeting with your 

mission son here in Sandy, Utah. What a fine young 
man he is. We love him extra special. In fact, the 
youth and members of the whole stake love him very 
much. He is a fine example and we feel his luridness 
and his spirit when he comes into our homes and 
meets with us, our families and the members. I am 
the Bishop of the Hillcrest 7th Ward which is just one 
of several that he has come to meet with. Sometimes 
his companions have had other interests and would 
like to slip to the side and check out some n! But not 
your son. He is always on task and is very disciplined. 
But he is also very personable with us. 

You can be so very proud of him and know that he 
is doing a wonderful job here. It makes the members 
of our ward want to do missionary work and to bring 
their contacts to him for teaching. I should be happy 
to know how he does in his career and later in his life 

KEITH E. NORMAN is a human resources manager in the 
Cleveland, Ohio, area. He holds Master of Theological Studies de- 
gree from Haward Divinity School and a Ph.D. from Duke 
University in early Christian studies. Earlier versions on this paper 
were given at the 2001 Washington, D.C. and Salt Lake Sunstone 
symposiums (tapes #DCOl-16, #SLOl-262). 

as he has shown such a fine way about him here in 
this area. 

May the Lord bless you and your family always. 
After picking ourselves up off the floor, our next reaction to 

this letter was to wonder if there were another Elder Norman 
in the same mission. But our perspective was warped-we 
had lived with him last as a teenager. Following a dramatic 
conversion to the Book of Mormon, he had gone on his mis- 
sion a little later than most and so started out with the advan- 
tage of relative maturity By the time he returned, he bore a 
strong testimony of the conversion power of the Holy Ghost, 
backed by numerous experiences. But his homecoming was all 
too brief; after barely a week, he was off to California to start 
school again. 

A few months later, we received a startling call from him. 
Although he was still attending meetings, praymg, and 
keeping Church standards, he now felt almost completely 
alienated from the Church and was contemplating dropping 
out entirely He was very concerned that we would be upset 
with him and feel he had let us down. Oddly, although I am 
about as irretrievably Mormon as they come and certainly 
would like my children to experience a similar identity with 
and loyalty to the Church, I don't really feel disappointed in 
my son. My uneasy sense was that it was the Church that had 
let him down. And it is the Church's loss. 

A CTUALLY, HIS "APOSTASY' came as no big surprise 
to us. It had been developing over some time-in fact, 
pretty much concurrently with his mission. For along 

with his spiritual maturation, he was undergoing intellectual 
growth which was largely being suppressed and sublimated by 
the pressures and restraints of his mission life. At one point he 
wrote, "My testimony of the Book of Mormon is the only thing 
that saves me. Actually, it saves me from a lot of concerns 
about the Church." As he endured to the end, I was hoping, 
perhaps naively, that he was finding a way to live with the am- 
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biguity and dissonance which formed the undercurrent to 
many of his mission letters. 

Our son's disillusionment might be attributed to many fac- 
tors. First, there is the 'wacko factor' he had to deal with: the 
crazy companions, half-baked investigators, and loopy mem- 
bers. Rumor was that the Salt Lake missions get a dispropor- 
tionate share of problem missionaries, and our son insisted that 
more than fifty percent of the elders were on anti-depressants. 
"Kind of ironic for messengers of joy," he commented. One 
elder even took the opportunity in a mission conference to 
bear his testimony of Prozac. An early companion, during one 
of apparently many screaming fits, threw a mug so hard he left 
a hole in the wall. Luckily he was a bum shot; he had been 
aiming at our son's head. Later, - 
a particularly surly companion 
made out a long list and an- 
nounced he was calling the 
zone leaders. Great, thought 
Elder Norman, now what have 
I done to tick him off. He 
started to apolope, hoping to 
avoid a zone leader show- 
down. No, the companion 
said, it has nothing to do with 
you. This is a list of all the sins 

- 
y une 

I remember another time I was out on splits with a 
high priest. We were teaching a non-member about 
Joseph Smith and how this investigator could know 
for himself that Joseph is a prophet. My split, who ap- 
parently was inspired by the Spirit to share his conver- 
sion story, told our investigator that after he prayed to 
know the truthfulness of the Book of Mormon, a ball 
of light appeared in his living room. It floated towards 
him, stopped in front of his face, and then zoomed out 
the window! From then on he knew that the Church 
was true. Needless to say, we haven't been able to get 
another appointment with that investigator. He real- 
ized just how crazy we Mormons really are. 

Another time, 
k .. . -  - . 

3 was 
rch tl 

I have never repented of. I'm 
calling the zone leaders to confess. He showed the list to my 
son. It was long, explicit, and not a little shocking. Another 
companion had to be transferred to a mission on the East Coast 
to separate him from the teenage daughter of a member family 
whose mother was actively encouraging the liaison. 

In the interests of charity, I will skip over the tales of some 
of his more colorful investigators. He did have a lot of bap- 
tisms, but most of them were nine- and ten-year old children 
of inactive members. 

Speaking of members, the following is a letter I cannot re- 
sist sharing, although I trust is not representative. The context 
of the first half of the letter is a member split to teach a discus- 
sion to a particularly promising investigator: 

It was a near disaster because I had the split from 
hell. This guy was crazy and he wouldn't shut up. He 
seemed to think that he was the missionary and it was 
driving me insane. As you probably guessed, he was a 
high priest. He was a pretty typical one, too-couldn't 
keep his mouth shut, can't stay on the topic, kept going 
off on tangents, especially with deep doctrine. We mis- 
sionaries never look forward to the dreaded high priest 
splits. Unfortunately, they're the only ones who have 
the time to go out with us, so it5 an ongoing curse. 
When I got home and reported the night's events to my 
companion, he replied that his split, who was also a 
high priest, was even worse, although we debated 
about that. His split went around telling people they 
were going to hell because they weren't mamed in the 
temple, and this guy was the ward mission leader! Now 
that? an effective way to convert people. 

V 1 1 .  

; loss 

Elder Joyce was with 
a high priest. Elder 
Joyce had just chal- 
lenged the investi- 
gator to read the 
Book of Mormon and 
pray about it when 
the high priest stood 
up, raised his right 
hand to the square, 
and said, "I promise 
you in the name of 

Jesus Christ that if you read the Book of Mormon 
three times, you will get a witness that it is true, and 
maybe even a personal visitation from the Lord him- 
self! 

Well, you know how the original saylng goes, but 
I'm convinced that if the Church weren't true, the high 
priests would have ruined it a long time ago. 

In my next letter to him, I hastened to point out that I am 
an elder . . . with no further aspirations. 

To be fair, most members treated the missionaries very well, 
provided they didn't get too pesky about asking for referrals. 
But since in the Salt Lake non-mission field, they are forbidden 
to do door-to-door tracting, the missionaries pretty much had 
to get pesky Not that it did much good. In Utah, if you say, 
"But I really don't know any non-members," you just might be 
telling the truth. And in some cases, that may be a good thing. 
One letter reported, "Last night we taught a first discussion to 
a fifteen-year old boy who just moved here from Michigan, so 
he hasn't had time to be offended by the Utah Mormons yet." 
After telling us of a young Hindu woman he was teaching, he 
commented, "It must be hard to be a minority in Utah, espe- 
cially when they change 'Martin Luther King Day' to 'Human 
Rights Day"' 

Elder Norman encountered members and several mission- 
aries who were adamant that blacks were fence-sitters in the 
pre-existence although, as the priesthood half of an older mis- 
sionary couple put it, "not evil enough to follow Satan." This 
missionary genuinely thought he was being charitable. His 
wife had even added, helpfully, "And when you think about it, 
it makes so much sense!" One companion insisted that Cain 
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yet walks the earth as Bigfoot, and claimed Spencer W Kimball 
as his authority 

Probably our son's most recurrent complaint was how mis- 
sion leaders would hound them for baptisms. "All the zone 
leaders care about is numbers," he lamented at regular inter- 
vals. "The zone leaders are after us for more baptisms so we 
can beat the Keams zone." "We baptized an eight-year old 
today, but since she is from a member family, inactive, she 
won't count as far as the zone leaders are concerned." "The 
mission president committed us to five hundred baptisms in 
July Since the previous record was one hundred seventy, no 
one remotely believes in it, but nobody had the guts to say so. 
That would hurt their chances for promotion." "All these guys 
ever talk about is statistics. That's how they get ahead. They are 
the future leaders of the Church." 

You may have noticed in my son a lack of deference to 
proper authority It did not stop with zone leaders. He related 
how the Assistants to the President had stormed into a former 
companion's apartment and confiscated his CDs and 
Nintendo. At least in this case, the mission president inter- 
vened to restore the private property of the elder, however in- 
appropriate it may have been for a missionary to have these 
items with him in the field. But Elder Norman noted that, after 
promising that he was not going to impose any new rules on 
them-they only needed to follow the missionary hand- 
book-the mission president subsequently tightened up on 
their permitted reading list, restricted the approved music to 
hymns and classical composers provided they had been dead 
for more than one hundred years, and banned all email com- 
munication. In fairness, some or all of these stricter rules may 
have come from the loftier offices at the north end of the valley, 
but whether they were mission-wide or church-wide, to our 
son, they seemed arbitrary and unduly oppressive. "I feel like 
he doesn't want us to think for ourselves. Is blind obedience 

really a principle of the Gospel?" he wrote. "Didn't Joseph 
Smith say to teach righteous principles and let people govern 
themselves?" He especially missed being able to read 
SUNSTONE. His brief stint as a district leader ended when he 
permitted his charges to attend a ward New Year's Eve party. 
Although they were home by 9:30 p.m. as required by mission 
rules, they had not been authorized to be at the ward activity 
that night; they were supposed to have been out proselytizing. 
"What about all the other missionaries? Were they out teaching 
on New Year's Eve?" I asked him. "I doubt it very much," he 
replied, "but I was dumb enough to tell them the truth when I 
called in my report that night." As it turned out, he was glad to 
be relieved of the extra responsibility A chip off the old block, 
I'm afraid. In one letter he wrote, "My worst fear growing up is 
now being realized. I'm becoming more like you all the time, 
Dad." I choose to take that as a compliment. 

A LTHOUGH A TYPICAL missionary in Ohio where I 
reside can easily serve two years without confronting 
some of the stickier historical and doctrinal issues as- 

sociated with the Church, no such luxury is likely on a Utah 
mission assignment. Opposition to the Church in all things 
abounds, and its detractors love to bash with unsuspecting 
young missionaries. Elder Norman sharpened his skills as a 
defender of the faith in these encounters, but they also raised 
some serious questions for him. Why did the Church lag be- 
hind the rest of the country in disavowing racist practices and 
teaching? Why is the temple ceremony so heavily influenced 
by Freemasonry? How can the Church accept the Book of 
Abraham as scripture when it is clearly unrelated to the papyn 
that Joseph Smith claimed to be translating? If we believe that 
Jesus was the Savior for zillions of worlds but fulfilled his 
mortal mission only here, isn't that like the Catholics perse- 
cuting Galileo for teaching that the earth is not the center of 

the universe? What do those 
other worlds teach about the 
Savior-that they were just 
too dull to have their own? 
What eternal principle is 
served by restricting the role 
of women in the Church? 
What do you tell someone 
who claims they've felt the 
Spirit at their church but not 
at the LDS meetings? Finally, 
after being transferred from 
working-class Keams to up- 
scale Cottonwood, he spent a 
P-day playlng basketball in a 
member's private, full-size 
gym. He wondered, do these 
people counting all their 
blessings on the East Bench 
ever look across the valley 
and consider whether some 
of their fellow saints could 
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use a little help? Or do they assume that the West-Siders are 
poor because they're less worthy? 

Back at home, his parents agonized with him, prayed for 
him, and surreptitiously sent him SUNSTONE and Dialogue ar- 
ticles we thought would help. He devoured them, even the 
ones I had written, which he had certainly never shown any 
interest in before his mission. But even in his darkest moments 
of doubt, he insisted he was not going to give up the faith. We 
foresaw him becoming one of us, a Sunstone Mormon, a 
Liahona Latter-day Saint, if you will. 

One of my cherished experiences during his mission is 
when I attended the 1999 
Sunstone Symposium in Salt 
Lake City At the end of one 
session, a young lady came 
up to me and said, "Do you 
have a son on a mission 
here?" I looked at her, rather 
taken aback. "Why, yes, I do." 
"He baptized me." Then it hit 
me. "Monica!" I exclaimed. It 
was the Hindu girl he had 
worked with only a few 
months before. 

"I have a favor to ask of 
you," she said. 

"Anything," I responded, 
ready to part with half my 
kingdom. 

"I couldn't hug your son for 
what he did for me, but would 
it be okay if I hugged you?" 

I graciously assented. "But I 
can't believe you're here at the 
Sunstone Symposium!" I said. 

"Oh, Sunstone has been 
such a help to me when I had 
questions about the Church." 

"Well, how did you find out about it?" 
"Elder Norman told me." 
Now, back when I was a missionary, this is an example of 

what we used to call "teaching by the Spirit." 
I wish my son were able to live with the cognitive disso- 

nance he feels over the Church, but I understand his difficulty. 
Recently he posed a hypothetical question for me. "If you were 
to come to conclude that the Book of Mormon is not historical, 
is not what it claims to be, would you stay in the Church?" In 
fact, he already knew I am an agnostic on the question, that it 
is not a burning concern for me one way or the other. The 
Book of Mormon is inspiring to me, and I believe it contains 
scripture, the Word of God, whether or not it is an ancient his- 
torical record or a nineteenth century original or some combi- 
nation of the two. But he cannot tolerate this ambiguity The 
Church teaches that the Book of Mormon is an authentic his- 
torical record and that this is an essential part of one's personal 
testimony It is "the most correct book ever written, and the 
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Church is the "only true and living Church" on the face of the 
earth, whose leaders God will never permit to lead us astray 
"The Church is perfect," we oft hear espoused, "it's only the 
members who aren't." My son recognizes that the Church does 
a lot of good but cannot reconcile its absolutist claims of truth 
with the discrepancies so plentifully apparent to him. He feels 
that to stay involved when he doesn't meet the standards of 
testimony and obedience would be a betrayal of his integnty. 

So I cannot blame him. But I do fault the Church. 
Paradoxically, the Church has narrowed its tolerance for htel- 
lectual diversity concurrent with its expansion into ethnic and 

racial diversity I was about 
my son's age when David 0. 
McKay intervened to prevent 
local authorities from excom- 
municating Sterling 
McMurrin for his noncon- 
formist beliefs. I heard 
President McKay's counselor 
Hugh B. Brown tell BW stu- 
dents "We are not so much 
concerned with whether your 
thoughts are orthodox or het- 
erodox as we are that you 
shall have thoughts."' This is 
the church I grew up with and 
the ideals I still believe in. But 
it is hard to imagine any such 
scenario play~ng out similarly 
today The Church seems to 
leave little room for a doubter 
who opens the closet door 
more than a crack. To express 
doubt is to sow dissension. To 
countenance ambiguity is to 
be judged lukewarm, a candi- 
date for being spewed out. I'm 

afraid my son sees the Church as a place where he will be 
treated with suspicion or, at best, pity, rather than as a nur- 
turing environment where he can grow and seek to expand his 
understanding. 

: in. 

P ERHAPS BY NOW you have figured out what the "T" 
word is. When we moved into our current ward some 
fourteen years ago, the bishop (who happened to be 

from a certain state just east of Nevada), took us into his office 
"just to get to know us," (i.e., figure out what callings he could 
give us). One of the things he asked me was, "On a scale of one 
to ten, how would you rate your testimony?" 

Well, what would you have said? Actually, I think it is a 
question very emblematic of Mormon piety If you're over the 
age of eight and have been in the Church for a minimum of 
one year, the only acceptable answer is "ten." The standard for 
testimony is certainty, the lack of doubt or ambiguity. Anything 
less, anything permitting the shadow of a doubt, or spoken 
without every fiber of your being, places you in a lower status 
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among the faithful and implies that you are morally deficient 
and probably slothful, unworthy of the Holy Ghost, much less 
the Celestial Kingdom. 

Why is this a problem? Aside from the obvious disconnect 
with the virtue of humility, this requirement can too easily be- 
come stultifying both spiritually and intellectually If you al- 
ready possess ultimate truth, why should you keep seeking? 
Although we all know we have a lot to learn, the counterpro- 
ductive mindset of complacent conviction is only too evident 
among us. Try bringing up a real issue in your Gospel Doctrine 
class this week, one that requires going beyond the rote 
Primary answers. You can predict the response: silent cheers 
from one or two fellow-travelers, who may say something to 
you in the hallway afterward, but a firm if not indignant re- 
buke from the majority, who have likely already identified you 
as having a contentious spirit. If the teacher is supportive, 
count your blessings. If you are the teacher, count the days 
until your release-they are numbered. 

It doesn't take much reflection to realize how inconsistent 
this standard of certainty is. Latter-day Saints profess a belief in 
eternal progression and continual learning, as well as in pro- 
gressive revelation. We believe that many great and important 
things are yet to be revealed to us, and that God reveals them 
line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little, there a little, 
as fast as we are able to receive them (Articles of Faith 9, 2 
Nephi 28:30). In all too many cases, the strength of our con- 
viction of the correctness of our religious beliefs is inversely 
proportional to our openness to receiving anything new or 
challenging. We also profess to look for truth, or anything vir- 
tuous, lovely, of good report or praiseworthy, wherever we can 
find it among others (Articles of Faith 13). It follows then that 
we do not have a monopoly on truth, that our knowledge is in- 
complete and flawed, and that we see through a glass but 
darkly Therefore, if we are to be actively engaged in the pur- 
suit of knowledge, understanding, and wisdom, shouldn't we 
show a little more humility about the truths we so zealously 
proclaim? 

My wife Kerry and I recently went on a cruise to celebrate 
our twenty-fifth anniversary, stopping for a day in Nassau, the 
capital of the Bahamas. To our surprise, all the shops were 
closed. After a moment's thought, we realized the occasion was 
Good Friday We wandered the nearly empty streets, soon 
finding ourselves in a dilapidated area of town. The sounds of 
a hymn drew us to a stone bench on the steps of a church, 
where we could enjoy the shade and the vigorous singing in- 
side. But we were soon invited in, and they would not take no 
for an answer. We were conspicuously out of our element- 
the only whites in a packed congregation of perhaps two hun- 
dred fifty, and the only ones not dressed in formal mourning 
attire-dark suits and long black dresses. 

No one would mistake this service for LDS. Nothing was 
held back-"Oh yes, Lord!" "Hallelujah!" "Praise him!" and 
"Thank you, Jesus!" punctuated sermon and song. They of- 
fered up their broken hearts and contrite spirits, unabashed 
and loud. And yet we did not feel alien. We felt enfolded in 
their love and enthusiasm. 

Of course this mode of worship can be found in almost any 
inner-city area, and in other locations as well. Do you suppose 
God does not accept their offering because they have not been 
baptized by the proper authority? If he were withholding his 
spirit from them on that Good Friday, the counterfeit was 
pretty persuasive. We felt enriched and uplifted, and shared 
with them the love and gratitude they expressed for God's 
bounty to us in the gift of his son, as well as the grief for his 
agony on the cross. Had we been home that day in our usual 
routine, we would barely have marked the occasion, even 
though both of us had a holiday from work. 

In our home ward, we have enjoyed a great increase in the 
diversity of our membership in the past few years. A large 
number of our newer converts are minorities, and they do not 
always "get it" in terms of the only true standards of Mormon 
decorum. One lady in particular dangles a cross from her 
neck, prays as if she were in a revival meeting and, in a sacra- 
ment meeting talk, is wont to ask questions of the congrega- 
tion and then wait until someone raises a hand to answer 
aloud. 

Unfortunately, a ward leader felt the need to have a frank 
talk with her and to "set her straight." As far as I recall, she has 
not borne her testimony since. A middle-aged newly ordained 
priest has been told his colored shirt is not appropriate to bless 
the sacrament and he must buy a white one.Though on a tight 
budget, he complied. In our ward, we are allowed to eat only 
white bread for the sacrament, the crusts diligently trimmed 
off. And how does one make sense of the changing directives 
on whether women are restricted to giving the opening or the 
closing prayer in sacrament meeting? But I digress. 

A LTHOUGH WE HOLD up the concept of testimony as 
an absolute guarantee of sure knowledge, I think we 
as a church could benefit from less certainty and more 

ambiguity Moral and spiritual certainty are always dangerous, 
whether espoused by the Taliban or abortion clinic bombers. 
Jesus unequivocally condemned the self-righteousness and 
spiritual chauvinism of the Jewish leaders who knew them- 
selves to be among God's elite because they were "Abraham's 
children," part of the "in-group" by virtue of being born in the 
covenant (John 8:33-41). An almost identical hubris is evident 
in the still widely held belief among Latter-day Saints that our 
status in this life, especially our birth circumstance, depends to 
a large degree on how valiant or righteous we were in the pre- 
existence. Such an application of the "added upon" theory of 
eternal progression became a too convenient justification for 
our former official policy of racial discrimination and probably 
prevented us from abandoning the practice of withholding the 
priesthood from black men much longer than otherwise. 

Another danger of absolute moral certainty is legalism, the 
tendency to reduce complex moral issues to simple codes of 
behavior. Historically, Christians have had a hard time dealing 
with Jesus' cavalier attitude towards the letter of the law. How 
much easier it is to fall back on a list of commandments or 
handbook rules. When confronted with the question, "What 
must I do to be saved?" we as Latter-day Saints do not always 
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measure up to the standard of love that Christ taught. Some 
time ago, Keny was driving with her car radio tuned to a local 
Christian broadcast station and happened to hear an evangel- 
ical call-in host with a Mormon on the other end of the line. 
"Okay, so you have all these heavens, these kingdoms of glory, 
and the top one is the Celestial Kingdom," the broadcaster 
conceded. "And you want to get into the highest degree of the 
Celestial Kingdom, right? So tell me, what is the most impor- 
tant thing you have to do to get into the highest heaven, the 
very top of the celestial ladder?" 

So, how would you answer that question? Well, this valiant 
defender of the faith, his hand no doubt firmly clutching rec- 
ommend to heart, did not hesitate. "You have to gve the right 
passwords," he replied, for all the world to hear. 

That, of course, was music 
to the evangelist's ears. 
"Now that? what Mormonism 
is all about!" he crowed. 
"Passwords! Signs and tokens. 
Mumbo-jumbo. Secret revela- 
tions. The in-group. I ask you, 
is this a cult, or what?" 
Strangely, the LDS caller 
seemed no longer to be on the 
line. The wonders of elec- 
tronic editing had left his 
hearers with this gem only, 
and the radio host played it 
for all it was worth. 

Although such a caricature 
of Mormonism is unfair, it is 
not entirely without basis. 
Most of us, in fact, tend to 
think of salvation or heaven as 
being a reward granted for o b s e ~ n g  the proper ordinances, 
rules and activities, rather than a state of being, the natural 
condition attendant on the development of a loving, Christ- 
like character. Although we talk about them as covenant cere- 
monies, we are prone to let "saving ordinances," from baptism 
to endowments, become magical talismans instead of symbolic 
markers along our path of progression. 

Our insistence on always being right, certain that we have 
the fullness of truth, is less than endearing to outsiders. Not 
content with merely letting our light shine, we are tempted to 
juice up the spotlight to bedazzle our unenlightened neighbors 
with our superiority Our stake boundaries include the 
Kirtland Temple. The building, rich in history and beautifully 
preserved by the church formerly known as Reorganized, is a 
big draw on the Church history tour circuit. Over the years, 
we in the Kirtland Stake have built up a cooperative and re- 
spectful, even friendly, relationship with the RLDS members 
who host us and our guests in their temple. The courtesy is 
reciprocated with respect to our nearby visitors center and the 
Whitney store. Occasionally, we cooperate in miscellaneous 
cultural, scholarly, or even spiritual ventures. Unfortunately, 
the RLDS temple guides are subject to a regular litany of abuse 
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from the Brighamite tourists, including even some of their tour 
directors who cannot resist the prompting to comment on how 
the RLDS stole the temple from us, or how this apostate branch 
of the Church betrayed Joseph's vision, or how sad it is that 
one can't feel the Spirit here. The hosts try to remain gracious, 
but it must be a struggle. Interestingly, the RLDS, now the 
Community of Christ, have dropped the "only true church 
rhetoric. The goodwill engendered by their generosity in 
opening this sacred space to the public contrasts with the 
closed secretiveness we maintain regarding our own temples. 

Our obsession with testimony as knowledge beyond doubt 
has also been a major factor in the virtual idolatry of ecclesias- 
tical leadership that has developed among us in recent years. 
The difference between Catholics and Mormons is that we dis- 

believe in opposite doctrines. 
Catholic dogma proclaims the 
pope to be infallible, but your 
average Catholic doesn't really 
believe it. Mormon doctrine, 
by contrast, teaches that the 
prophet is subject to human 
error and correction, but we 
Mormons don't believe that. 
We have enthroned obedience 
as the first law of heaven (on 
what authority, I haven't been 
able to find out), and the 
saylng that "when the prophet 
speaks, the thinlung has been 
done," still finds widespread 
support among the member- 
ship. We know the Lord directs 
this church through the 
prophet, so what could be left 

to discuss? Whereas Joseph and his successors repeatedly cau- 
tioned the Saints on their limitations as men, and the need for 
individual responsibility and personal inspiration in taking 
counsel from mortal  leader^,^ "Follow the Brethren" is our cur- 
rent watch cry, repeated virtually without reservation. We must 
unitedly face the same way, we are urgently counseled, in 
straight ranks behind our leaders, lest we reverse the channels 
of re~elation.~ Sometimes it seems as if we have decided that, 
okay, we have tried free agency and individual responsibility, 
and now we know it doesn't work. Let's go back to Plan A: com- 
pelling righteousness, suppressing alternate voices and choices. 
Unity is defined as uniformity Diversity in anything other than 
surface skin color is a cancer in need of radical surgery 

folde 

E HAVE BEEN told for so long that it is necessary 
to gain a sure knowledge of the truths of the 
gospel, that failure to do so casts doubt on our 

sincerity or our moral worthiness and threatens us with loss of 
eternal blessings. Such a view, however, contrasts with much 
of scriptural teaching on faith and the diversity of spiritual 
gifts. The resurrected Jesus apparently taught that faith in the 
face of uncertainty is preferable to certain knowledge when he 
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rebuked Thomas for refusing to believe in the resurrection 
until he had seen and touched the risen Lord: "Blessed is he 
who has not seen and yet has believed" (John 20:24-25). Even 
more striking in this regard is modern revelation. In section 
46 of the Doctrine and Covenants, the Lord instructs the 
Church that they are never to cast anyone out because they 
aren't yet believers; implylng that even skeptics and doubters 
are to be tolerated (D&C 46:3-5). He then explains that 
everyone is given a spiritual gift, meant for the benefit of the 
entire church: 

For all have not every gift given unto them, for there 
are many gifts, and to every man is given a gft by the 
Spirit of God. To some is given one, and to some is 
given another, that all may be profited thereby To 
some it is given by the Holy Ghost to know that Jesus 
Christ is the Son of God, and that he was crucified for 
the sins of the world. To others it is given to believe 
on their words, that they might also have eternal life if 
they are faithful. (D&C 46: 11-14) 

In other words, what we call a "testimony," that is, to 
"know" that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, is a spiritual gft, 
rather than a reward of striving or worthiness. But equally 
valid and valuable as a gift of the spirit is "to believe on their 
words." And although there is an earlier admonition to "seek 
earnestly the best gifts" (D&C 46:8), there is no indication of 
which gifts, of the long list given, would in fact be considered 
"best." What is explicit, however, is that one who believes will 
be a candidate for eternal life just as much as the one who 
knows. The criterion for that is to "remain faithful" orthopraxy 
(right behavior) is more important than orthodoxy (right 
thinking). 

Joseph Smith called for just this kind of tolerance for open- 
ended thinking and even speculation when he reacted to the 
Nauvoo High Council calling one Elder Pelatiah Brown on the 
carpet for supposedly preaching false doctrine: 

I did not like the old man being called up for erring in 
doctrine .[Others] have creeds which a man must be- 
lieve or be asked out of their church. I want the lib- 
erty of thinking and believing as I please. It feels so 
good not to be trammeled. It does not prove that a 
man is not a good man because he errs in .d~ct r ine .~  

Oh, for such a liberality of soul among us today! I fear we 
are losing the best and the brightest of the rising generation 
who feel so trammeled, and I count my son among them. 
When our testimony-bearing dogma becomes a straight- 
jacket, perhaps it is time to change. 

Having endured these rants, you are likely speculating on 
how soon I will be following my son out the door. Well, I'm 
not leaving. This is my church. Yes, I'm dissatisfied about some 
things, sometimes a lot of things, but I'm committed. I'm in for 
the duration. As J. Golden Kimball remarked after someone 
worried aloud about the consequences of his latest transgres- 
sion, "Hell, they can't excommunicate me. I repent too damn 
fast." Well, that's not a very good analogy, because I can't very 
well "repent" of my feelings and ideals. But I think I can be 
useful. 

Lavina Fielding Anderson, who was, in fact, excommuni- 
cated for her outspokenness, relates a dream she had in which 
she and her fellow malcontents were somehow identified with 
beautiful, shiny fruit on a tree. But everybody passed by, 
turning up their noses. The fruit dropped off and rotted. She 
felt awful at such a waste. But later the spoiled fruit nourished 
the roots of the tree, and eventually transformed it into an even 
more beautiful and fruitful organism. It is very moving when 
she tells it. Trust me to go up to her afterwards and say, "So, 
Lavina, it's like we're the manure of the Church, huh?" (Having 
come from a farm background, I could have been even cruder.) 
But despite my flippancy, it is an inspiring story to me. 
Whenever I start to feel like the Church is rejecting what I have 
to offer, I just have to remember, "I'm manure." And, speaking 
as a gardener, believe me, you can never have too much ma- 
nure. I wish I could talk my son into the manure mind-set. But 
it is a tough sell. Maybe I should have said "compost." 

S O, HAVE YOU figured out where your testimony is on 
that scale of one to ten yet? A few years ago in fast and 
testimony meeting, a young woman arose to bear her tes- 

timony for the very first time. Although she had a very moving 
conversion story, she said she felt very inadequate because she 
couldn't really say she "knew" the Gospel or the Church was 
true. She knew she loved her husband, and she knew the earth 
was round, and she knew she was a good computer pro- 
grammer. But she could only honestly say she strongly believed 
in the truthfulness of the restored gospel. And she felt this 
Church was where God wanted her to be. She continued that 
she didn't "know" as an incontrovertible fact that this was the 
only true church, or even that God exists, and she didn't really 
understand how others could be beyond all doubt about such 
things but hoped to overcome that weakness some day 

Afterwards I went up to her and said something to the effect 
that, "Mormons have their own language of faith. When they 
say they know something is true, it's not the same as knowledge 
gained through sensory data or scientific analysis. Most of us 
don't really think about the difference between subjective con- 
viction and objective knowledge, because the language of 
Mormon-speak doesn't make that distinction. You have 
nothing to apologize for about your testimony" Standing be- 
hind me at the time was a member, much more traditional in 
her thinking, who needed to talk to me about something else. 
I wasn't really thinking about her overhearing my conversation 
with this new member, but later on she got me alone and con- 
fided, "Brother Norman, I hope you'll forgive me, but I just feel 
impressed to tell you that I'm going to pray for you that the 
Lord will give you a strong testimony" "Oh," I said, trylng not 
to sound too stunned. (I wouldn't have known where to begin. 
Sometimes you're just on another planet.) "Thank you," I said. 
I suddenly understood what it's like when someone holds up a 
one of those big cards with your numerical score on it. 
Obviously, I didn't get a ten that day. 

But rating your own testimony? I guess, in that long-ago in- 
terview, I failed at that, too. I didn't answer "ten." Here's what I 
said: "Bishop, I'm not sure I would want to place my testimony 
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on that scale. I think my testimony is pretty strong, but it's 
probably different than yours." He gave me a perplexed look, 
seeming unsure if he should press for an explanation. Had 1 
been prepared, I could have whipped out Richard Poll's article 
on the LiahonaIIron Rodder di~tinction.~ But the golden 
window of opportunity passed. The next week, he called me to 
be Primary song leader. Fourteen years and change later, I am 
again Primary song leader. It's 
the best calling in the Church. 

erage church? Well, I do have some alternatives to suggest, but 
first, let's consider some benefits we might gain if we were to 
cease asserting our spiritual and ecclesiastical superiority. 

For example, relations with our non-member neighbors 
might improve. Other Christians will feel less threatened or in- 
sulted by us. An African-American single mother was baptized 
in our ward last year. Her twelve-year-old son Theo at first re- 

sisted, but persistent mission- 
aries finally won him over. He 
was taught well. After his 
baptism, he proudly told his 
best friend that he belonged 
to the only true church. He 
was not prepared for his 
friend's reaction. "Are you 
saylng my church isn't as 
good as yours?" Well, an ex- 
perienced member might 
have turned that into a golden 
missionary moment, but 
Theo was at a loss. His 
mother still drags him to 
church when she can, but he 
is clearly conflicted by the es- 
trangement he feels from his 
friends. And of course he had 
just been doing what was ex- 
pected of him by his new cul- 
ture of set-apart certainty. 

Is it possible to avoid such 
counterproductive confronta- 
tions and still maintain our 
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I MAY HAVE missed my 
opportunity to explain 
my thoughts about testi- 

mony to that bishop, but I 
cannot let this golden oppor- 
tunity pass me by now. From 
time to time, we hear from the 
pulpit a rebuke of the habit we 
have of relating personal expe- 
riences (scornfully termed 
'travelogues') in fast and testi- 
mony meeting. We are coun- 
seled that we need to focus on 
just bearing our testimonies. 
Simply tell what you know: 
God lives, Jesus is the Christ, 
the Church is true, the 
President is the Prophet, and 
that's it. Sit down and be quiet 
so the next person can repeat 
the formula. Contrarian that I 
am, I'm going to take the op- 
posite tack. I actually think it's 
kind of boring when fast and testimony meeting becomes pure 
testifymg, devoid of experience and variety, like the occasional 
parade of sub-adolescents who might as well get up together 
and chant in unison: "I'd like to bear my testimony and I know 
the Church is true and I'm thankful for my family" Kids are 
good at formulas. My wife used to live in a ward where a child 
once bore her testimony that "I know that Jesus walked the 
earth." It was somehow a magical phrase, because every child 
for the next several years included the phrase whenever they 
got up in testimony meeting: "I know that Jesus walked the 
earth." For all we know, it is still being repeated in that ward. 
But can't adults put a little more of themselves into it? 
Personally, what I enjoy about fast and testimony meeting are 
the personal anecdotes-and the weirder the better. 

Consequently it's not the travelogues I want to do away 
with. Quite the contrary. I seriously think we should stop 
telling ourselves, and anyone else who will listen, that we be- 
long to the "only true church." I made this suggestion the topic 
of a Sunstone symposium paper several years ago, and so far it 
has not made much progress, but I am serious about it. Keny 
wondered what people will say in fast and testimony meeting 
if we were to ban or abandon that phrase. Would they stand 
up and say they know this is an okay church? A better than av- 
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integrity? We could start by 
listening to our non-Mormon brothers and sisters and ac- 
cepting our differences in the spirit that no one has a complete 
lock on the truth. I have no desire for us to obliterate or even 
minimize those differences in an attempt to gain legitimacy as 
Christians. In fact, I particularly value the so-called "Mormon 
heresies" of our theology, and I believe we possess the most 
logical and advanced stage of spiritual and metaphysical 
knowledge yet attained by humanity6 But if that is true, it can 
only benefit from the exposure that will come as we engage in 
sincere and non-rancorous dialogue. 

Dropping the "only true church rhetoric could promote 
the priesthood ideals of service and sacrifice in imitation of 
Christ. Ironically this could actually enhance missionary ef- 
forts as we let our light shine in a way which does not put 
down others. Just before my son's return, a young man from 
our ward returned from his mission in Ukraine. He related the 
story of one investigator who was being proselytized by several 
Christian groups at the same time. After going the rounds with 
the various competitors, she confided to the missionaries, 
"When I go to church with the others, they are very zealous 
about telling me why theirs is the best-why they are right 
and showing me the scriptures to prove it. And they all sound 
good. But when I come to your church, I don't get that. All I 
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where we seek for divine guidance, common sense (or at least 
trial and error) would serve us quite well. And aren't we here 
to learn from our mistakes, anyway? An essential condition of 
mortality is that we must make choices in ambiguous situa- 
tions, when right and wrong are not clear-cut. It may be easier 
to let our leaders do the thinking for us, but we are not going 
to become celestial beings by being told what to do in every 
situation, whether by the Lord or by his servants. As one who 
procrastinated the day of mamage until well into the age of 
Special Interest, I have been in a number of singles wards in 
my time. What a circus of agony we would often subject our- 
selves to trylng to get a revelation to tell us whom we should 

take to the altar. One bishop 
finally got fed up with all the 
whining and petty confes- 
sions. "Less praymg, more 
dating," he told us. Now that 
was inspired counsel! 
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feel here is the love you have-for each other, and for me." 
Guess which one she was drawn to? 

In our own ward last year, a research scientist M.D. was 
baptized, following his wife and daughter after several years. 
Although he had come to a number of church meetings and 
activities, he had never even considered taking the missionary 
lessons. "In all that time," he reported in his first fast and testi- 
mony meeting, "no one ever came up to me to tell me why this 
was the true church, or that I needed to be baptized. They just 
treated me like a brother. When we were moving, the elders 
quorum just showed up! At the end of the morning, I tried to 
pay them, but you can imagine how that went over! And that 
was not some special effort; it 
is normal behavior for you. I 
have been overwhelmed." 

On the other hand, I have 
experienced the disappoint- 
ment of friends intrigued by 
the Church but then turned off 
by the zeal of missionaries to 
bear down against them in 
strong testimony and commit 
them to baptism. Recently, a 
young lady from a large 
Catholic family was baptized in 
our ward. Her family, despite 
their disappointment bor- 
dering on a feeling of betrayal 
in abandoning her heritage, 
recognized her sincerity, and 
showed up in force at her bap- 
tism to show their support and 
love. The missionaries, acting 
under instruction from the 
mission president, insisted on 
talung advantage of their cap- 
tive audience by showing a long video designed to preach the 
true gospel to them. Without exception, they were offended, 
their stereotypes about Mormon zealousness confirmed. 

In our personal lives, acknowledging that we don't have all 
the answers, that some of our cherished beliefs may be erro- 
neous, will also ease the dissonance we experience when 
things don't work out exactly as our religious ideals and aspi- 
rations might predict. Prophecies, promises, and patriarchal 
blessings do not always come to pass, and the reason is not al- 
ways that "we were not worthy," or that "Heavenly Father is 
denying our prayer for a higher good." I suspect God may be 
considerably less controlling or manipulative than we would 
sometimes like him to be. "Stuff happens," as the bumper 
sticker puts it-at least in the more polite variation. It seems to 
me that Mormon theology, in the interest of free agency and 
mortal probation, requires God to keep hands off except in 
very exceptional cases. Urged to seek guidance by the Spirit in 
all things but then finding we are not blessed with the gft of 
revelation, how many of us reproach ourselves over our lack of 
worthiness because the veil really is drawn? In many cases, 
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we engage in sincere and 
--?-rancorous dialom- - 

- 
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I DO NOT WANT to end 
this critique of the cer- 
tainty standard for testi- 

monies without suggesting 
something to replace it, I 
hope an improvement. I guess 
we can still call it a 
testimony-credo sounds too 
watered down and formal. 
But I do suggest we drop such 
phrases as "I know," "the only 
true church," and "beyond 
the shadow of a doubt," as 
overstated and elitist, perhaps 
even prideful and offensive. Is 
it wishy-washy to say "I firmly 
believe," "I have experi- 

enced," "I feel deeply," or even, " I hope?" At any rate, here's my 
testimony: 

"My nature is to be questioning, skeptical and doubtful. I 
have no certain knowledge about God, and I expect none in this 
life. However, numerous experiences in my life and the teach- 
ings I have received have given me a firm belief that God exists, 
that he is the spiritual father of the human family, and that in an 
eternal sense we are all literally brothers and sisters. (I also be- 
lieve in a heavenly mother, but let's not get too radical here.) I 
believe God loves all his children and would like to see all of us 
grow and progress to eternal life. I believe Jesus is the Son of 
God, the one anointed to exemplify our divine potential and 
teach us how to develop it, and that he paid the ultimate sacri- 
fice for the sake of our salvation. I believe Joseph Smith was 
called of God to be a prophet, and that in his prophetic role he 
established the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints as a 
means to help us in our eternal progression. And he revealed 
important truths to humanity For me, those truths are uplifting, 
inspiring, and empowering. I am also convinced other prophets 
have been called for peoples in other circumstances and they 
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are not limited to those named in the scriptural canon. If 
Buddha, Mohammed, Gandhi, or Martin Luther King Jr. inspire 
and lead others to become better people, I rejoice in their mes- 
sage, and I hope to profit from the truths they taught. 

"I feel that the most important lesson I can learn, and the 
most important work I can do, is to love and serve my fellow 
humans, starting with my family, and including my neighbors, 
my community, and, to the extent I am able, the suffering 
masses in the farthest reaches of the planet that I read and hear 
about. I believe life continues after death of the body and it 
will be a higher stage of progression, building on what we have 
learned and developed here. I expect most of my Mormon be- 
liefs will be vindicated but will appear as elementary, if not 
simplistic, compared to the heavenly treasures of knowledge 
to be revealed when the veil is lifted. However, based on the 
wide-spread reports of those who have undergone so-called 
'near-death experiences,' I don't believe that, when called to 
account, the Lord will ask me which church I belonged to but 
rather what I have done with the mind, talents, and means I 
have been blessed with, and about how well I treated others. 
Therefore, if in the eternities I do manage somehow to 
progress to a celestial state, I anticipate associating with St. 
Francis, Mother Teresa, and Roger Williams, along with 
Moses, Moroni, and Lowell Bennion." 

Now, if I actually said that in fast and testimony meeting, 
would anyone in the congregation faint from the shock? Well, 
maybe one or two. But I think I am within the amorphous 
boundaries of Mormon orthodoxy, even if only as manure. I 
feel deeply that, for me, here and now, this church is the place 
where 1 can best develop my divine potential, despite or 
maybe even because of its limitations and flaws. I hope that 
our son can find that place for him; that he will not give up on 
his spiritual ideals. I hope we as a church can overcome or at 
least acknowledge some of those flaws so that we don't have to 
exclude idealists, liberals, intellectuals, or even feminists and 
homosexuals. It may be a long road. But in the next stage of 
existence, I anticipate going beyond the particularity of this life 
to pure light and truth, where I expect to join all God's chil- 
dren who strive for goodness as they eventually converge on 
the same path of eternal progression. i - 

'E To comment on this essay, or to read comments by others, visit our 
website: <www.Sunstoneonline.com>. 
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NOT LISTENING 

Their kitchen smells of hot cotton, bread, 

and mustard. 

The big bed brought in 

takes the space between ironing board and stove. 

Blazing, at the close of a winter 

that has kept him shivering with his horses, 

the fire fails to warm him. 

He is neither bent nor wrinkled. 

Barber, butcher, traveling salesman, 

repairman, farmer, work supervisor, 

watermaster, movie extra . . . 

she supposes he is weary. 

She doesn't believe as she works the heavy iron, 

there will be grandchildren he won't see, 

that she, with nothing in her name, 

who doesn't drive, or do the shopping. 

will be abandoned, widowed. 

The house has new ceilings, 

white stucco covering the adobe. He has just 

ordered a suit from the Montgomery Ward catalog, 

whistles 

over meat at 0 . E  Skaggs. 

The repetitive thud of the iron, 

cottonwoods mimicking rain, 

his face, the whitish-blue of skimmed milk, 

pure exhaustion in his breaths- 

there in the kitchen she consoles herself 

this is just another storm. 

She isn't listening to the flies 

buzzing was was was 
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How well does the depiction of God and humanity inJoseph SmithS King Follett Discourse and 
Lorenzo SnowSfamous "coupletnfit with traditional Christian views of Christ and the Atonement- 

or even with thosefound in the Book of Mormon? Must Latter-day Saints choose between them? 

THEOLOGY AND CHRISTOLOGY 
THROUGH THE LENS OF A 

By L. Rex Sears 

HEN BYU RELIGION PROFESSOR STEPHEN E. 
Robinson collaborated with an evangelical 
Christian to write How Wide the Divide?, he de- 

voted his contributions to minimizing Mormon departures 
from more orthodox forms of ~hristianit~. '  Judging from 
Robinson's position and influence, we have come a long way 
from our nineteenth-century heritage of glorylng in alienation 
from mainstream Christianity For my part, I suspect that we 
have never fully appreciated how wide the divide really is-or 
might be, if we took our founding prophet at his word. If ac- 
cepted, Joseph Smith's later teachings have implications, unap- 
preciated perhaps by the Prophet himself, which could place 
us even further from the biblical Christian tradition than the 
Mormon firebrands of the nineteenth century recognized. 

Over the years, observers on both sides of the divide have 
remarked that the theology Joseph taught in the King Follett 
Discourse fits poorly, or not at all, with orthodox Christianity's 
notions of humanity, deity, and their relations one with an- 
other. But I think observers on the Mormon side, in particular, 
have shown little awareness that King Follett teachings may 
have decisive consequences for the central Christian doctrine 
of Atonement as well. As I argue here, reasonable elaborations 
of the discourse's teachings undercut certain lines of 
Atonement theory and render competing lines superfluous. 

Eugene England characterized the perfect and loving, yet 
limited divinity of the Mormon theology he loved as the 
"weeping God of ~ o r m o n i s m . " ~  I share England's taste in the- 
ology, but unlike him, I am not sure we can keep our weeping 
God and still maintain our membership in the wider Christian 
fraternity And although those in authority may not have con- 
sciously acknowledged the tension, I think they may sense it 

L. REX SEARS is an attorney practicing in Salt 
Lake City. He has a Ph.D. in philosophy from 
Haward University, where he wrote his disserta- 
tion on Mormon theology. 

and may be responding by moving the Church away from its 
King Follett heritage. 

"THE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF TRUTH 
AND OF THE GOSPEL" 

I N THE KING Follett Discourse he delivered shortly before 
his death, Joseph Smith taught the Saints, as "the first 
principle of truth and of the Gospel," that God "once was 

a man like one of us and that God Himself, the Father of us all, 
once dwelled on an earth the same as Jesus Christ himself did 
in the flesh and like "God Himself who sits enthroned in 
yonder heavens is a Man like unto one of yourselves-that is 
the great ~ecre t !"~  

According to Smith, this "great secret" is the key to under- 
standing "the designs of God for the human race, the relation 
the human family sustains with God, and why He interferes 
with the affairs of man."5 God is "a man" like us, and our des- 
tiny as "joint-heirs with Jesus Christ" is "to inherit and enjoy 
the same glory, powers, and exaltation until you ascend a 
throne of eternal power and arrive at the station of a God, the 
same as those who have gone b e f ~ r e . ' ~  

You have got to learn how to make yourselves Gods in 
order to save yourselves and be kings and priests to 
God, the same as all Gods have done-by going from 
a small capacity to a great capacity, from a small de- 
gree to another, from grace to grace, until the resur- 
rection of the dead, from exaltation to exaltation-till 
you are able to sit in everlasting burnings and ever- 
lasting power and glory as those who have gone be- 
fore, sit enthroned.' 

Thus Joseph Smith explains God's interest in human affairs: 
God has trodden the same eternal path as we; and just as his 
forebears have done (and we shall yet do), God desires to raise 
up yet another generation of gods-just like generation after 
generation of human beings eagerly bear and rear offspring. 
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I consider the parental model of divinity set forth in joseph Smith i 
discourse and Lorenzo Snow's couplet to be incompatible with 

guilty monotheistic piety that teaches us to feel hopelessly 
and inescapably dependent on and indebted to 

a mercifully condescending creator. 

For Joseph Smith, then, the reason for God's participation in 
human affairs is captured in Lorenzo Snow's couplet: "As man 
is, God once was. As God is, man may become." 

In a newspaper interview a few years ago, President 
Hinckley publicly dismissed Snow's teaching as "a little cou- 
plet," "more of a couplet than anything else," that "gets into 
some pretty deep theology that we don't know very much 
about."' Personally, I do not think the theology involved is all 
that deep-if by deep, we mean obscure or difficult; the doc- 
trine is certainly profound but not deep in that other sense. 

In a more recent interview, President Hinckley gave the 
same treatment to another ideological derelict from our past. 
He attributed to Brigham Young the statement that "If you 
went to Heaven and saw God it would be Adam and Eve," and 
commented, "I don't know what he meant by that."9 In both 
cases, rather than acknowledge that earlier prophets taught 
what they appeared to teach, President Hinckley concludes 
that their statements are difficult or obscure and cannot be ac- 
cepted at face value.'' I think that the similarity of President 
Hinckley's treatment of the little couplet and Adam-God bodes 
ill for the future of the couplet. 

President Hinckley followed his remarks about the couplet 
with a tempered endorsement of the idea that we can become 
as God is, which suggests that his reservations center primarily 
on the first teaching of the couplet, that God was once as we 
are now l1 Several decades earlier, influential Apostle Anthon 
H. Lund had similarly confided to his journal that he did not 
"like to think of a time when there was no ~ o d . " ' ~  Sterling M. 
McMunin suggested one possible explanation for the discom- 
fort evident in Lund's reaction to this teaching when he noted 
that worshippers want the object of their worship to "have the 
whole world in his hand," because they "do not propose to 
take their problems to a God who has problems of his own."13 
Maybe Lund disliked the notion that God once was not a god 
because that idea threatened his comforting belief in a god 
with no limits. 

King Follett theology poses another, less obvious but re- 
lated threat to certain religious sensibilities. Traditional 
Christian theologies present God's participation in human af- 
fairs as the incomprehensible condescension of a being insu- 
perably superior to us. In such theologies, the creation and 
subsequent Atonement of humanity is solely motivated by the 
unmerited mercy of the supreme being for lesser creatures 
who are and must ever remain pitiable by comparison to their 

great creator. As the objects of such condescending mercy, we 
can only assume toward our god a position analogous to 
supine prostration. King Benjamin espouses something like 
this in his famous sermon: 

And now, in the first place, he hath created you, and 
granted unto you your lives, for which ye are in- 
debted unto him. And secondly, he doth require that 
ye should do as he hath commanded you; for which if 
ye do, he doth immediately bless you; and therefore 
he hath paid you. And ye are still indebted unto him, 
and are, and will be, forever and ever; therefore, of 
what have ye to boast? (Mosiah 2:23-25) 

I wonder if, at some level, those who are uncomfortable 
with Joseph Smith's later teachings might regard accepting this 
sense of worthlessness as a form of payment for the aid of the 
supreme being McMumn talks about, the one who holds the 
whole world in his hands. Based upon my own development, 
I suspect that some people have an unarticulated fear that this 
being might abandon them if they do not exhibit and preach 
such guilty monotheistic piety 

But I do not think this piety fits with the model of divinity 
espoused by Joseph Smith. If we take the Prophet's model seri- 
ously, we must modify or abandon some of our more self-dep- 
recating religious notions. 

TO SHARE KNOWLEDGE, POWER, AND GLORY 

J OSEPH SMITH TEACHES us to understand our relation- 
ship with God through the lens of earthly parenting. 
Healthy parenting of mortal children is about many noble 

things, but it is not about mercy or condescension in anything 
like the sense described above. Like most parents, I have a 
deep and abiding love for my son that can drive me to make 
great sacrifices for his sake. But I did not become and I do not 
remain Christian's father because I feel sony for him. I am 
simply thrilled to be a part of his life, to have the opportunity 
to share in his upbringing, and to help and watch him grow. 

Like the heavenly father Joseph Smith describes, I am 
raising my son to share in whatever "knowledge, power and 
glory" I have achieved or may achieve. Sadly, this means an im- 
portant part of what I want for Christian is independence from 
me. Like any teacher's, my success is measured by the extent to 
which my child becomes able to meet tasks and challenges 
without my help. If Christian is not developing the abilities 
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and confidence to do more and more things on his own, I am 
failing. I aspire to continue growing throughout my life, which 
might always keep me one step ahead of my son in at least 
some respects and might ensure that I always have something 
to teach him. But a day will come when Christian must stand 
on his own, when he will surpass me in certain respects, and 
when, in an important sense, he and I must relate as equals. 

Since I am raising a future equal, I cannot consider 
Christian to be forever inferior or indebted to me, nor do I ex- 
pect or even want him to think of our relationship in those 
terms. For now, I do require him to accept a certain level of 
asymmetry in our relationship and thus to treat me with some 
measure of respect; I am his father first and his buddy second. 
I do not see how I could be an effective parent, how I could 
properly discharge the heavy responsibility I share with his 
mother of guiding and directing his development here on 
earth, otherwise. But the goals I have for my son likewise re- 
quire that I afford him a certain measure of respect, and that I 
cultivate his own respect for himself, both what he already is 
and what he may become. 

I strive to parent so as to facilitate a successful maturity for 
my son, and I hope and expect that if I do so, Christian will 
always have a sense of gratitude for my contributions. But the 
successful maturity I want for my son is inextricably bound 
up with independence from me-unburdened by any feeling 
that he owes me something. Thus I consider the parental 
model of divinity set forth in Joseph Smith's discourse and 
Lorenzo Snow's couplet to be incompatible with guilty 
monotheistic piety that teaches us to feel hopelessly and in- 
escapably dependent on and indebted to a mercifully conde- 
scending creator. 

"WHAT DID JESUS SAY?" 

A MONG THE BEST defenses of King Follett theology is 
B. H. Roberts's The Mormon Doctrine of Deity. In that 
work, Roberts characterizes Jesus as "both premise 

and argument" for the conclusion that God is a man, complete 
with body, parts, and passions. Oversimplifymg, Robens ar- 
gues that because Jesus is both man and God, God is a man 
and men may become gods. l4 

Roberts's argument has its roots in the King Follett 
Discourse. Immediately after announcing as "the first principle 
of truth and of the Gospel" that God "once was a man like one 
of us and . . . dwelled on an earth the same as Jesus Christ . . . 
and like us," Joseph Smith set out to "show it from the ~ i b l e . " ' ~  
The Prophet argued as follows: 

What did Jesus say?-As the Father has power in 
Himself, even so has the Son power in hirnse2f. To do 
what? Why, what the Father did. That answer is ob- 
vious; even in a manner to lay down His body and 
take it up again. Jesus, what are you going to do? "To 
lay down my life as my Father laid down His body 
that I might take it up again." Do you believe it? If you 
don't believe it, you don't believe the Bible. . . . 

What did Jesus Christ do? "Why I do the same 

things that I saw my Father do when worlds came 
rolling into existence." Saw the Father do what? "I saw 
the Father work out His kingdom with fear and trem- 
bling and I am doing the same, too. . . . So that Jesus 
treads in His tracks as He had gone before and then 
inherits what God did before.16 

For Joseph Smith, as for Roberts, Jesus demonstrates not 
only God's humanity but also humanity's glorious prospects 
and potential: 

How consoling to the mourners . . . . to contemplate 
the saylng that [their departed loved ones] will be 
heirs of God and joint-heirs with Jesus Christ. What is 
it? To inherit and enjoy the same glory, powers, and 
exaltation until you ascend a throne of eternal power 
and arrive at the station of a God, the same as those 
who have gone before . . .17 

and the same as Jesus. 
In familial terms, the Jesus of King Follett is our brother, 

rather than father or object of our worship. You, me, and Jesus 
were all among the spirits in whose midst God the Father 
found himself, when our common father-not Jesus-"took 
in hand to save the world of spirits."18 Jesus grew faster than 
the rest of us, becoming our elder brother, showing us the path 
to our shared destiny. But for Jesus to serve as premise and ar- 
gument that shows us we can become like Father, for Jesus to 
be our elder brother. he must be like us. 

THE ATONING COUPLET 

A S EUGENE ENGLAND has observed, "The question 
'Why is man's salvation dependent on Christ and the 
events surrounding his death?' is the most central and 

the most difficult question in Christian theology."1g From its 
inception, Mormonism as taught by its leaders has recited alle- 
giance to the central Christian tenet of the Atonement. But 
with few exceptions, the body of authoritative Mormon teach- 
ings and scripture has offered little by way of Atonement 
theory. Most notable among those exceptions is the eclectic 
collection of explanations found in the Book of Mormon, the 
volume of distinctively Mormon scripture from which King 
Follett theology is most wholly absent. 

1 do not find that coincidence fonuitous, for I think the 
doctrine so plainly taught by Joseph Smith in the King Follett 
Discourse eliminates the problems that certain theories say the 
Atonement solves, while creating additional challenges for 
other Atonement theories. It bears mention here that while 
Jesus figures prominently in the reasoning of both the King 
Follett Discourse and the Roberts book that defends it, neither 
work so much as mentions the Atonement, Gethsemane, 
Calvary, or the cross. Jesus figures into King Follett theology 
not as the great sacrifice for sin, but as premise and argument, 
illustrating the family ties that bind eanh to heaven, demon- 
strating God's humanity and our own nascent divinity. 

A sermon delivered by Book of Mormon prophet Amulek 
provides a helpful foundation for more complete articulation 
of the tension I perceive: 
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It might be possible to reconcile the little couplet and the Atonement, 
but I am not hopeful. The tension between King Follett theology and 

the Christian doctrine of Atonement may run too deep. 

Now there is not any man that can sacrifice his own 
blood which will atone for the sins of another. Now, if 
a man murdereth, behold will our law, which is just, 
take the life of his brother? I say unto you, Nay But 
the law requireth the life of him who hath murdered; 
therefore there can be nothing which is short of an in- 
finite atonement which will suffice for the sins of the 
world. (Alma 34: 1 1-12) 

While others advocate different inter pet at ion^,^' I think 
Amulek is reasoning that an infinite sacrifice can accomplish 
what a merely human sacrifice cannot: pay for another's sins. 
And whether or not payment is the proper metaphor, Amulek 
expressly characterizes the Atonement as an infinite sacrijce: 
"For it is expedient that there should be a great and last sacri- 
fice; yea, not a sacrifice of man, neither of beast, neither of any 
manner of fowl; for it shall not be a human sacrifice; but it 
must be an infinite and eternal sacrifice" (Alma 34:lO). 
Amulek teaches that the Atonement is a sacrifice that, because 
it is infinite, can satisfy the law that otherwise requires the sin- 
ner's life and will accept no substitutes. 

We need not quibble about what Amulek meant by "infi- 
nite": at a minimum, he meant a sacrifice that could not be 
made by a mere human such as you or me. Atonement re- 
quires an infinite sacrifice, and thus an infinite being to per- 
form that sacrifice. The Atonement is not "a human sacrifice," 
thus the atoning Christ, in contrast to the Jesus of the King 
Follett Discourse, must not be human. He might have taken 
on a human body, but as Nephi recognized, that was an act of 
condescension on his part (1 Nephi 1 1: 1 ~ 1 8 ) . ~ '  

By contrast, the Heavenly Father described by the King 
Follett Discourse achieved his exaltation "the same as all Gods 
have done," "the same as those who have gone before," and the 
same as we must do: "by going from a small capacity to a great 
capacity, from a small degree to another, from grace to grace, 
until the resurrection ofthe dead, from exaltation to exaltation," 
until at last he was "able to sit in everlasting burnings and ever- 
lasting power and glory"22 But not so the Savior: the Christ 
who offers himself as an atoning sacrifice was exalted before he 
was even born. He is so unlike us-and so unlike our 
Father-that he did not even need a physical body to become 
a god. Indeed, in order for him to be the infinite sacrifice, mat- 
ters could not have been otherwise: had he come here a mere 
human on his way to resurrection and subsequent exaltation, 
his suffering and death would have been inadequate to pay the 
price. 

In God the Father, who once lived on an earth and who be- 
came a god the same as we must and the same as all of the 
gods who came before, we can see our future selves. But ac- 

cording to what I see as Amulek's payment model of the 
Atonement, Christ's ability to atone for our sins depends on his 
being fundamentally diferent from us. Unlike us, and appar- 
ently unlike Heavenly Father, the atoning savior condescends 
from his already exalted state to be born among humans-all 
the while remaining an "infinite" being. The atoning Christ of 
Nephi and Amulek, who condescends to be born among us, 
who continues to be different from us throughout, is not truly 
and fully our brother; therefore he cannot serve as premise and 
argument for our own divine potential. 

The reasoning above poses the greatest challenges for 
Atonement theories which postulate that Christ's innocent suf- 
fering satisfied a penal debt of some sort. Those "penal substi- 
tution" theories have been roundly criticized on other grounds 
and have been rejected by many in favor of one form or an- 
other of what are generically called "moral influence" theories. 
But King Follett theology and Christology pose problems for 
those, as well. 

Lorin K. Hansen's proposal helpfully illustrates the general 
problem. Hansen "distinguish[es] the various Christian inter- 
pretations of the Atonement . . . by whether they describe the 
mechanism of the Atonement as a God-oriented, objective 
event or as a humanity-oriented, subjective process."23 Using 
these distinctions "to characterize Mormon sources," Hansen 
finds Mormonism committed to both.24 Responding to this 
dual commitment and drawing on other sources, Hansen the- 
orizes that in Gethsemane, Christ reconciles his abhorrence of 
sin with his love of individuals; and that this objective event 
enables in each of us a subjective process by which we accom- 
plish the same reconciliation, or a t - ~ n e - m e n t . ~ ~  

In the King Follett Discourse, Joseph Smith taught that "a 
sinner has his own mind and his own mind damns him. He is 
damned by mortification and is his own condemner and tor- 
menter."26 By emphasizing the need for some sort of release 
from our own self-damnation before we can be exalted, this 
passage certainly provides grist for the moral Atonement mill. 
But immediately prior to this statement, Joseph taught: "So 
long as a man will not give consent and heed to the command- 
ments he must abide without salvation. When he consents to 
obey the Gospel, whether alive or dead, he is saved."27 Focusing 
just on what the discourse says, we might be able to'free our- 
selves from self-mortification by simply "giv[ing] consent and 
heed[ing] . . . the commandments," with no need for an 
~tonement .28 

But even if we do need some help to free ourselves from 
what Eugene England characterized as the "the immobilizing 
burden" of self-inflicted judgment and guilt,29 King Follett the- 
ology, as summarized in Lorenzo Snow's couplet, has its own 
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atoning power and provides its own remedy God our Father 
has trodden the same sinful path as we yet achieved exaltation, 
thereby accomplishing the painful reconciliation described by 
Hansen as the objective Atonement that enables our subjective 
at-one-ment. More generally, any cognitive or emotive assis- 
tance we need to reconcile our sinful and divine natures can 
come from our knowledge of the Prophet's "first principle of 
truth and of the Gospel," that the being who is now God "once 
was a man like one of us."30 

In sum, it seems to me that payment theories of Atonement 
require us to recognize a fundamental gulf between ourselves 
and Jesus, thereby undercutting King Follett's message that be- 
cause Jesus was both god and man, God was once a man like 
us and we can become gods. Moral influence theories, mean- 
while, presuppose the need to bridge a gulf that King Follett 
theology bridges with the teaching that God our Father was 
once as we now are. Speaking more generally, King Follett the- 
ology and Christology pose a twofold challenge for theories of 
Atonement: such theories must keep Jesus enough like us to 
serve as premise and argument for the Father's humanity and 
our own divine potential, while finding something for the 
Atonement to do that is not already accomplished through our 
understanding of God and ourselves as captured by Lorenzo 
Snow's little couplet.31 

It might be possible to reconcile the little couplet and the 
Atonement, but I am not hopeful. The tension between King 
Follett theology and the Christian doctrine of Atonement may 
run too deep. Christianity's central doctrine of an atoning 
savior is interwoven, perhaps inseparably, with the guilty 
monotheistic piety disallowed by the King Follett parental 
model of divinity This interrelation finds clear expression in 
standard evangelical Christian ministerial practice: the first 
task of an orthodox evangelical preacher is to convict her 
flock, to make them feel the need for a redeemer by making 
them feel guilty, ashamed, and powerless either to better them- 
selves or to make amends. King Benjamin was just exempli- 
fylng a fundamental directive of orthodox Christian preaching 
when, to teach his listeners to revere the Christian God, he 
taught them first to abhor themselves. I think the more stable 
solutions to the dilemma articulated above accept one or the 
other of its horns, discarding either the Atonement or the ideas 
inherent in the couplet. 

And I think our Church has already chosen. Most explana- 
tions I have heard of President Hinckley's comments about the 
little couplet, whether from apologetic Church members or 
suspicious non-Mormons, charge our current prophet with 
dissembling. Latter-day Saints generally say that he was ped- 
dling milk for an audience not yet ready for meat, or some- 
thing along those lines; and the suspicious non-Mormons 
think he was trylng to obscure the truth about Mormon teach- 
ings to obtain greater acceptance for the Mormon community 
and the rest of the Mormon message. I am not convinced of ei- 
ther, and I am inclined to believe President Hinckley's obvious 
reluctance to accept the couplet was genuine. 

The little couplet fits poorly not only with the pious sensi- 
bilities explored earlier on, but also with worship centered on 

the atoning Christ. So as the "Mormon Church" gives way to 
"The Church of JESUS CHRIST of Latter-day Saints," there may 
be no room left for robust King Follett theology 

"FATHER, THE GLORY BE THINE FOREVER." 

B RIGHAM YOUNG NOTORIOUSLY taught that the 
proper object of our worship is as near to us as father 
Adam. While I do not regard Joseph Smith as the 

source of this teaching, I do see Young's Adam-God thesis as a 
natural development of the central King Follett tenet that we 
and God are fundamentally alike. James E. Talmage's Jesus the 
Christ and related First Presidency statements consolidated the 
shift away from Adam-God and placed the Church on its cur- 
rent theological trajectory, which increasingly emphasizes 
Christ as the object of our worship. Might we be losing some- 
thing valuable by shifting the emphasis of our worship away 
from a Father who was once just as we are now, to a Christ for 
whom coming down among us could only be an act of conde- 
scension? 

Joseph Smith delivered the King Follett Discourse as a fu- 
neral oration for the Mormon stonemason from whom the dis- 
course draws its name, and he offered his teachings as consola- 
tion for the deceased's family and friends: "How consoling to 
the mourners . . . to contemplate the saylng that they will be 
heirs of God and joint-heirs with Jesus Christ. What is it? To 
inherit and enjoy the same glory, powers, and exaltation until 
you ascend a throne of eternal power and arrive a t  the station of 
a God, the same as those who have gone before."32 The little 
couplet is itself good tidings not to be lightly cast aside to ac- 
commodate some other gospel. 

Ironically, the Christological trajectory of Mormonism over 
the past century places Jesus in the position that he disowned 
and that Lucifer coveted in the great council in heaven. 
Lucifer, recall, demanded the honor of our Father, but Jesus 
said "Father, the glory be thine forever" (Moses 4:2). As Elder 
Bruce R. McConkie reminds us in an Improvement Era article 
written to eliminate confusions surrounding the premortal 
council in heaven, Jesus has been consistent in representing 
himself as but an agent for Father, to whom all of the praise 
and honor should properly redound.33 And, as I believe 
Lowell Bennion said, Jesus in the New Testament taught us to 
join him in worshipping our Father who is in heaven. 

But whatever the costs, identifying and emphasizing the 
atoning Christ as an object of our worship may be the in- 
evitable result of focusing our Christology on the Atonement. 
After all, if Father cannot save us without Christ's help, then 
we also depend on the latter for our salvation. And to the ex- 
tent that we worship Father because of his salvific intervention 
in our existence, it seems only proper to worship Christ, too. 
Indeed by ascribing so prominent a role to Chri'st in all of the 
events transpiring after the council in heaven, the Christology 
of Jesus the Christ suggests that Heavenly Father has already 
done his part for our salvation, and from here on out, we are 
dependent exclusively on Christ. That makes Christ our more 
prospectively relevant object of worship. 
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"YOU SAY HONEY IS S W E T  AND SO DO I." 

I N THE FOREGOING, I have emphasized the tension be- 
tween a central strand of King Follett thought and notions 
derived from other sources, but the situation is more 

complicated than that. Because Joseph Smith (like B. H. 
Roberts after him) defended the little couplet by appealing to 
Jesus as premise and argument, the tensions I have tried to 
identify and formulate are internal to the King Follett 
Discourse. The discourse defends its message of God's hu- 
manity and our divine potential by appealing to the dual na- 
ture that biblical Christianity ascribes to Jesus. Yet the ascrip- 
tion of divinity to Jesus before his resurrection-indeed, 
before his birth-marks a crucial distinction between Jesus 
and us, undermining any inference drawn from his case to 
ours. So if there is anything to the foregoing, it raises ques- 
tions about the logic of the King Follett Discourse itself, in- 
cluding: can Brother Joseph's effort to defend his theological 
and soteriologcal theses by appeal to the biblical Christian 
tradition succeed? 

If not, then Joseph Smith's latter-day revelation about divine 
and human nature might have to stand more squarely on its 
own merits. I consider those merits a strong foundation be- 
cause I share with Brother Joseph a strong appreciation for the 
flavor of the little couplet: "This is good doctrine. It tastes good. 
You say honey is sweet and so do I. I can also taste the spirit 
and principles of eternal life, and so can you."34 

But my taste in doctrine has little bearing on the future of 
Mormonism's little couplet. 

- 
i' . 
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SUNSTONE GALLERY 

STORYTELLER 

A RE THE GIFTS visible? Are they what we catch in 
her gaze, her watcher? eyes, her eyebrow so 
slightly raised? Perhaps they are what we sense in 

her quiet, her patience, her calm? 
For Louise Degn, the journalist? gifts-the drive, the 

guts, the adventurousness, the heart-have always been 
there. At age ten, sitting transfixed in front of the television 
as the world's events unfolded before her eyes, she knew she 
would someday tell those stories. She felt them stirring 
throughout her teens as she would write for advice from 
television's pioneering newswomen. The feelings surged 
even stronger as she worked on the newspaper and year- 
book at Ogden High School in Ogden, Utah. She could 
scarcely contain them as she studied political science and 
asked question after question of the dignitaries and scholars 
who visited her beat, Utah State University in Logan, Utah. 
Her gifts matured as she worked on a master's of jour- 
nalism studies at Northwestern University covering 
Chicago? education wars and then while stringing for a 
Utah radio station while apprenticing in Washington, D. C., 
for a term. She cracks: "I  got that job because I knew the 
correct way to pronounce 'Tooele. "' 

There, at last, someone else recognized her glfts. Degn 
was "discovered7' by Wes Vernon, the Bonneville Communi- 
cations Washington bureau chief, who told her to hurry 
back to Utah and call on KSL. The stars were aligned; she 
became only the second woman reporter to work for KSL, 

the only one at the time, and Salt Lake City? sole female 
television or radio reporter for the next year: The gods 
watched, and ten years late< in 1979, trusted her to break a 
silence, the hush surrounding depression, and the secret that 
it could affect even Mormon women. "Remembel; this was 
pre-Oprah, pre-Prozac. No one talked about these kinds of 
things then." The hour-long feature she produced helped us 
understand that the spiritual and the emotional are not one 
and the same, and that admitting your needs in one area 
are not being fulfilled does not denigrate the truth or power 
of the other: That's the storyteller's greatest glft . . . to be the 
eyes and the heart o fa  community, to tell its tales and, in so 
doing, help heal its wounds. 

Isn't it natural, then, that the jounalist, the storyteller 
herselj wouldfind her own best medicine in community as 
well? From playing the bells in a marching band, to living 
with sorority sisters, to spending a summer as a kibbutznih 
in Israel, to singng in choirs, to organizing "Sunday gather- 
ings" so friends who feel disconnected from their religous 
tradition can still share their spiritual lives with others, to 
teaching the storyteller's arts to tomorrow's journalists, 
Degn has always known the importance of our binding our- 
selves to others. And after years of exploring, learning, and 
watching, and even with her penetrating eyes wide open, 
she declares that her Latter-day Saint community is still a 
most comfortable home. "It's a good place, a place that 
makes good people. " - , . 
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1999 Brookie & D. K. Brown Fiction Contest Starstone Winner 

By Susan Palmer 

J ESSAMYN MASON AND I SANG A DUET FOR SACRA- 
ment meeting on Easter Sunday, and we sucked. I don't 
mean false modesty, hoping you'll come back to me with, 
"Oh, no, Nina, you guys were really good." I mean we 

butchered "More Holiness Give Me" in all the ways you can 
butcher a song without perforating eardrums. What is truly 
sad about this is I did everything I knew not to reduce that 
song to blood and bones, but it happened anyway. I'm sure 
Jessamyn tried as hard as she could, too, and Jessamyn is such 
a freaky little perfectionist that I don't have to gve her the ben- 
efit of the doubt on this. 

I hate Jessamyn Mason. 
I didn't start out hating her. Heck, I hardly knew the 

woman before we got this singing gig together. She was out 
there on the fringe of my world, getting up now and then in 
testimony meeting with these lilting stories of profound revela- 
tion. Cool, I always thought when she was done. Cool. God's 
chatting up somebody down here. 

Then a month before Easter Sunday, I get asked to sing by 
the ward music person, and I'm all happy because singng is 
who I am. It's what I do. Well, mothering a four-year-old and 
six-year-old and a thirty-two-year-old is what I actually do. But 
in my heart, I'm mostly singing. When I get alone time, once 
every other week or so, I sit down with my guitar, a sweet 
beauty of a Gibson that my grandpa gave me after arthritis fi- 
nally twisted his fingers up so bad he couldn't hold a chord 
any more. I strum and sing and think back on my college days 
and the folk-music crowd I hung out with, how we'd play here 
and there around campus, at parties, for friends' weddings, 
and that one time on public radio when everybody loved us 
and said we were good. 

But my life got out in front of my singing somehow, and 
now music runs along the edge of my world. So, anyhow, I got 
asked to do a song on Easter Sunday, and then the music 
person says, "Do you think Jessamyn Mason could do a duet 
with you? She really wants to sing but can't work the choir into 
her schedule. She's so busy with teaching." 

And me, idiot that I am, I just said, "Yeah, no problem. It'll 
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be fun." I call up Jessamyn and invite myself over. I head to her 
house with my song books one afternoon when she's home 
grading papers and Nate and Franlue are at their grandma's, 
and she turns out to be a complete and utter pain before I have 
even halfway got my coat off. 

"We can't do 'He Is Risen,"' she said. "It's lost its meaning 
from being overperformed." And then, "I hope you brought a 
capo for your guitar. I rarely find guitarists who can sing in my 
range. You people tend to have lower voices." 

Now I am a people-pleaser, just want everyone to get along 
and be happy I'd rather jump off a building than start a fight, 
but right away, I'm having bad thoughts. I call them my evil 
twin thoughts. But I smiled at her and said, "Yes on the capo. 
No problem. We'll sing in whatever key you like. One thing 
about me. I'm flexible." 

"Good," she said and took the music from me. She opened 
the hymn book to "More Holiness" and said, "We'll do this. 
Juxtaposing it with Easter will add resonance." She put the 
book on the music stand in her, by now I notice, perfect living 
room. If this living room were mine, it would be destroyed in 
about fifteen minutes. Things that look good in stores enter 
my home and become instantly shabby. It's not the boys' fault. 
It's more like a family project. Life is messy at our house. But 
Jessamyn's perfect teen-age daughters did not seem to be inter- 
fering in any noticeable way with the house-beautiful motif. 
Not me, though. Before our practice session was over, I'd al- 
most knocked a glass lamp off an end table. Jessamyn held her 
breath, grimaced at me, and said, "Go stand over there. It will 
be less problematic for the room." 

So that's how we got in the habit of her ordering me around, 
and me going "Yes, OK, whatever works for you." 

We had two more rehearsals before I realized that no matter 
how hard we tried, she and I were one big musical bomb 
waiting to go off. And you know what? I didn't abort the mis- 
sion. This was Jack's advice, tangled up with the boys on the 
living room floor playlng storm the beach and steal the Power 
Ranger. They're crawling around and ambushing each other 
and laughing hysterically while I'm sitting on the couch doing 
a major rant against Jessamyn. I should have followed Jack's 
advice, delivered between shrieks as the boys pummeled him: 
"Abort the mission, Bravo one four! Abort! Abort!" I should 
have gone to the ward music person and said, "This will be 
your worst nightmare. Pick someone else. Have us arrested. 
Get us out of town, but don't let us stand up in front of the 
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congregation, whatever you do." I didn't because I thought it 
was my evil twin talking. 

I was about thirty years old before I learned that everybody 
has an evil twin inside them. All that time I thought it was my 
special private hell, having this contrarian babbling like Satan 
himself in my brain. And what's worse, making me laugh, 
making me care more about stuff like music and my garden 
and the way morning sunlight slants across the kitchen than I 
do about reading scriptures and 
getting the dishes done. Then 1 
started seeing this therapist so I 
could keep from running out on 
my kids and my wonderful 
though somewhat extremely 
slothful husband, and I told her 
about the evil twin who kept 
spewing romantic garbage in my 
head about flylng off to 
Provence and singing sad folk 
songs at the country cafes and 
no responsibilities. And the 
therapist patted my knee and 
said, "Honey, we've all got one. 
Get used to it." 

So, I've been getting used to 
it. The therapist said the job of 
becoming sane in an insane 
world is to use every self at your 
disposal. Since we all have an 
evil twin, the evil twin must 
have value, she said. "Figure out 
its contribution to your soul, 
and you won't need me any- 
more," she said. 

The next week, when I saw 
her I said, "I've figured it out. 
The evil twin is my burden. If I 
can keep from doing what it 
says, I will have proved my 
worth." 

"Wrong answer," she said. 
"Try again. " 

Her wrong-answer pro- 
nouncements made me mad. 
When I talked this over with 
Lily down the street, Lily said 
she sounded like a malpracticing therapist. 

"They're not supposed to judge you," Lily said. "They're 
supposed to help you get in touch with your feelings. They're 
supposed to help you explore your childhood wounds. In 
therapy, there aren't supposed to be wrong answers." 

I don't know. Maybe my special gift is to always pick the 
loser. But I couldn't see finding a new therapist, even if mine 
wasn't all that good. She got me thinking about stuff, and she 
kept me from tossing the kids out a window during their dally 
pre-bedtime hysteria. She kept me from flinging a hammer at 

I was about thirty years old 

before I learned that everybody 

has an evll twin inside them. 

the TV during football season. Not literally. But you know 
what I mean. 

I thought it was my evil twin telling me to ditch perfect 
Jessamyn Mason, and I decided, no, I will hang in there. We 
are doing something of worth, and I will, by the pure force of 
my better nature, work it out. Every day, after breakfast was 
done and the boys were safely slaylng dragons or some such, I 
would get out my guitar and practice. Pretty soon I had that 

song down so that I could do it 
in my sleep. And once a week, I 
would dutifully trudge up the 
front steps to Jessamyn Mason's 
spotless home, and we would 
practice together. She had a 
lilting, pretty soprano voice. 1 
give her that. And I've been told 
my alto is warm and full. So our 
voices sounded fine together. 

But even as we got more pro- 
ficient with the song, each prac- 
tice was worse than the one be- 
fore it. Jessamyn drove me nuts. 
Each week, she'd name a new 
thing that was "purely unac- 
ceptable." They were things I'd 
always done as a performer, 
slow the tempo of the song here 
or there, drop the chords out 
for an a cappella bar or two, 
look at my singing partner. 
Jessamyn considered them all 

8 grave musical sins. 
"What do you mean, I can't 

? 
z look at you?" I said when this 
$ faux pas was added to the list. ' "I always look at who I'm 

singing with." 
"If you look at me, I'll lose 

my place in the music," she 
said. "I'm used to choral per- 
forming where we look straight 
ahead, not at each other." 

So, I'm telling Lily about this 
later. "Can you believe it? I can't 
even frick'n' look at her? She is 
off the charts." And Lily just 

laughed and shook her head and wanted to know how things 
lvere going in the Jack department. Lily's mission is to see me 
and Jack sealed in the temple. Shes always giving me these pep 
talks or booklets that will get Jack coming to church again. I've 
stopped explaining that Jack is way too wily for any of thls. 
Jack manages construction sites, and you can't run any sort of 
a line on him. Just makes him laugh. 

The therapist didn't laugh when I told her about Jessamyn 
hlasnn. In fact, she became grave and she said, "Loves a gift, 
not a sacrifice. Nina." And I didn't know how to take that, be- 
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The look on her face was 
priceless. Worst moment of 

her previously perfect life. 

cause of course, anybody who knows anything knows that 
love certainly is a sacrifice. Or what are we all doing on Easter 
Sunday? I chalked it up to her lack of Christian education and 
kept on practicing. 

If you try hard enough, you can make anything work. That's 
what I believe. But all the while, I'm undermining the gig with 
Jessamyn-loathing. It started getting on Jack's nerves. "Why 
don't you just tell her where 
to get off?" he said. "She's 
got no call to lord it over 
you like that. You've got a 
wonderful voice. She oughta 
kiss your feet, you letting 
her sing with you." And 
that's why I love Jack-foot- 
ball slave, human wrecking 
machine, and slothmeister 
that he is. Because Jack 
would flat-out back me against the world, even if the world 
were in the right. And also, because Jack gives foot rubs that'll 
make you forget your name. 

"I can make this work," I said. "I know I can. It's not as if 
she's a bad person. She's a good person. She loves the Lord, 
and she tries her best. If we both try our best, it'll all work 
out." 

But when Easter Sunday rolled around and I tumbled out of 
bed extra early so I could have some quiet time with just me 
and my Heavenly Father, a bad feeling came over me. I went 
and knelt in my private little place downstairs beside the 
washer and dryer where I can get all the noise in my head to 
shut up. I'm praylng fervently: Let this be good. Let me and 
Jessamyn be a conduit for love, no matter how much of a 
whiner I have been all month. Let me put it all behind me and 
just focus on music. All the while, the bad feeling is sitting 
there behind my closed eyeballs. Even as I pray, I know it in 
my heart. 

"When you say 'suck,"' the therapist said to me, "What ex- 
actly does that mean?" 

"It means that I found new ways to wreck the music," I told 
her. "I've botched little moments in performances before, 
played a wrong chord, forgotten a lync, bungled the rhythm. I 
did all those things, and then I lost the melody for two entire 
bars. Just lost it. I'm wandering all over the map trylng to find 
it again, and I look at Jessamyn, and she just freaks. . ." I 
laughed then, at last, until the tears streamed down my cheeks. 
"The look on her face was priceless. Worst moment of her pre- 
viously perfect life." 

"How did your evil twin feel?" the therapist asked. 
"Oh, wistful. I don't know. Amused, maybe," I said. 
"What do you think about that?" she said. 
"I guess it means that I've got one of those passive-aggres- 

sive personalities," I said. "I'm pretending to be all sweet and 
cooperative, but another part of me wants to blow the place 
up." 

"Wrong answer. Don't do me that psychobabble," she said. 
"What do you want from me?" 

"Your money," she said. "What do you want from you?" 
And right then I teared up and grabbed the arms of the 

chair, hanging on for dear life while something pulled loose in- 
side me. 

"What you want." she said as she handed me the tissue box. 
"It's OK to know what it is. It's OK to get a look at it. I guar- 
antee you." 

I think we went a month 
like that, me roclung and 
crylng, her with the tissues, 
before I got it out of my 
mouth in a spasm so big 
and sad I go red to the ears 
just thinking about it. "I 
want God to answer one of 
my prayers," this said in the 
voice of a kid who didn't get 
invited to the birthday party 

"Ahhhh," she said. "I see. And how would you know if God 
answered one of your prayers?" 

Now, I hadn't really given that a thought before. How would 
I know? The question kind of stopped me. My brain went all 
empty, and we didn't make any more progress that day Then 
something in me started feeling like therapy was a stupid 
waste of time, and I canceled three appointments in a row and 
didn't answer the messages the therapist left me. Jack got mad, 
said I'd dang well better call her back or he'd do it for me. 

"I don't care if we have to pay that over-educated broad out 
of the luds' college fund. She got your smile back on your face, 
and then you went and lost it when you sang in church," he 
said. 

'You'll have to drag me back there, then. She's a loser. Lily 
said so." My advice: Never marry a man who's bigger than you. 

"Where were we?" said the therapist. 
"Evil twin, bad music, etc.," I said. 
"Oh, right," she said. "So how would you know if God an- 

swered your prayers?" 
"You would just know," I said. 
"What does that mean?" she said. 
"Everybody else knows. I don't know how they know it. 

God gives them what they ask for or tells them what to do or 
something." 

So then I got this long lecture about who's in the room 
paylng big bucks for therapy: Just me. Not everybody else 
from the congregation. Not perfect Jessamyn Mason or the 
bishop or anybody. I think I was making her mad because she 
was pacing, like she was trapped. But then she threw herself 
into her big comfy chair and looked at me and said, "What's 
the best thing that happened when you sang that song in 
church?" 

"Nothing good happened. Just some old blue-hairs with 
hearing aids said we were good. But you could torture cats up 
there, and they wouldn't know the difference," I said. 

"OK," she said. "If your evil twin were telling me the best 
thing that happened after you sang that song in church, what 
would she say?" 
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Maybe God doesn't answer 

everybody's prayers the 
same way, I don't know. 

Other people get to have a 

still small voice. I've got Ike. 

It got so quiet in her office, I could hear the silk of her 
blouse move as she breathed. And then I remembered this one 
little thing that had happened when the congregation had 
cleared out of the chapel. I was putting my guitar away, and I 
saw this kid about my oldest son's age standing beside me. I 
knew him from visiting teaching somebody. He was skinny 
and kind of rat-faced, long of nose, wide-set eyes, not one for 
smiling. He was one of 
those kids who can't sit still 
for half a second, who kick 
on the bench in front of 
them and who have to be 
separated from their sib- 
lings, dragged out into the 
foyer, and maybe tied to a 
chair. 

"Hey," I said to him. 
"Hey," he said. "Can I hold 
your guitar?" I made him sit 
on the floor. I put the big 
guitar in his skinny little 
arms, and he wrapped his fingers around the neck. 

"Show me how," he said. I molded his fingers into an A 
chord. 

"Push hard. Now strum with your other hand," I said, and 
he sifted his fingers down the strings, making a muffled 
whuffing sound come out of the instrument. It put a grin on 
his face. He did it again and again. Then we heard some people 
coming into the chapel, and he handed me back the guitar, 
jumped to his feet and, poised for flight, said, "You got a nice 
voice," then scooted down the steps. 

"How come I had to get that from the evil twin?" the thera- 
pist asked. 

"She's got lower standards," I said. 
"You say that like it's a bad thing," said the therapist. 
"Well, I never heard of lower standards getting anybody 

into heaven," I said. 
"Heaven isn't my province, Nina," said the therapist. "But 

I'm lihng your evil twin." 
We were out of time then, and I reached for my purse to 

write a check. She said: "When you come back next week, I 
want you to have another name for the evil twin. I think she 
deserves it." 

I told Lily about this, and Lily reared back like a soccer 
mom at a bad call. "She's positioning you to start believing in 
multiple personality disorder. Next thing you know, you'll be 
having false memory syndrome about how somebody or other 
molested you when you were two, and you'll be a basket case. 
And she'll drag you through another ten years of therapy I've 
said all along you need a better therapist." 

At first, I sort of agreed with her, but the week got busy and 
I didn't have time to dwell on it. My grandpa came and spent a 
couple of days with us, scaring Nate and Frankie with his big 
bushy eyebrows and gnarled hands. But they warmed up to 
him when he sang them to sleep at bedtime. Then Lily went 
into the hospital for an emergency appendectomy and I did a 

bunch of baking for her family Our house lurched to complete 
chaos, laundry piled everywhere, dishes undone in the sink, 
toys scattered across the living room. Then the afternoon that I 
had planned to do a massive cleanup, Jack slipped away from 
work and talked me into going for a long drive, just the two of 
us while Grandpa watched the boys. It was a good week, even 
with all the mess. When I saw the therapist the next time, I 

had totally forgotten about 
the evil twin. 

"Well," she said. 
"What's her name?" 

I was on the spot and I 
just blurted out, "Ike." 

"Why Ike?" she said. 
"Oh, I don't know. It 

was my great aunt's nick- 
name." 

"So your evil twin and 
your great aunt have 
something in common?" 

"Oh, heck, no." I said. 
"Everybody loved my great aunt. She was the most compas- 
sionate woman you'd ever want to meet. She never had a harsh 
word for anyone, but she was funny, you know, had a real 
sharp wit." 

"I'm liking it," said the therapist. "Let's start with that. Tell 
me everything Ike knows about compassion." 

"You mean my great aunt?" I asked. 
"No," said the therapist. "I mean the one inside you." 
What's weird is, the Ike inside me turned out to know a lot. 

Now I could go on and on about this. We spent a few months 
on it in therapy But to keep it short, because Nate and Frankie 
are being way too quiet in the back of the house, to keep it 
short, I learned that Ike wasn't an evil twin, just a part of me 
(unlike the main part of me) that doesn't hold everyone up to 
a standard no one can meet. 

Maybe God doesn't answer everybody's prayers the same 
way, I don't know. Other people get to have a still small voice. 
I've got Ike. I still dream about Provence. But instead of feeling 
guilty about it, I told Jack. And Jack said Provence next 
summer sounded good to him. Maybe I'll even bring the 

- .- 
Gibson. ,*.u , -, 

seven-year locusts 

a constant thrum in the trees- 

the sound of a rake 

-ADDIE LACOE 
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Bornfrom confidence, idealism, and a desire to increase Sunstone? outreach and improve its 
financial lot, the Sunstone Review represented a coalescing of all the elements that had prompted 

the creation of Sunstone in thefirst place. The story of its rise andfall also contains the many 
contradictions and tensions that have always made Sunstone problematic. 

By John Sillito 

I N A 1981 LETTER TO THEOLOGIAN RICHARD JOHN 
Neuhaus soliciting his interest in the newly formed 
Sunstone Review, editor Peggy Fletcher called the venture 

the "newest and most outrageously ambitious project" under- 
taken by the Sunstone ~oundation.' Fletcher was correct. 
Over the next three years, this publication would see successes 
and failures, high hopes and disappointments. The story of 
this short-lived publication is more than simply an aside in a 
larger history Indeed, the Review represented a major coa- 
lescing of all the elements that had prompted the creation of 
Sunstone in the first place, while simultaneously containing all 
the internal contradictions and tensions that have always made 
Sunstone problematic. 

BIRTH OF AN IDEA 
Time, the New York Review of Books: 

"We can do that in the Mormon community, too." 

F LETCHER OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED the launch of 
the Sunstone Review in a May 1981 letter to SUNSTONE 
subscribers. At that time, she described it as a "bi- 

monthly LDS newspaper" that would be a supplement in the 
magazine, providing readers with "additional news, book re- 
views, arts calendar," and other inf~rmation.~ By the year's 
end, however, plans had changed. The Review was now to run 
as a separate publication. In letters to regular contributors to 
the magazine, then-managing editor Susan Staker noted that 
the new publication would be monthly and would take all the 
newdfeature columns from the magazine ("One Fold," 

JOHN SILLlTO is professor of libraries at Weber State University, 
in Ogden, Utah. He was a stafferfor SUNSTONE and the Sunstone 
Review during the 1980s. 

"Update," "Mormon Media Image," and "People") and run 
them "only in the Review," because to do otherwise would be 
"too c~mplicated."~ 

While the Review was formally announced in 1981, some- 
thing like it had been in Fletcher's mind for some time. She re- 
calls her thoughts about begnning such a publication as a sort 
of "revelatory experience" in response to her wondering why 
SUNSTONE was "not expanding its reader~hip."~ 

Fletcher believed Mormons needed to be involved in, and 
engaged with, the larger world around them. Mormons 
needed to examine all kinds of issues and events that impacted 
on them and their world. Such engagements would be facili- 
tated by a publication like the Review, a forum for dissemi- 
nating information on current events, the arts, and personali- 
ties from a Mormon perspective. According to Elbert Peck, 
who worked on the Review staff in several capacities before he 
succeeded Fletcher as SUNSTONE'S editor, Fletcher "looked 
outward to several national publications, institutions, and fo- 
rums and said, 'We can do that in the Mormon community, 
too."' 

First and foremost, the Review was to be geared toward a 
popular audience. Fletcher recalls: "I vividly remember Chris 
Amngton saylng to me, 'Lots of people are taking the Church 
News. Why not create something that would reach a similar 
audience of interested M~rmons? '"~  The Review would also be 
guided by several questions: "What are Mormons saying? 
What are Mormons doing? What is happening in the Mormon 
c ~ m r n u n i t ~ ? " ~  Staker saw the Review's purpose as seeking to 
"bring a Mormon worldview and Mormon sensibility to an ex- 
amination of books, movies, politics, current events-even 
world affairs. We kept asking: 'How do [Latter-day Saint] 
values affect the way you see the world, and help you to make 
connections with it?' "7 
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Some people believed that the best model for the Review sented an elitist view of the Mormon world. Simultaneously 
was People magazine, arguing that the venture's success would paternalistic and idealistic, it was literally an enlightenment 
be directly tied to the number of familiar names in it. While project that would examine the arts, literature, architecture, 
the publication would eventually contain many familiar names, etc." Peck also acknowledged a further impetus: "The Review 
Fletcher remembers being more influenced by Time and the was clearly generational. I think it was axiomatic and self evi- 
New York Times. According to dent that this generation of 
Peck, "The scope and format was Mormons who were college edu- 
really Peggy's idea. She had done cated, reared in a larger American 
the research. In addition to Time tradition, colored and defined by 
and the New York Times, I think '60s values, influenced by things 
another key model was the New like Vietnam and Watergate, and 
York Review ofBooks. Peggy was in- who valued the role of investiga- 
fluenced by, and became friends tive journalism, would want to 
with, national writers like Ken start something like the Review. It 
Woodward, Peter and Margaret reflected the times and events 
Steinfels and many others. What around us."" 
they were writing, and the kinds of For Review organizers and 
publications they worked for, staffers, the term "critic" was not 
helped her envision what would negative. They believed Mor- 
eventually become the Sunstone monism had reached a point 
~ e v i e w . " ~  where its institutions could be 

seen as fair game for investigative 
THE Km T o  FINANCING "1 well remember reporting. AS Fletcher phrased it, 

EVERYTHING ELSE we were "not intent on being [the 
I f  it is current, and we can Church's] 'watchdog' but simply 

get enough ads. . . . examining what was happening 

excitement ever in the Mormon world."12 Staker 

A T THE HEART of the dis- recalls that the Review seemed 
cussions over starting the like such a natural thing to do: 
Review was the belief that I went from the Church 

timeliness was the key to making Sunstone offices . . . Historical Department to 
the new publication successful. "It Sunstone. It was a log- 
occurred to me," Fletcher remem- ical move. I met Peggy 
bers, "why not create a more fre- when she was working 
quent, cheaper publication that for Leonard Amngton. 
could be distributed free?" In a sense, the Review 
Magazine ads were often infre- seemed like a logical ex- 
quent and late, but Fletcher felt tension too: same 
that if the Review were current, ads people, same issues. The 
would follow. Fletcher also be- were at  the center Review was certainly a 
lieved that with a wider circula- logical extension of 
tion, the Review could attract "na- things like the sympo- 
tional ads and others that the sium. I think it grew out 
magazine couldn't sell success- of the symposium and 
fully" In short, the Review became the idea of starting a 
the "key to financing everything Mormon milieu. conversation, reaching 
else."' Staker recalls, "It was basi- out, finding new writers 
cally Peggy's idea to make money, and new approaches. It 
defray overhead of the magazine, was part of our spoken 
and support other Sunstone activi- - and unspoken commit- 
ties. We were absolutely con- ment to open up the 
vinced that if we got enough ads, the Review could be prof- Mormon world to the wider world, and the wider 
itable even if we gave it away"10 world to Mormons. Initially, there was no sense that 

In addition to the dream that the Review would shore up working at Sunstone was a threat. Later, that would 
Sunstone's finances, other motives also drove the publication. change. l3 

As Peck honestly admits, "In some ways, the Review repre- Fletcher and colleagues also believed that if the publication 
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were "flexible and current it could gain a wide, ecumenical au- 
dience that attracted more than ~ o r m o n s . " ' ~  As Staker wrote 
at the time, the Review sought to "reach a broader audience- 
not just Mormons and ex-Mormons, but also Mormon- 
~ a t c h e r s . " ' ~  Primarily non-Mormon, these watchers were in- 
terested in a series of questions not traditionally part of the 
Mormon publishing scene, including issues of power and in- 
fluence, financial dealings, and Church leaders' attempts to 
suppress intellectual and personal freedom. When reporting 
on these issues became an integral feature of the Review, it in- 
evitably led to conflict with the Church hierarchy. 

NEWS, BOOK REVIEWS, AND MUCH MORE 
Grandly stretching Sunstone's boundaries. 

I N AN ARTICLE for Sunstone's twenty-fifth anniversary, 
Elbert Peck suggested that although the Review ultimately 
"ended up a financial failure," its final legacy should take 

into consideration the ways it "grandly stretched the bound- 
aries and vision of both the magazine and foundation."16 Even 
a brief overview of what the Review covered shows Peck was 
correct. Printed on newsprint and magazine-size, the first 
issue, dated July/August 1981, set the pattern for the issues 
that followed. Although the first issue camed a cover price of 
seventy cents, like the others, the publication was distributed 
without charge. 

The premier issue led with news stories about the Sundance 
Film Institute and a recent First Presidency statement con- 
cerning the government's proposal to base the MX missile in 
Nevada and Utah. In addition, it initiated coverage of what be- 
came Review staples: activities of various Mormon associations, 
the Church's image in the media, recent movies, and people in 
the news. 

The issue also contained reviews of Mormon and non- 
Mormon books, often tied in less-than-subtle ways to ads. For 
example, in the first issue, a review of Mormonism and the 
American Experience, by Klaus J. Hansen, ran on the same page 
as an ad and order form for the book. This same tie-in also oc- 
curred for other titles such as Arts and Inspiration, Heber C. 
Kimball, Mormon Patriarch and Pioneer, and On Being a 
Christian and a Lawyer. A number of non-book ads appeared as 
well. Some were public service notes, including ads for the 
Utah Opera Company and the Utah Arts Council. Many others 
were for Sunstone products or programs. A few were clearly 
commercial, including ads for Bennett Paint, Stevens Henegar 
College, Cosmic Aeroplane Books and Records, and several 
home storage companies and products. Finally, there were a 
small number of classified ads at "25 cents per word, paid in 
advance, with a ten-word minimum." 

The first issue also featured a scriptural commentary by 
Steven E Christensen responding to the question, "As a result 
of being responsible for the murder of Uriah, will David join 
the ranks of 'sons of perdition?'" Christensen's column would 
continue for only two issues. Christensen was a strong 
Sunstone supporter. Within a few years, he was dead, tragi- 
cally murdered by Mark ~ 0 f m a n n . l ~  

While the basic format remained the same for several is- 
sues, more and more investigative pieces soon began to ap- 
pear. Bob Gottlieb and Peter Wiley, then working on their im- 
portant study America? Saints, examined "Zion in Gomorrah," 
a two-part series on Mormon involvement with politics, devel- 
opment, and gaming in Las vegas.18 Other important inves- 
tigative stories included an examination of isolation among the 
Church's General Authorities and a two-part series by Susan 
Staker running in the July 1982 issue under the title "Mormon 
Church: From Cult to World Faith," and in the August issue as 
"Are Mormons Christian?" The August issue also included a 
story that would later prove to be historically significant. Titled 
"Behind the Scenes: The Joseph Smith 111 Blessing," the story 
included an "account" of the "discovery" of the blessing by 
Mark Hofmann with responses by RLDS Church Historian 
Richard Howard and Donald T. Schmidt, director of the LDS 
library-archives division. l9 

Throughout its existence, the Review also covered national 
stories with a Mormon slant. Peggy Fletcher told Russell 
Chandler of the Los Angeles Times she believed the Review's 
coverage of Eldridge Cleaver's growing attachment to 
Mormonism was "a scoop. I haven't seen it in any other pa- 
pers."20 Another important story the Review covered con- 
cerned the activities of Mormon feminist and ERA activist Sonia 
Johnson. The Review dealt with Johnson's excommunication as 
well as her efforts to head the National Organization for 
Women and her 1984 Citizens Party presidential bid. 

While hard news stories garnered the most attention, book 
reviews became an increasingly prominent component. Over 
time, many titles reviewed were not specifically LDS-oriented, 
and they often reflected the expertise and interests of the 
Review staff. And book reviews were sometimes problematic. 
For instance, Doyle Fitzpatrick, author of a study of James 
Strang, complained in a letter to associate editor Nicole 
Hoffman that the review of his book was "rather insulting." He 
added that he assumed "from your viewpoint, [the reviewer] 
did say the right things," meaning he represented an anti- 
Strang Mormon bias. Fitzpatrick noted that the reviewer must 
have succeeded "because only two copies of my book were 
sold, even though I had a one-third page ad in the i~sue ."~ '  

In addition to reviews of single books, a number of review 
essays appeared bringing attention to a particular genre, topic, 
or author. Lavina Fielding Anderson and Pamela Gillie Carson 
examined "Mormon Mushies: The Wonderful World of the 
Sugar Coated," a four-part series on the "number and variety of 
[Mormon] romance novels that has multiplied exponentially 
in the past several years."22 Anderson also examined four 
books on Mormon women in a review essay titled "All 
Sweetness and Light" in which she observed: "The good news 
is that publishers for the Mormon market are willing to do 
books for women. The bad news is that this particular handful 
is pretty poor stuff and that women, in most cases, would be 
better off reading Claudia Bushman's Mormon ~ i s t e r s . " ~ ~  The 
ApriVMay 1983 issue contained an excellent review article on 
"Wallace Stegner: The Writer as Seer," by historian Gary 
Topping. Another important essay was Peter Wiley's review of 
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HOI D Cr, 
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Sunstone offices in the old Bennett 
; that we were making history, that 
rhat was happening in the Mormon 

milieu. But being at this center 
did not come without a price. 
Susan Staker put it this way: 

We as staff discovered 
that many of us and 
many of our readers 
were struggling with the 
Church. In both cases, 
most of us were trylng 
to stay in the Church. 
There was little talk of 
leaving. Over time, 
however, Sunstone in all 
of its forms became a 
kind of nexus of pain 
and a center of angst. 
Because the Review dealt 
with current issues, and 
seemed to be a lightning 
rod, the atmosphere was 
thick with intrigue and 
a heightened intensity.27 

kchard Lamm and Michael McCarthy's The Angry West: A ment ever present in the 
Vulnerable Land and Its Future. Wiley took this opportunity to Paint Building, the feelin 

THE DECLINE OF 
A GREAT IDEA 

"Everyone is f i l l  of advice" 
but not money. 

discuss the possibility of the American 
"of its destiny . . . in the face of 
the continuing concentration of 
political and economic power in 
the hands of big government and 
major corporations."24 

Through listing regional best 
sellers along with a separate list 
of LDS best sellers, the Review 
made a significant attempt to 
broaden readership awareness of 
recently published titles. Addi- 
tionally, Linda Thatcher wrote a 
regular column reporting on re- 
cent Mormon titles. Indeed, 
while the Review regularly fea- 
tured significant national books, 
it also marked the first serious at- 
tempt to understand the Mor- 
mon publishing market. 

Fletcher was never shy about 
proclaiming the importance of 
the Review to a larger audience. 
On one occasion, she sent copies 
of the publication to members of 
the National Book Critics Circle 
committee, noting that because it 
was "one of the few publications 
[in the Intermountain West] 
which offers cogent reviews of 
national and regional books," it 
might "help you in your selec- 
tion process to pay attention to 
those books which are significant 
regionally"25 Reflecting her 
deeply held commitment to ecu- 
menical dialogue, Fletcher also 
actively sought exchanges of 
both the Review and the maga- 
zine with a wide variety of non- 
Mormon publications. 

In addition to the articles and 
reviews themselves, one of the 
most significant and long-lasting 
accomplishments of the Sunstone 
Review was its ability to network, 
to link established Mormon 
commentators with talented new 
writers and potential supporters. 
Its pages also featured a signifi- 
cant group of thinkers from outside 

A LTHOUGH BEGUN 
with high hopes, the 
Review ultimately proved 

unsuccessful. When the final 
issue appeared in April 1984, the 
cover story on general confer- 
ence asked the question 
"Whence and Whither." It's an 
appropriate question to ask of 
the Sunstone Review as well. 
While many factors came into 
play, the reasons for its demise 
can be traced most directly to 
four: finances; internal tensions; 
opposition from the Church, and 
division among Sunstone sup- 
porters over the new venture. 

West gaining control we were at the center of 

, , ,,, 
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As time went on, the Review increased its investigative 
reporting, covering controversial issues andfigures 

such as SoniaJohnson. 

Many came to 
feel the publication 

wus staffed by 
a group of 

testimon y-lacking 
muckrakers, intent 

on  damaging 
the Church and  

its image 

the Mormon circle.26 REVIEW FINANCES WE 

"Ourfinances were just too thin to 
sustain everything. . . ." 

Finally, throughout its existence, the Review also served as a high, with salaries, equi 
conduit for information, rumors, recriminations, and revela- stantly increasing. And Rt 
tions. As a staff member, I well remember the sense of excite- larger funding needs o 

iE always an issue. Overhead was 
)merit, and production costs con- 
view expenses were only part of the 

the magazine and symposium. 
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Moreover, because so much emphasis had been placed on the 
Review's profitability as the solution to all of Sunstone's eco- 
nomic needs, its failure to turn a profit was a major setback. 
Looking back, Fletcher called the Review 

a good idea, which was undercapitalized and not well 
thought out. The biggest problem was that there were 
no business people on board to create a plan to raise 
money We all thought it would start out in the red, 
but survive and turn a profit. It never did. What few 
business people I knew lacked real enthusiasm for the 
project, but there wasn't any real opposition, so I 
charged ahead, and the staff supported the decision. 
Our finances were just too thin to sustain everything, 
and I never really could sell the concept to the people 
who could have raised the money28 

And Fletcher admits she "didn't listen carefully" to the busi- 
ness people because they were "generally so negative" about 
the idea and "I guess I interpreted that as snobbish, or simply 
missing the boat on the importance of contemporary issues. 
And, as I say, there was so much enthusiasm from other quar- 
ters. I should have cashed it in sooner, but I loved the Review 
and I wanted it to continue. Lots of others loved it too, just not 
enough."29 

By the beginning of the Review's third year, Fletcher realized 
something needed to be done. Advertising was not producing 
the revenue expected and needed. She wrote a long and re- 
vealing letter to one Sunstone supporter noting that while 
"talking about developments in the intellectual community" 
was what really gave her pleasure, "unfortunately, I also have 
to hold together this constantly sinking ship." Fletcher de- 
tailed the problems she was facing: 

Predictably, Sunstone is experiencing its annual crisis. 
We have an issue of the magazine at the press which 
they won't print for lack of payment . . . and another 
in the wings . . . with the same problem. . . . The 
Review is likewise behind. The March issue just came 
out, but because neither it nor the February issues 
have yet been paid for, the printer refuses (with good 
reason) to print the April issue.30 

Saylng she still believed it was possible to "create the Time 
magazine of Mormonism and be successful," Fletcher said she 
had found a "first-rate advertising salesman." But in order for 
him to be able to sell a reasonable amount of advertising, "we 
need to overprint and distribute the [Review] in fairly signifi- 
cant quantities." Because the cost of the salesman and the ad- 
ditional issues would "add $2000 an issue to the cost," she 
provided a detailed budget and appealed for additional funds 
to help get the Review off the ground. Fletcher indicated she 
was "committed to try this experiment, as it is the only way to 
make the [Review] ultimately self-supporting." Fletcher sum- 
marized wistfully that "if we had one full year with a complete 
skeleton staff and enough money to print on time, at the end 
of the year it would be entirely self-sustaining."31 

Despite Fletcher's optimism, the Review still failed to become 
self-supporting. In a letter typical from this period, Staker wrote 
that because of "financial difficulties, the Review suspended 

publication for three months earlier this year and has since had 
to cut back the number of pages. We hope to soon be back on 
our feet but . . . we will publish fewer book reviews.32 Seelung 
answers, Fletcher appealed for additional help. Looking back, 
she recalled that toward the end, Tom Miner, a University of 
Utah business student, came on board and 

helped me see the real financial side, helped me see 
how bleak the prospects were. Unlike many of the 
other business people, Tom really loved the Review 
but realized it wasn't working. He suggested we com- 
bine the best of the Review into the magazine and seek 
to make it really appear monthly He really gave us a 
graceful way out of our dilemma.33 

Similar advice came from other quarters as well. One ad- 
viser, Charles Randall Paul, wrote to Fletcher in the spring of 
1984: "Don't waste your effort on two publications. Make 
SUNSTONE more like the Review, and vice versa, by doing away 
with the Review completely Incorporate the best elements into 
the magazine. Make the magazine cheaper to produce . . . but 
do not compromise on content."34 

In short, while the Sunstone Review was "supposed to be a 
foundation for everything else," according to Fletcher it ulti- 
mately was the source of 

a lot of tension. Staff tension, money tension. As the 
staff grew to meet the need, it brought a higher pay- 
roll. I sometimes felt like I was driving a chariot with 
three horses-magazine, symposium, and Review. It 
didn't make the money we thought it would. It com- 
peted in terms of energy and resources with other 
Sunstone projects. It didn't get us out of the hole. 
What it really did was make us a bigger shoestring or- 
ganization than before. The Review was difficult and 
expensive. There was a lack of expertise. Maybe it was 
a doomed idea.35 

Fletcher recalls with very little fondness the personal nature 
of fundraising, too often turning to family and personal friends 
for monetary support for Sunstone ventures. At the same time, 
Fletcher, then single, was living a frugal and spartan lifestyle, 
devoting most of her time and energy to Sunstone. By late 
1982, she was clearly feeling the strain. In a letter to Martin 
Many she observed 

[It is] difficult of late for me to keep this thing afloat. 
. . . It seems like I spend the bulk of my time raising 
funds and finessing creditors. And everyone is full of 
advice. Some of the financial backers want me to 
make the magazine more popular and less controver- 
sial. Others want the Review to be more sensational or 
less sensational. And, of course, the Church would be 
glad if we dropped into the ocean and were never 
heard from again. For the first time in the eight years 
since we started, I have thought of folding up and be- 
coming a journalist. But every time I suggest such a 
thing, people around here try to dissuade me. I guess 
[SUNSTONE] is meeting some needs in the Mormon 
community For all its timidity, it is really all there is 
for most of our readers.36 
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In a 1983 note to subscribers, Fletcher commented that by extension, subscribers and supporters, that neither publica- 
"this has been a very difficult year. . . . We have suffered a tion would fold. She outlined a double issue of the Review in 
number of financial setbacks, 
caused by, among other things, 
the state of the U.S. economy" 
Unable to print in January and 
February, and late with the 
ApriVMay issue, Fletcher decided 
that double issues represented the 
only way to get back on schedule. 
She promised that "the June issue 
of the Sunstone Review will follow 
closely on the heels of this one." 
Thanking "loyal readers who have 
remained patiently steadfast," 
Fletcher ended with a hope that 
the Review might still be "printing 
in the year 2000." While the June 
issue came out pretty much on 
schedule, the rest of the year 
saw only two monthly issues, 
September and December, and 
double issues in July/August and 
~ctober/November.~~ 

As Fletcher had told Marty, 
"everyone was full of advice." One 
European correspondent, for ex- 
ample, thought he had a solution. 
Toward the end of the publica- 
tion's existence, Calvin Arnason 
suggested to Fletcher that the 
Review "accept want ads. In partic- 
ular accept want husband, want 
wife ads! Maybe even want chil- 
dren ads." While Arnason ad- 
mitted such a policy might offend 
"American sensibilities," because 
they might look like "strange mail 
order catalogs with pictures and 
vital statistics," he assured 
Fletcher that in Germany, the 
"very best newspapers usually 
have a full page of marriage 
ads."38 

"Nobody was paid very much." 

ANOTHER FACTOR CONTRIB- 
uting to the Review? failure was 
the mounting internal tensions 
among staff, tensions most often 
tied to finances and the concerns 
of financial supporters. By January 
1983, Fletcher felt the need to use a 
concerns from inside Sunstone and 
said she was t y n g  to meet payroll 

"Some of the 
financial backers 
want me to make 

the magazine more 
popular and less 

controversial. Others 
want the Review to 
be more sensational 
or less sensational. 
And, of course, the 
Church would be 

glad if we dropped 
into the ocean and 
were never heard 

from again. ?, 

-Peggy Fletcher 

f meeting to respond to thought that she was au 
larger community She played favorites. Amonl 
assured the staff, and other issues, there was a 

Februaryhlarch, which would 
consist almost entirely of book 
reviews. Fletcher was optimistic 
that the Review would gain more 
advertising. Aware that the 
Mormon rumor mill was in full 
operation, she also cautioned the 
staff to use staff meetings as the 
place to "voice complaints" 
rather than elsewhere, and she 
urged everyone to "use our time 
better and become more produc- 
t i ~ e . " ~ ~  Despite such assurances, 
the situation continued to 
worsen. The promised double 
issue would not appear until 
ApriVMay 1983. By June, 
Fletcher told staffers that starting 
"immediately" the Review would 
be cut from its normal forty- 
eight pages to twenty-four pages 
"and may be cut to sixteen for 
the summer."40 

The Review? irregular appear- 
ance and diminishing size were 
not the only significant con- 
cerns. Throughout the publica- 
tion's existence, staffers fre- 
quently womed about salaries. 
Staker recalls, a few staffers were 
paid "modest, hourly wages. 
While there was some difference 
in salary, nobody was paid very 
much. Certainly Peggy set an 
aesthetic pattern."41 Still, as 
checks either were late, or often 
did not clear the bank, em- 
ployees dependent on the money 
became angry. Payroll problems 
also tended to divide the paid 
staff from unpaid writers and 
volunteers. 

Fletcher had been central to 
conceiving and creating the 
Review, but she was also a prob- 
lematic figure for some staff 
members. Many felt the Review 
(and the magazine and sympo- 
sium, for that matter) were too 
closely tied to her personally 
Some felt she was distant, others 

~cratic, and still others believed she 
some staffers, already uneasy over 
,ertain level of fear that a cult of per- 
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sonality was developing. Staker recalls: "Peggy gave the 
Review energy She was the catalyst. Peggy believed in 
dreaming big and getting others to do the same. The Review 
was closely identified with Peggy personally But maybe that 
personalization had limitations too."42 

In fairness, Fletcher understood these concerns and sought 
to delegate responsibilities, broaden the work load, and reas- 
sure the staff. Yet, as happens in many organizations and pub- 
lications, it is not easy to strike a balance between the need for 
a dominant personality, whose very presence animates the en- 
deavor, and a genuine collective effort. Still, supporters and 
critics alike all agreed that without Fletcher's commitment, 
none of Sunstone's forums would have survived at all. 

While Fletcher's role was central, it was by no means exclu- 
sive. Susan Staker was also vital to the enterprise. Assessing 
her contribution, Review staffer Lone Winder Stromberg notes, 
"You can't underestimate Susan's contribution to the publica- 
tion. She was a driving force and a workhorse who did every- 
thing from writing stories to typesetting."43 

"Church bureaucrats knew we had connections 
and couldfind answers. " 

WHILE FINANCES AND internal tensions were difficult is- 
sues confronting the Review, something even more troubling 
emerged. As the Review increased its news coverage, Church 
leaders and bureaucrats began to scrutinize the publication, 
often not appreciating what they found there. This develop- 
ment caught Fletcher off guard: "I really thought the format 
was less threatening and less high-brow than the magazine it- 
self. I really didn't see the Review's coverage of news, current 
events, and happenings as problematic. What I discovered is 
that news is controversial, especially when it deals with his- 
tory"44 

Looking back, Fletcher, Staker, and others identified sev- 
eral areas that led to tension between the Church and the 
Review. One of the most important was the growing interest in 
the "New Mormon History." Another watershed issue re- 
volved around the Review's reporting of a November 1982 
Denver Post investigative story about the Church. 

The issue of the New Mormon History emerged early on. 
In the Review's second issue, a news story discussed a speech 
by Elder Boyd K. Packer to seminary and institute instructors 
on Church history. In his remarks, Packer had told his lis- 
teners that teaching Church history represented "an unparal- 
leled opportunity to build faith and indicated that strength- 
ening faith was the primary value of Mormon history. The 
article reported that Packer also "confessed his own dismay at 
much of the research that has been done recently in the 
Church archive, [because] so little of the spirit emerges." The 
same article also mentions a lecture given by D. Michael 
Quinn on Joseph 111's 1844 blessing and the Mormons in 
~ t a h . ~ ~  Linking Packer and Quinn would prove to be 
prophetic. 

A news story in the next issue reported on the annual 
meeting of the Western History Association and focused much 

attention on Louis Midgley's paper "A Critique of Mormon 
Historians: The Question of Faith and History." According to 
the story, Midgley, a BYU political science professor, claimed 
that the "common assumption" behind the New Mormon his- 
tory was the belief that "you cannot have a good, objective his- 
tory flow from the motive of building the Lord's kingdom or 
defining the gospel." In response, Jan Shipps cautioned that 
the "tone and thrust of Midgley's paper led only to the cate- 
gories of orthodoxy and heresy-labels that hurt the cause of 
truth."46 

Two issues later, the cover story of the Review posed the 
question "LDS History: In Crisis?" The Review reported that 
after "years of eager anticipation," several troubling events- 
the cancellation of the multi-volume sesquicentennial history 
series, the transfer of the historical department to BYU, and 
Elders Boyd K. Packer's and Ezra Taft Benson's regular criti- 
cism-had created a great deal of concern in the historical 
community Stories of tensions over history continued 
through the rest of the publication's existence. 

As noted, the role of historian D. Michael Quinn was espe- 
cially complicated and controversial. Quinn-then a BYU pro- 
fessor-emerged as the most forthright and visible respon- 
dent to the views held by Elder Packer and others. In August 
1981, Elder Boyd K. Packer delivered an address, "The Mantle 
Is Far, Far Greater than the Intellect," to Church educators in 
which he stressed the importance of writing faithful history 
Among other things, Packer argued that if not "properly 
written or taught," Church history might destroy faith. He ad- 
monished his listeners to "not yleld your faith in payment for 
an advanced degree or the recognition and acclaim of the 
~ o r l d . " ~ '  

Shortly after Elder Packer's talk, Quinn spoke at a meeting 
of BYU'S Phi Alpha Theta chapter, a history honors society. In 
his address, a personal essay titled "On Being a Mormon 
Historian," Quinn told the students he believed Elder Packer 
had "created an enemy that does not exist, because no respon- 
sible historian would treat Joseph Smith's life without recog- 
nizing his prophetic claims."48 

The speech was reported on in the Seventh East Press, and 
Quinn gave SUNSTONE permission to publish the essay 
Sometime later, Quinn met with President Gordon B. Hinckley 
at a meeting arranged by a mutual friend. After discussing his 
remarks and plans with President Hinckley and fasting, Quinn 
opted to withdraw it from publication. It was later published 
in an unauthorized version by Jerald and Sandra Tanner. 

This whole series of events created tensions within the 
Mormon educational and historical community The story re- 
ceived national attention in various places, including 
~ e w s w e e k . ~ ~  

Since Quinn was close to many in the Sunstone orbit, the 
controversy led Fletcher to write President Hinckley She said 
she felt "strongly that [Church] archives should be totally 
opened and that our historical writing should be impeccably 
honest." She also told him she realized that Mormon history 
also contained "conflicts that should be worked out among 
ou r se l~es . "~~  Fletcher assured him that neither she nor 
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Sunstone was the source of the leak: 
had resisted running a story on the 
Anderson from the Ensign, although : 
"was completely unfair, unnecessary, 
President Hinckley she believed 
the Church should "be com- 
pletely open and cooperative, 
"Fletcher stated she hoped 
Quinn's speech would be pub- 
lished because it was "a faithful, 
moving address by a committed 
son of the church."51 

A second source of tension be- 
tween the Review and Church 
leaders was the Review's reporting 
about a series of articles on the 
Mormons published in the 
Denver Post. Running for more 
than a week, the articles had 
been written by Post reporter 
John Farrell. Church public rela- 
tions officials criticized Farrell's 
reporting, and many LDS readers 
in Colorado protested what they 
believed was a one-sided and un- 
fair account. In response to the 
controversy, the Review ran a 
front-page story by Susan Staker, 
"Behind the Denver Post Mormon 
Story." Staker not only inter- 
viewed Farrell and other Post of- 
ficials, but also Jerry Cahill of the 
Church Communications De- 
partment who called Farrell's 
work "biased." Even though the 
Review story contained serious 
criticism of the Post's reporting 
from Church liberals such as J. 
D. Williams and Ed Firmage, 
many in the Church hierarchy 
and bureaucracy clearly felt the 
Review not only gave the story 
more visibility but also likely 
sympathized with much that 
Farrell had written. Indeed, 
while Williams had criticized 
Farrell for failing to interview 
"mainline Mormons," he also 
said the Church "must bear a 
heavy responsibility for the 
skewing of the article" because 
officials prevented Farrell from ir 
Authorities. The situation was furt 
came to light that copies of the Den, 
able for sale at the Sunstone office. 

In addition to these two debates, ( 

on Quinn, and that she stantly bothered by the Review's reporting on a variety of 
iring of Lavina Fielding topics. Ranging from Sonia Johnson and Mormons for the ERA, 
le believed the dismissal to East German Communist Mormons and the temple, to 
ind just wrong." Telling jeans, skirt-lengths, and hair at BW, many Church leaders 

came to feel the publication was 
staffed by a group of testimony- 
lacking muckrakers, intent on 
damagng the Church and its 
image. Fletcher recalls: 

Because we were moving 
into current events and 
news, it got us into 
trouble. All these re- 
porters snooping around 
and asking questions 
made some people ner- 
vous. There was a 
Church/Sunstone axis 
that gave us access to 
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"I wanted to write, 
learn more, make 

connections between 
personal experiences 
and the larger world. 

It gave me a sense 
of vindication. . . . 
The  magazine was 
interesting, but the 

Review was person- 
ally important in 

exploring my own 
sense of who I was. " 

S u s a n  Staker 

sources. Church bureau- 
crats knew we had 
connections and could 
find answers. The Denver 
Post story put us in a 
position of commenting 
on them and aslnng 
for a response. We were 
a specifically Mormon 
publication asking some 
tough questions. We 
were looking at politics, 
sexuality, gays, and the 
story of anti-Nazi Mor- 
mon Helmuth Huebner 
and suppression of a play 
about him. We were also 
taking a hard look at the 

in image the of media. the Church Clearly, and we 
were not popular in 
some quarters.52 

" F U I ~  of negativisms or "a terrific 
addition for Mormons who 

actually read"? 

BESIDES BEING SUSPECTED by 
Church leaders, the Review had 
some loyal readers W ~ O  also 
deemed it a polarizing influence 
in the Mormon community. One 

zrviewing key General subscnber wrote to Fletcher of her concerns that the publica- 
zr exacerbated when it tion showed a lack of respect for the General Authorities and 
:r Post series were avail- was "full of negativism." This reader also worried that the 

Review might end up in "inactive and part member homes" 
lurch officials were con- where it would fuel "the fires of disagreement and distrust that 
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is always beneath the surface in those  situation^."^^ 
Similar feelings were expressed in a September 1983 letter 

from Gayle Chandler. A member of Sunstone's national advi- 
sory committee, Chandler notes she was 

appalled by articles such as the one . . . dealing with 
the Broadway play done by the "Mormon Gay" Why 
should he receive free publicity for that production? I 
believe your articles should deal with worthwhile 
topics. I do not believe [the Review] should be a 
sounding board for anti-Mormon rhetoric.54 

Fletcher responded that she disagreed with Chandler's criti- 
cism that the Review was a "sounding board for anti-Mormon 
rhetoric." Defending the very premises of the publication, 
Fletcher noted that for her and the staff, "knowledge and in- 
formation give power-good power-and willful ignorance is 
unnecessary, pathetic, and even anti-Gospel." Fletcher further 
added that she did not feel threatened by any idea, event, or 
organization.55 

But the Review was reaching an enthusiastic audience as 
well. For example, historian Stanley Kimball wrote Fletcher 
that the publication represented "a terrific addition for 
Mormons who actually read." Similarly, Irene Bates told how 
the Review was "anticipated with as much enthusiasm" as the 
magazine itself. The Review, Bates noted "brightens my life for 
days."56 Despite such words of support, by early 1984, all real- 
ized the publication was doomed. The final issue, containing 
long stories by Ceclia Warner on the history of general confer- 
ence and a lawsuit involving Church critics Jerald and Sandra 
Tanner, appeared in April 1984. Typically, and in full realiza- 
tion that the end was near, it also included seventeen book re- 
views or book notices of titles ranging from The Personal 
Writings of Joseph Smith to Michael Ende's The Neverending 
Story. 

A LASTING LEGACY 
"When I think back . . . it is wonderful and 

depressing simultaneously. " 

w HILE THE REVlEW proved to be a failure, it has 
had a lasting impact on Sunstone and the people 
who were associated with it. For Sunstone, the 

Review proved to be a serious financial setback. Indeed, it 
took many years to recoup the money spent on the Review 
and to recover from the debts it had accumulated. Still, the 
recollections of former staffers also often praise the impact of 
the Review on Sunstone, as well as on them personally. 
Recollections of Peggy Fletcher, Elbert Peck, Susan Staker, 
and Nicole Hoffman illustrate this dynamic. All four have 
gone on to significant careers as writers, journalists, and acad- 
emics. 

Reflecting on the Review, Fletcher recalls that she and her 
cohorts "were young, idealistic, loyal Mormons who wanted to 
open up the dialogue with the larger world." And despite the 
strain of the Review on her personally and the impact it had on 
other Sunstone activities, Fletcher remains proud of what she 
and her colleagues tried to accomplish and felt that the Review 

filled a real void. Fletcher noted that while she would never 
start something like it again, if she did, she would need to have 
"the necessary finances" first and adds, "I still believe every 
ward in the church has a group of between two and ten people 
who would be interested in such a publication."57 

Calling the Review a "great" idea, Peck adds that .even 
though this "ambitious endeavor" was abandoned . . . the 
Sunstone Review had a "lasting effect on SUNSTONE magazine": 

On the publishing side, the Review challenged the 
foundation to address, more than it ever had before, 
promotion, distribution, sales, and advertising. 
Editorially, it took two small magazine departments 
and magnified the vision of their potential, chal- 
lengng future editors to regain that legacy.58 

Speaking more personally about the Review's legacy, Susan 
Staker recalls that she used samples of the publications when 
she applied to graduate school, and adds: 

I loved it. I thought of myself as a writer. I wanted to 
write, learn more, make connections between per- 
sonal experiences and the larger world. It gave me a 
sense of vindication. . . . The magazine was inter- 
esting, but the Review was personally important in 
exploring my own sense of who I was.59 

Nicole Hoffman expressed similar feelings. Calling the 
publication the "product of youthful idealism," she recalled 
her years at Sunstone as a "hinge experience. A bridge be- 
tween raising kids and part-time dabbling in a career." For 
her, the Sunstone Review became a "real catalyst" that led to a 
full-time career. "The internal discipline of editing was 
tremendous," she recalled, and the "practical experience was 
essential." Viewing her days at the Sunstone Review as "a real 
eye opener personally as well as for the Church and its intelli- 
gentsia," Hoffman concluded, "when I think about all we ac- 
complished, and remember all the people I met and associ- 
ated with in those years, it is wonderful and depressing 
s i m u l t a n e o ~ s l ~ . " ~ ~  

"Wonderful and depressingm-not a bad eulogy for the - Sunstone Review itself. 'c? 
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BRAVING T H E  B O R D E R L A N D S  . . . suretyM folks. ~t one extreme among these 
people are the "closet doubters," those who - .  
secretly question but stay active. In the 
middle are faithful skeptics, those building a 
testimony, and those who simply don't care. 

CHANGING OUR EXPECTATIONS On the other extreme are those who realize 
they have too much curiosity or see too 
much ~aradox in life to have aUfirm knowl- 

By D. Jeff Burton 

1 -CORE MEMBERS: true believers, unwaveringly supportive (approximately 20-25 percent 
ofworldwide Church membership at any one time'). 

2-BORDERLANDS MEMBERS: those who consider themselves faithful to and part of the 
Church but-for reasons I will explore in this column series-don'tfit comfortably in Group I .  
Among these people would be faithful skeptics; "closet doubters"; those whose jobs and families 

- - I require them to remain active in the church despite their personal preferences, "cultural I 
Mormons"; those experiencing afaith crisis; some gay and lesbian activists; some ~ ~ f e m i n i s t s ,  
historians, and intellectuals; some serious transgressors; and soforth. Many of the people in this 
region are in transition from Group 1 to Group 3, and vice versa. (Estimate: 5-1 0 percent of 
Church membership at any one time.) 

3-MEMBERS-OF-RECORD ONLY: non-participators, non-believers, and non-supporters - - 
(approximately 65-75 percent of Church membership at any one time). 

DOTS-Swirling around the membership is an Oort-cloud of previous members; prior in- 
vestigators who have elected not to join the Church but feel a connection with it, and non-DS 
family members. This group likely numbers several million. 

M Y HOPE FOR this column is to other group in others. Some may not self- 
help facilitate a discussion in identify with any group. Still, this model 
which we can share and ex~lore should aid in exulorina how real individuals 

u 

the experiences of Latter-day Saints in the experience feelings of disharmony with 
"borderlands" of the ~ h u r c h . ~  The border- Church doctrines, practices, and cultural 
lands. as I define them. are de~icted above. sensibilities. 

 his model is overlsimpliied, perhaps. 
Over time, some members slip from group to 0 NE important borderlands sub- 
group and back again. Some may be part of group with which I am closely as- 
one group in some situations and part of an- sociated is the "lack-of-absolute- 

D. JEFF BURTON is an author and member of the Sunstone Education Foundation Board of 
Directors. This column is thefirst in a planned series. 

edge oi the truth of anything, including LDs 
faith-claims. 

As the author of the book For Those Who 
Wonder: Managing Religious Questions and 
Doubts, I occasionally receive letters and 
calls from readers. One emotional, eight- 
page letter described one couple's twenty- 
year ordeal in the borderlands. I've changed 
their names and certain details to protect 
confidentiality 

Virginia begins by describing her hus- 
band as a very likeable man who joined the 
Church after they were mamed: 

Shortly after joining, Teny was 
anxious and looking forward to the 
spiritual witness promised in the 
Book of Mormon. The witness of 
the Holy Ghost and the knowing 
inside was missing for him. So he 
read the Book of Mormon several 
times very seriously, praying long 
and often. He even fasted five days 
in a row while working. 

Years went by, but the affirma- 
tion never came. People in the 
Church kept saying things like 
"You must have missed some step 
in the process," or "You're not 
humble-too intellectual." The fa- 
vorite one was, "You have a testi- 
mony; you just don't know it." 
This frustrated and drove my hus- 
band nuts. Finally it got to the 
point that he could not go on this 
way any more. 

Virginia then writes about how Teny 
went to his priesthood leaders with his 
dilemma. Over the next few years, he was 
asked by the stake president and his bishop 
to take important callings "out of obedi- 
ence," and he was promised that through 
this senice, the witness would come. She 
continues: 

*My husband has always been an 
unselfish humanitarian and loves 
to do good and help people. So he 
always accepted the callings . . . . 
*After twenty years of trying to get 
a witness of the spirit, he decided a 
person can "knock on a door only 
so long without an answer." So he 
left the Church. . . . 
*You can go along without a testi- 
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mony for years, but after a while, 
you just don't feel good about 
yourself. 

Teny's uniquely LDS experience is, sadly, 
quite common in our Church. Most of us 
know someone who has gone through this, 
someone who has lost his expectation of 
ever gaining a firm witness. And it is equally 
or even more traumatic when a true believer 
loses testimony or belief. For many, these 
losses result in trauma and grief not unlike 
the anguish, torment, and discouragement 
that visited Terry and Virginia for twenty 
long years. 

The sad thing is, these traumatic testi- 
mony pains are unnecessary I will explore 
this issue in a future column. 

Virginia continues in her letter: 
I was beginning to have doubts, 

too, but still wanted the Church to 
be true, so I kept going by myself. 
It felt miserable not having him 
there with me. One Fast Sunday as 
I was listening to everyone's testi- 
mony, I broke into tears, asking the 
Lord, "Why hasn't my husband 
gotten a testimony of this Church, 
why?" Incidentally, testimony 
meetings are the most frustrating 
for those without one-there's 
guilt, like, what's wrong with me? 

She describes their eventual contact with 
a minister of another Church, who, over a 
period of time, helped them see that fol- 
lowing Christ's teachings is sufficient, and 
that "knowing" is not really the key issue. 
She concludes her letter: 

I regained my faith and worked 
on following Christ's teachings. It 
was like a rebirth for me, and I be- 
came closer to Jesus than ever be- 
fore. My mind was cleared, and my 
confidence in the Church was 
reestablished. It was a wonderful 
experience for us, and we came 
back to the Church. 

It is interesting that their confidence in 
the Church had to be reestablished by a min- 
ister from another denomination, and it is in- 
structive that it was centered around learning 
and living Christ's teachings. By the end of 
her letter, neither Virginia nor her husband 
claimed to "know" that the Church was true. 
In fact, that issue wasn't even mentioned 
again. It apparently was no longer important 
to them. 

S OMETIMES, we misplace our priori- 
ties. Do we see the Church's role as 
helping us live, learn, and gain confi- 

dence in Christ's teachings, or is it for some- 

thing else? How important is it to have a wit- 
ness of the truthfulness of the Church, in 
contrast, say, to living a Christ-centered life? 
How important, really, is knowing that 
'Joseph Smith was a prophet" in enabling us 
to be supportive of the Church? Is our ulti- 
mate concern to gain a testimony or to gain a 
real knowledge of moral values and prac- 
tices? 

I am thankful for groups such as Sunstone 
for giving us forums in which to explore the 
borderlands. As a new column editor, I 
would like the theme of this space to be an 
understanding that life in the borderlands 
can be OK, that borderlanders need not do 
drastic things, such as leave the Church, di- 
vorce their spouses, or destroy their families. 
Helping spare even one person a twenty-year 
ordeal like Virgnia and Terry's would make 
my efforts in this column worthwhile-and 
your efforts, too. This column will be per- 
sonal and created from real-life LDS experi- 
ences. If you are willing to share your 
experience in the borderlands, or any related 
ideas and thoughts, please contact me at the 
addresses below. I will contact you, and we 
can explore our experiences. And I will be 
happy to keep things confidential, if neces- 
sary. 

And I'll try to include a little humor from 
time to time-our struggles in the Church - 
can be pretty funny at times. D 

2974 So. Oakwood Dr: 
Bountihl, Utah 8401 0 

<jeffburton@digitalpla.neb 

NOTES 

1. These numbers are simply my guesstimates of 
worldwide percentages of total Church membership 
at any one time. They are based upon my conversa- 
tions with members of the Church Correlation 
Committee about their "Survey of Religion and Life," 
and my conversations with BW sociolopts, returned 
missionaries, and Church members from around the 
world. I would like to see better estimates. if they are 
available. 

2. Independent studies have suggested that 
during their lifetimes, three of ten Latter-day Saints 
will for various reasons have their names removed 
from official Church rolls-a number 1 find 
amazing. 

3. Other descriptors for "borderland" could in- 
clude: boundary layer, river bank, frontier, fringe, 
trim, margin, skin, edge. lip, rim, brink, and ledge, 
depending on how precarious it feels. 

CALSHOT 
The land slopes inward, 

the waves collapse on the beach, 

churning up its pebbled domain 

of shells and shards, 

the broken curvatures 

once a carapace for life within 

Groynes jut out on the beach, 

rows of bath houses each 

a different color and room enough 

for one. 

And the towns along the route: 

Basingstoke, Portsmouth and Reading 

have a s a m e n e s s  

more blue bells and grazing sheep, 

sheep and gorse. 

How well they keep the silences, 

how imperishable their blind purpose. 

On the footstools of the lost Albion 

the land is the master builder, 

its good dung, 

its Constable green. 

Today the sky is decipherable, 

cartographic, succinct, 

shifting 

and b i r d s  

more than we've ever heard before 

sing the continuity of generations. 

-MARC WIDERSHIEN 

Calshot is a town near Southampton, 
England, over which German planes flew 
on their way to bomb British docks. 
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WALKING A TIGHTROPE 

BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE 
by Stephen E. Lamb and Douglas E. Brinley 

Covenant Communications, 2000 
202 pages, $17.95 

Reviewed by Rome1 W Mackelprang 

A new book on intimacy and sexuality 
tries to be open and frank enough to 

-- , - .. -., be helpful to LDS people with real 
questions and concerns while still being 

circumspect enough to be acceptable 
within sanctioned Church parameters. 

T HE NEW BOOK, Between Husband a simple and consistent gospel-based discus- 
and WiJe, by Stephen E. Lamb and sion of intimacy" (quoted from dust jacket, 
Douglas E. Brinley reflects significant italics added). Together, the authors bring 

changes in LDS culture regarding sex and sex- medical credentials and credibility within 
uality over the last generation. The authors LDs circles. Their clinical expertise in dealing 
acknowledge their desire is "to help married with sexual problems is less clear. However 
couples of all ages find greater satisfaction in the authors acknowledge their book is meant 
their sexual union. Physical intimacy should to be "simple"; an emphasis that is, perhaps, 
enhance rather than detract from the partner- the book's greatest strength-and its most 
ship" (3). They maintain that people are significant limitation. 
sexual beings and that sexual intimacy is an Both this strength and weakness can be il- 
important part of marriage relationships. This lustrated by referring to the PLISSIT model 
is a significant departure from the publication developed a quarter-century ago by a physi- 
Women and the Priesthood (Bookcraft, 1976) in cian, Jack Annon, for helping people with 
which the author, Rodney Turner, contended sexual concerns. In Annonk model, "P" 
that for couples, "love is least present" when stands for permission; "LI" for limited infor- 
the desire for physical intimacy is strongest mation; "SS" for specific suggestions; and "IT" 
(233). for intensive therapy. This book does a good 

Lamb, an obstetrician and "speaker on job of providing IDS readers with a sense of 
sexual purity," and Brinley, a BYU history pro- "permission." Sex is OK. It is part of the 
fessor and speaker on "strengthening mar- Lord's plan. It has strong spiritual compo- 
riages," wrote this book as a "resource for nents and can be physically gratifyng and re- 
married or engaged couples who are seeking lationship enhancing. To a lesser degree, the 

ROMEL W MACKELPRANG is professor of social work at Eastern Washington University in 
Cheney, Washington. He is the author or editor of several works on sexuality, with a special emphasis 
on sexuality and disability. He has maintained a private counseling practice for twenty years. 

book provides "limited information" about a 
variety of topics such as sexual response and 
functioning, gender similarities and differ- 
ences, and sexual dysfunction. Rather than 
the "specific suggestions" Annon calls for, the 
book provides general help for couples. As 
the authors suggest, readers will essentially 
receive "simple" affirming messages and pos- 
itive suggestions. Readers expecting help for 
sexual problems or who would like informa- 
tion about "intensive therapy" will need to 
search elsewhere. 

The book is well-organized and pro- 
gresses logically The first three chapters, 
1) Better Mamage, Better Intimacy; 2) Sexual 
Intimacy in Mamage; and 3) Enjoyable 
Marital Intimacy, are designed primarily to 
help couples feel like they have permission to 
enjoy their sexual relationships. The authors 
use General Authority quotes to lend credi- 
bility to their message. This effort to convince 
readers that the General Authorities (and 
thus the Lord) approve of sexual intimacy in- 
dicates the authors' awareness of the widely- 
felt ambivalence in Church culture about 
sexual expression and pleasure. 

The remaining thirteen chapters provide 
the "limited [sexual] information" the au- 
thors deem most relevant to readers. For ex- 
ample, chapter 4 deals with human sexual 
response and chapter 8 with sexual dysfunc- 
tions. Chapters 6 ,7 ,  and 16 provide basic in- 
formation about sexuality and about 
similarities and differences between men and 
women. Chapters 5 and 9-12 address sexual 
concerns common to people at different 
stages of their lives and marriages, from the 
honeymoon to the "later years." Chapters 13 
and 14 contain relationship advice for hus- 
bands and wives respectively 

Chapter 15, "Drawing the Line" is the 
chapter that is supposed to answer what is 
and isn't OK in marriage. Depending on 
one's point of view, the chapter could frus- 
trate or relieve the minds of readers. Taking 
the lead from Church leaders over the last 
twenty years, this chapter states that not 
everything is acceptable in marriage but does 
not specifically outline behaviors deemed 
appropriate. 

I N evaluating the text, readers might 
judge how well the authors walk the 
tightrope of being open and frank 

enough to be helpful to people with real 
questions and concerns while being circum- 
spect enough to be acceptable within sanc- 
tioned Church circles. The book rates as a 
strong success in stayng within sanctioned 
Church parameters. It rates only as a quali- 
fied success in openness and frankness and 
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in providing accurate information. 
The ongoing use of General Authority 

statements and gospel principles combined 
with the authors' hesitance to discuss sexu- 
ally intimate details should make this tome 
acceptable to the most orthodox and conser- 
vative readers. The authors make a strong 
case for the interconnectedness between 
maritavsexual happiness and spiritual right- 
eousness. However, whether it was their de- 
sire to steer clear of explicit discussion, their 
lack of clinical counseling experience, or 
their felt need to stay within Church-ap- 
proved parameters, the authors overempha- 
size "gospel principles" to solve 
problems-to the book's detriment. There is 
little beyond granting people "permission" to 
enjoy sex and intimacy For some readers, 
this assurance may be enough. For those 
seeking answers or resources to help with 
sexual problems or questions, this approach 
is insufficient. 

A look at the book's references is per- 
plexing. The authors have avoided using ref- 
erences to scholarly work done by LDs 
authors who have written articles on sexu- 
ality for publications not sanctioned by the 
Church. (Other than citations from the 
Ensign, the only other LDS source used is a 
twenty-year-old article from theJoumal ofthe 
Association of Mormon Counselors and 
Psychotherapists.) The fact that the book 
largely ignores the work of LDS scholars 
makes me wonder if the authors ignored 
them for personal and/or professional rea- 
sons or if they feared alienating their audi- 
ence or Church leaders were they to have 
used LDS scholarship work from non-sanc- 
tioned publications such as SUNSTONE or 
Dialogue. They cite controversial works by 
non-LDS authors such as Robert C. Kolodny, 
Virginia Masters, William Johnson, and 
Helen Kaplan (even though the authors con- 
demn some of this work), so the absence of 
relevant LDS works is noteworthy 

The book displays the conservatism- 
some might say ambivalence-inherent in 
current Church culture relative to sexual 
openness. There are several examples. The 
book discusses problems that can arise when 
young people receive only negative messages 
about sex from parents and Church leaden. 
And while it encourages parents of engaged 
couples to talk with their children about sex, it 
cautions that discussions "need not address 
techniques or details" (59). They caution 
against too much openness stating that as 
"Latter-day Saints, we are hesitant to provide 
too much information to young couples for 
fear that they might experiment before mar- 
riage" (62). They acknowledge a "fine line" 

exists, however. With the all-pervasive mes- 
sages of constraint that DS youth receive, I 
believe more openness could help a lot of cou- 
ples. One could argue that greater knowledge 
leads to more (rather than less) responsible 
decision-malung. 

Another sign of the authors' ambivalence 
is found in the chapter about "drawing the 
line" between appropriate and inappropriate 
sexual behavior in mamage. The authors dis- 
cuss the need for restraint and the impor- 
tance of avoiding coercion of one's spouse. 
They also address "unnatural behavior" and 
quote General Authorities who state that an 
"anything goes" approach is not acceptable, 
yet they never answer the question, "What is 
unworthy sexual behavior?" Clinicians 
whose LDS clients ask them "What is OK?" 
note that they are frequently asked if oral sex 
is acceptable. Surely the authors are aware of 
this question, yet they never mention oral sex 
in the chapter, although the book's index lists 
pages 163-1 7 1 (this chapter's page numbers) 
as reference to the topic "oral sex." Are the 
authors implying that oral sex is "beyond the 
line?" If not, why reference the topic in the 
index without mentioning it in the chapter 
itself? 

Another place the authors' ambivalence is 
evident is in their equation of sex and sexual 
intimacy with penis-vagina intercourse. Non- 
coital intimacy is discussed primarily as 
"foreplay" or as activity preparatory to love- 
malung. This is unfortunate, for it may create 
the impression that sexual intimacy, at least to 
orgasm, must include coitus. In my clinical 
practice (and the practices of colleagues), 
non-coital lovemaking, especially for women, 
may be the primary means by which they can 
achieve orgasm. For many people, LDS or not, 
coitus is not always a necessary element to 
lovemaking. 

This emphasis is also unfortunate, for it 
may cause some readers to feel left out. The 
authors repeatedly discuss the negative im- 
pact that disability and health problems can 
have upon sexual intimacy. (For example, the 
text repeatedly refers to erectile dysfunction 
as "impotence." Because of its negative con- 
notations, this term is seldom used any- 
more.) In several places, the authors also 
imply that medical treatment is the way to 
solve problems. Unfortunately, this fore- 
boding emphasis on illness and disability, 
along with the implication that intercourse 
and intimacy are synonymous, ignores the 
needs of a significant number of readers. For 
example, I have counseled scores of faithful 
LDS people with spinal cord injuries with 
anesthetic genitals and/or erectile dysfunc- 
tion who are able to have satisfying sexual in- 

timacy, often without coitus. In addition, sat- 
isfylng lovemaking can occur for both men 
and women in the absence of orgasm. 

The book may also leave some readers 
with misunderstandings about the nature of 
sexual dysfunction. In several places, the au- 
thors provide the percentages of psychologcal 
versus biologcal dysfunction. While physio- 
logc changes can impair sexual function, the 
book presents an oversimplified dichotomy 
between the two. For example, the book cor- 
rectly states that, on the whole, women 
achieve orgasm more slowly than do men. 
However, orgasm in both men and women 

The effort to 
convince readers that 

the General Authorities 
(and thus Me  Lord) 

approve of sexual 
intimacy indicates 

the authors' awareness 
of the widely-felt 

ambivalence in 
Church culture about 

sexual expression 
and pleasure. 

occurs through an interplay of physical and 
emotional factors. Treatment, whether self-di- 
rected or with a therapist, involves a combina- 
tion of biologcal and psychological 
modalities. Similarly, as we age, physiological 
changes in erectile ability occur in men. 
However, psychologcal reactions may exacer- 
bate the problems associated with such phys- 
ical changes. In addition, these dysfunctions 
range greatly in severity While physical com- 
plications increase as people age, it is more the 
exception than the rule that sexual problems 
are exclusively psychologcal or physiologcal. 

T HE book does contain discussions 
of contraceptives, including "hor- 
monal" contraceptives. It also dis- 

cusses hormonal replacement therapies, 
especially for women undergoing meno- 
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pause. Many readers will find these passages 
helpful. The book would have been better if 
it had also had some discussion about the 
possible side effects associated with these 
kinds of treatments. 

The book discusses sensate focus, an im- 
portant tool for helping couples explore their 
sexual relationships. Unfortunately, the book 
fails to discuss the equally important com- 
panion to sensate focus: self-exploration. 
Sometimes referred to as masturbation, self- 
exploration is a technique whereby people 
who are self-conscious or lack knowledge 
can explore their own bodies and the types of 
touch that are pleasurable to them. They 
then can share this information with their 
spouse for use in sensate focus. Self-explo- 
ration has been an important part of the ther- 
apeutic process for many of the couples with 
whom I have worked. In every case in which 
LDS couples have expressed reticence, I have 
suggested they talk to their bishop and have 
their bishop talk to me if this were a 
problem. Not once in twenty years has this 
proven to be a problem. In another part of 
the book, the authors assure readers that mu- 
tual manual stimulation by partners is not 
the same as masturbation. While the Church 
has taken a stance on masturbation for the 
purposes of self-gratification, the authors 
would have done well to discuss this com- 
panion technique in the discussion of sensate 
focus. 

Overall, I commend the authors for 
writing a book for LDS readers that covers 
such important and sensitive material. The 
majority of readers should find it enjoyable 
and informative. It should offend very few 
while providing "permission" and "limited in- 
formation" to many As a clinician, I am hesi- 
tant to endorse some elements of the book. 
And as a Latter-day Saint, I wish the authors 
had included elements that are absent. Yet, on 
the whole, the authors have done a good job. 

As the parent of four children, some of 
them adults, I would recommend the book 
to them-albeit probably my copy replete 
with my notes, comments, and disagree- 
ments. I would then most likely follow their 
reading with in-depth discussions of the 
book and its message. However, even as I 
write this review, I also realize that discus- 
sions with my children are my responsibility, 
even if my suggestions and conclusions differ 
from those in the book. If this book can help 
more parents discuss sexual intimacy with 
their children, and more couples to talk 
openly about sex, then whether we agree or 
disagree with specific messages or themes in 
the book, maybe the authors have achieved 
their most important objective. B 
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ASKING THE WRONG QUESTION 

BRIDGING CULTURES: ASIAN AMERICAN MORMONS 
by Jessie Embry 

Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 1999 
147 Pages, $14.95 

By Carolyn Jew 

I Are we in the Church willing to develop 1 
the skills and programs necessary to 

successfully integrate members from ethnic 
groups into geographic-based wards? 

W HAT IS BETTER for Asian where we are happiest often rests not singly 
American Church members- on ourselves but also on who else happens to 
ethnic wards or geographic be there and how they feel about us in turn. 

wards? This is one of the questions Jessie Community is a dynamic negotiation process 
Embry asks in her book Bridging Cultures: among its members. 
Asian American Mormons-yet this book isn't This "we prefer being where we feel most 
really about Asians at all. Nearly all of us loved explanation should not be revelatory, 
have opinions about the ideal ward. While but the book makes believe it is. To her 
these ideals may vary slightly, they essentially credit, Embry does acknowledge the limita- 
have the same theme: we like wards in which tions of her study It was not well-financed, 
we feel most at home, most appreciated, and she indicates how difficult it was to lo- 
most welcomed, most needed. This desire for cate and interview people who are no longer 
our wards to be a "home away from home" active. Hence the study's findings rest upon 
goes far beyond simple fellowshipping no- the results of 138 interviews of active Asian 
tions of having people say "hi" to you at American members attending an ethnic 
meetings and activities. As Kafka writes in (Asian) ward in Provo, Utah. Not surpris- 
The Metamorphosis, "All the casual acquain- ingly, the study finds the vast majority of 
tances never become intimate friends." these members prefer ethnic wards over geo- 
Minor efforts do little to close the emotional graphic ones. That's like asking people at the 
distance that too easily keeps us apart. Super Bowl whether they like football or not! 
Anyone may attend a ward but not have the If a person hates football, she or he is not 
sense that they belong. Thus the question of likely to show up, even at that game. If active 
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S U N S T O N E  

Asian American members didn't like ethnic 
wards, they probably wouldn't be there. 

But that's not the whole story. Plenty of 
people do things for complex reasons be- 
yond simple preference. And that's where a 
much harder question comes in, one that was 
never asked. I'll introduce this second aues- 
tion below, but let's continue a bit more with 
the one Embry asked. 

Just as most individuals play a large part 
in choosing their friends, virtually everyone 
is also limited by the choice others make 
about whether or not they also want to be 
friends with that individual. Remember hiah " 
school? Some people don't want to be your 
friend. Social butterflies may not realize this, 
because there are enough other people 
around to compensate. But for the less-net- 
worked, exclusion becomes increasingly 
more painful. For uprooted immigrants, 
such as the Asians intkrviewed, having left 
most of their family, friends, and culture be- 
hind, being excluded can be disorienting at 
best. It is downright miserable when the new 
communitv feels exclusive or conde- 
scending. Even seemingly innocuous fear or 
apathy toward foreigners can translate for 
Asian- immigrants into a overwhelming 
feeling of alienation. 

But is this grim consequence the natural, 
irreversible outcome of being of a different 
race and from a different culture? I don't be- 
lieve so. When people feel highly invested in 
tending to someone else, it's remarkable what 
"barriers" might be overcome. For instance, 
imagine a beautiful Swedish exchange stu- 
dent, who, unlike most young Swedes today, 
mysteriously grew up without listening to 
any radio and channels in English. How 
many of her fellow students do you think 
would be very interested in "helping" her 
study English? I've also known plenty of fe- 
male students at BW in the '80s and '90s who 
without a stitch of interest in football would 
have been delighted to learn all about it from 
Steve Young. I've even known people who, 
hoping to gain favor, excitedly pretended to 
like the same mayonnaise as the person they 
were dating. Mayonnaise! When properly 
motivated, people make all kinds ofhffort to 
overcome potential bamers 

I N her study, Embry concludes that the 
Asians she interviewed prefer ethnic 
wards because of the "ethnic and lin- 

guistic bamers" they face in geographic 
wards. I believe she is wrong. Let me explain. 

In some parts of the U.S., there are such 
large Hispanic populations that it is possible 
to create a highly unified ethnic ward based 
on a single, shared language and culture. 

However, Asian ethnic Mormons in Provo 
tend to be so few in number that this type of 
grouping is impossible. Instead, immigrants 
from very diverse ethnic groups have been 
clumped together into the Provo ward 
Embry studied. Instead of a shared culture or 
language, this ward contained Chinese, 
Japanese, Vietnamese, Koreans, Thais, 
Cambodians, and Laotians. An Asian ward in 
California also combines several Asian ethnic 
groups, including two that have a long his- 
tory of hostilities. .One of the few exceptions 
to such mixing is a Chinese branch in the 
Washington, D.C., area. But despite Embry's 
contentions that linguistic and cultural simi- 
larity are the main basis for creating ethnic 
congregations, some of the services in this 
branch are conducted in English. 

So if there is no ethnic or linguistic advan- 
tage, why do so many Asians mentioned in 
the book feel so much more "at home" in an 
ethnic ward in which the vast majority of 
members do not speak each other's native 
language and are not familiar with each oth- 
er's culture? For instead of simply having to 
learn English and immerse themselves in 
American culture, members of these wards 
must now also struggle to communicate with 
others in multiple languages and from a wide 
variety of cultures, all of whom are also 
struggling with English. 

Rather than making ethnic Asians feel 
"naturally at home," such challenges force 
extra efforts. They have a virtual Tower of 
Babel with which to contend! Does the 
Church create ethnic wards for Utahns living 
in say, Brazil, and then toss them together 
with Japanese, Saudi Arabian, Russian, and 
Maori Church members simply because 
none of them speaks Portuguese well and 
they might as well all struggle together? Well, 
that's literally how diverse Asian languages 
are. Hence, the crucial question Embry never 
asks is, "Who is having the problem with the 
language and culture bamers, anyway?" Asian 
immigrants are expected to surmount the 
bamers many times over, and white mem- 
bers, not at all. 

I contend the Asians prefer an ethnic 
ward over a geographic one not because of 
linguistic convenience or shared cultural un- 
derstanding. The larger part of their apparent 
preference-only briefly mentioned and 
completely unexplored in this book-is that 
they are not welcomed and nurtured and re- 
spected in their respective geographic wards. 
Successful ethnic wards (and some are not) 
foster a sense of mutual respect and inclu- 
sion, in which foreign is not "weird," where 
immigrants are not seen as "stupidn or "diffi- 
cult" because they are not fluent in English. 

Because there is no clear "majority" group in 
this Asian ward, if they are to succeed, this 
group must learn to accept others on equal 
ground. No one group can simply ignore an- 
other, nor gently explain that most people 
wouldn't be interested in this kind of activity 
or that kind of refreshment. No one group 
can insist that all the others learn their lan- 
guage and culture in order to get along. No 
one can assume that because another lacks 

Does the Church 
create ethnic wards 

for Utahns living in, 
say, Brazil, and then 

toss them together 
with Japanese, Saudi 

Arabian, Russian, 
and Maori members 

simply because 
none of them speaks 
Portuguese well and 

they might as well all 
struggle together? 

familiarity with their culture, they must be 
ignorant or incompetent. It is for all these 
reasons that Embry received the answer she 
did. 

W HILE I am not an immigrant, I 
am Asian American. I don't think 
I would be active today if my 

ward in Washington state hadn't nurtured me 
when I first converted. My first ward gave me 
callings throughout my early years in Young 
Women's and later as seminary class presi- 
dent. I was given such callings despite the 
large number of youth in my ward (nineteen 
women in my Beehive class alone). Instead of 
seeing me as inexperienced and thus less 
valuable as a leader, they found my enthu- 
siasm instrumental. The questions I asked 
friends and Church leaders would have 
seemed heretical if asked by a "lifer," and yet 
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rather than feeling threatened or insulted and 
shunning me, most of my friends in the ward 
took my concerns seriously. Years later, some 
confessed to me that finding answers to my 
questions had helped their own testimonies 
because the search for a response had made 
them consider their religon more deeply 

Because I was too young to drive, two 
families drove me to and from church, 
without question and without exception, 
every week for four years. Ten other families 
rotated dutifully to haul me to every youth 
activity I was eligible for. Not once was I ever 
made to feel like I was putting them out. 
Most of the young women felt comfortable 
enough to invite me to activities both official 
and informal, so that I developed a close 
group of friends 1 could count on, and not 
just on Sundays. I have kept some of those 
friendships for nearly two decades. 

This kind of deep nurturing, however, is 
not easy to do when a geographically based 
ward acts more like a convenient social club 
or when it is monopolized by a few fortunate 
families. It is also difficult when an ethnic or 
minority ward is overwhelmed by transient 
members with fewer social networks and 
sometimes fewer resources. If they are poor 
and lack adequate transportation, remaining 
active becomes a logistical nightmare in spite 
of all faithfulness and good intentions. 

The more important issue, then, is 
whether or not geographic wards are happy 
and willing to absorb and welcome foreign 
immigrants or ethnic minorities, whether 
they are willing to respect these newcomers 
enough to gve them significant callings and 
leadership responsibilities, and whether they 
are willing to appreciate and embrace at least 
some aspects of a new culture. We often as- 
sume a primary advantage of an ethnic ward 
is the greater likelihood that minority mem- 
bers will gain leadership opportunities. But 
why shouldn't they be called to leadership 
positions in a geographic ward? We think 
nothing of expecting missionaries to teach 
six discussions in a foreign language within 
months of arriving in a far-away land, yet we 
question the ability of ethnic minorities to 
hold important positions because of lin- 
guistic and cultural difficulties even after 
living in the United States for years. But are 
geographic wards willing to do so? 

ET me share another example from my 
own life, this time from my experi- 
ences in a metropolitan ward. Most of 

the new converts to the ward were inner-city 
Blacks while all of the ward leadership was 
white, including all the Sunday School 
teachers. Among the converts were a few 

Black sisters. One had three children. In just 
over a year's time, this woman's mother-in-law 
had her eye shot out while working at a bank; 
her sister had been knifed in a rape attempt; 
and her son had been shot. Another child had 
also been beaten so badly with a baseball bat 
that he became mentally handicapped. Yet 
despite working two part-time jobs (she had 
mamed very young and never finished high 
school), she took in three other children, two 
without any state compensation-one whose 
mother was on drugs and the other two 
whose mothers refused to raise them. She 
knew about struggle and sacrifice, about pain 
and charity and working very, very hard, 
about setting her needs aside and tending to 
others while her own health deteriorated. 
Another Black woman had started an organi- 
zation to reclaim children from the streets by 
involving them in theater. Despite being flat 
on her back for months because of an injury, 
she worked steadily to apply for grant after 
grant to keep this project funded. A third 
woman worked to rid her street of drug- 
sellers and gang members so the children 
living there could be safe. 

There is a tendency in our church to as- 
sume that only the "lifer" Mormons have the 
fullness of the gospel to teach to others, and 
many leaders never consider how we our- 
selves might learn from new converts. This 
feeling was alive and well in this ward, for, 
year after year, not one Black was called to be 
a teacher. They were converts, after all, always 
meant to be learners. What a lost opportu- 
nity! Wouldn't it have been great if they had 
been so integrated into the ward that they 
were allowed to be teachers, to be in positions 
where we might have more fully been able to 
learn from their commitment and strength? If 
they had, maybe more of them would have 
felt included, valued, and needed. 

Happily, my current ward is bucking the 
trend. Although it is approximately 75 per- 
cent white, there is a racial or ethnic minority 
in virtually every presidency, most of whom 
are not native English speakers. And they are 
each doing an excellent job. My ward is 
proving that a geographic ward can and 
should be able to offer leadership opportuni- 
ties easily and to its great benefit. 

In short, relylng primarily on ethnic wards 
and branches to handle ethnic tensions may 
initially seem a quick solution, but in the 
end, it only softens our resolve and willing- 
ness to learn the skills required to genuinely 
fellowship and include a whole host of po- 
tential converts or members who, for various 
reasons, cannot or do not wish to participate 
in an ethnic unit. What opportunities are we 
as individuals, as well as the wider Church, 

missing because our wards aren't more 
inviting to members of ethnic groups which 
are too small, too transient, or too geographi- 
cally dispersed to form a separate branch? 
What might we be losing by not more fully 
welcoming the children of immigrants who 
would feel more at home in a geographic 
ward yet whose parents have already settled 
comfortably in an ethnic ward? As with the 
ward I described earlier, what talents, what 
characters, what strengths are we failing to 
fully enjoy and be taught by because we 
haven't learned to feel completely comfort- 
able with Blacks or members of other racial 
minorities who are well integrated into U.S. 
culture yet don't have the shared cultural or 
linguistic basis on which to form a separate 
ward or branch? 

Y ET the unspoken line remains-who 
is on the inside, who is outside, who 
has something valuable to give, and 

who must always do the receiving? And don't 
forget the implicit question: who is morally 
superior, and who is the burden? Too often 
we flatter ourselves over our apparent gen- 
erosity as we offer our spiritual welfare. But 
then, when they don't stay, we shrug and 
console our consciences with the idea that 
they probably just weren't as spiritual as we 
are; they just couldn't "stick with the com- 
mandments." 

In her book, Embry acknowledges the 
problem of clumping highly diverse ethnic 
groups together simply because they are 
Asian. With too few exceptions, I believe we 
Latter-day Sdints, as a religious community, 
commit the same crime of 'clumping,' not 
only with Asian ethnic groups but even 
among ourselves. Too often we view others 
as potentially difficult to get along with, em- 
barrassing, frightening or threatening, or 
simply unattractive or unworthy of our at- 
tention. Such judgments about people from 
different cultures and who speak different 
languages are only extreme aspects of this 
same exclusionary failing. 

The final question, then, is not just 
"Which wards are best for Asian immi- 
grants?" but "What are wards really for?" Are 
they to be spiritual and religous communi- 
ties in which we reach out and lift one an- 
other, or are they to serve as places in which 
we compete for spiritual "respect," organiza- 
tional positions, social status, and reassur- 
ance that we are truly God's chosen? I'm not 
sure that ethnic wards really aren't just a 
symptom of our collective guilt that we are 
failing in our commitment to Christian fel- 
lowship, or that we would really just rather 
avoid this question altogether. 

- 
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have battled assiduously to eliminate preju- 
dicial thoughts and behaviors; I'm certainly 
not going to give in to prejudice now. For all 
I know, my Iranian neighbors may be under- 

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE . . . 

By Kathleen A. McDonald 

FTER WEATHERING A layoff, 
starting our own business, and 
preparing emotionally and finan- 

cially for years, my husband and I finally 
achieved our goal on 6 September 2001: I 
quit my job as an attorney at a major law firm 
in order to mend more time with our three 
young children, ages seven, five, and four- 
teen months. I had tons of plans: 
shuttling the kids to ballet, horse- 
back riding, and flag football; over- 
seeing homework; volunteering in 
the classroom; preparing nutritious 
meals and snacks; spending morn- 
ings one-on-one with the baby; in- 
creasing the client base of our 
business; writing. In short, I re- 
structured my life in order to give 
my children a better one. All that 
seemed to change on 11 
September 2001. 

As the airplanes shattered 
against the buildings and the 

ways to lighten someone else's load need not 
change at all. 

Although the baby doesn't know what 
happened on 11 September, and the older 
children can't possibly appreciate the far- 
reaching repercussions of that day's events, 
the way I choose to react and conduct myself 
will impact their lives far more than any act 

buildings shattered ti the ground, I felt my 
dream of providing my kids a more nur- 
turing childhood also shatter. The world now 
seemed dark and Orwellian, full of fear, mis- 
trust, government intrusion, and war. I rue- 
fully contemplated the irony that no sooner 
had I taken the final step to improving my 
kid's lives than cataclysmic events threatened 
to ruin them. 

Then, I realized that the specters of on- 
going terrorism and the bloodthirsty re- 
- - 

sponse of some cannot damage my ideals, 
values, and notions of right and wrong un- 
less I let them. Most significant, my vision for 
guiding my children to enjoy what they can, 
be grateful for what they have, and look for 

lose to reac' --" 
yself in thc 
attacks will mpam my 
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cover ter6rists. not the doctors they purport 
to be; however, I'd rather be dead, trusting 
them, than alive, perpetually mistrusting. 

3. Acquiescing in the rescission of my consti- 
tutional freedoms. As a lawyer, I am keenly 
aware of the protections the U.S. 
Constitution provides us as a nation and as 
individuals. While I support implementing 
certain increased security measures in the 
wake of the terrorist attacks, I decry govern- 
ment intervention that disregards my basic 
liberties in the name of "protecting me." 

4. Jumping on the war bandwagon. It is 
tempting to join the throngs crylng for ex- 
panded military action, but I choose to 
study the lessons learned from our past un- 
successful military involvements and advo- 
cate not repeating them. I will model 
humility to my children as I try to ascertain 
what other, more experienced nations might 

advise in terms of addressing ter- 
rorism. 

5. Failing to take responsibility. 
When my daughter comes to me 
crying that my son has 
hit/kicked/pushed her, I usually ask: 
what did YOU do to HIM first? Since 
11 September, I have done consider- 
able introspection. The U.S. is not 
wholly blameless for the present 
trouble; other countries do have 
some legitimate grievances against 
us. I will examine whether my ac- 
tions or omissions have contributed 
to my government's foreign policies 

that at times have hurt innocent people 
around the world. I will teach my children to 
be active and engaged citizens and to take re- 
sponsibility for the consequences of their 
country's choices. 

of terrorism or our national response. Five 
hurdles await me, and the dexterity with 
which I approach them will determine 
whether I raise children who are cynical, 
negative, and fearful, or children who are in- 
telligent, loving, and benevolent: 

1. Allowing my emotions to govern my ac- 
tions. When someone hurts my kids, I teach 
them that it is not OK to reflexively hurt that 
person back, so 1 had better follow the same 
rule. I am as devastated over the terrorist at- 
tacks as the next person, but I need to govern 
my behavior by principles of justice, truth, 
and compassion, not raw emotion. 

2. Fearing any person who is or appears to 
be ofArab descent. For most of my adult life, I 

KATHLEEN A. McDONAW holds degrees in English and lawfrom UcM. She prac- 
ticed environmental and land w e  lawfor ten years at a large Calilfornia lawfirm be- 
fore resigning to start an industrial hygene and legal services bwiness with her 
husband, William Collier The McDonald/Colliers live in Vacaville, Calilfornia. 

A LTHOUGH everything changed on 
11 September, actually nothing es- 
sential changed at all: I still plan to 

teach my children the higher principles of 
love, compassion, tolerance, and restraint. I 
still plan to engage my children in various 
service projects. I still plan to teach them that 
living in the United States is a blessing-not 
because, as some would have us believe, this 
nation is favored of God, but because so 
much of the rest of the world does not have 
the basic necessities we take for granted. 
Certainly, the future of our country is uncer- 
tain, but the ideals I strive for as I mother my 
children remain crystal clear. \c?. 
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Church's president and prophet, Joseph 
Smith, and his brother Hymm were mur- 
dered at Carthage Jail in Illinois. 

STILL CIRCLING THE WAGONS: THE INFLUENCE OF VIOLENCE 
ON MORMON SELF-IMAGE 

VIOLENCE AND MORMON SELF-IMAGE HE persecution directed at early 
Mormons not only affected the 

1 people who experiekced it directly 

By Mary Ellen Robertson 

v IOLENCE IS AN inescapable part of 
human experience. ' From the stories 
we hear almost daily of gun violence, 

assassinations, riots, extreme sports, war, 
genocide, hate crimes, racial persecution, se- 
rial killers, rape, spousdpartner/child abuse, 
gay-bashing, and gang violence, we easily 
grasp the many ways it affects our everyday 
lives. Konrad Lorenz, whose work focuses on 
aggressive behavior in animals and humans, 
writes, "With humanity in its present cultural 
and technological situation, we have good 
reason to consider intraspecific aggression 
the greatest of all dangers." 

Violence has likewise played a significant 
part in Mormon experience. It's a major 
theme in our scriptures-particularly the 
wars described in the Book of ~ o r m o n . ~  It 
has shaped much of our religion's history and 
still affects Mormon experience today 

Because violence has played such a role in 
our past, we can rightly ask if we Mormons 
react differently to violence than do our con- 
temporaries of other faiths. Is there a distinc- 
tively Mormon understanding of or response 
to violence? 

For the most part, we Mormons reacted 
to the tragc events of 11 September much 
the same as people did all across the United 
States. We mourned the loss of loved ones 
and strangers alike; we donated to relief ef- 
forts; we sought comfort in our faith commu- 
nities; and we forged ahead with life in a 
more uncertain and hostile world. These 
similarities aside, Mormons seem to be wired 
a little differently when it comes to con- 
fronting violence. A brief review of Church 
history may help us understand our different 

"wiring" and how past persecutions have 
molded Mormon self-image. 

VIOLENCE IN CHURCH HISTORY 

v IOLENCE has played a central role 
in Mormonism since its beginnings 
in 1830. Religious leaders verbally 

abused Joseph Smith for his claims of vi- 
sions, angels, and gold plates. Mormons fled 
or were kicked out of settlements in New 
York, Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois, before 
they trekked West. In various incidents, 
Church and personal property was vandal- 
ized. Homes and businesses were damaged; 
crops and livelihoods were destroyed. 
Men-especially Church leaders-were at- 
tacked, beaten, and subjected to the indig- 
nity of being painted with tar and covered 
with feathers. Women and children were 
threatened, physically assaulted, or chased 
from their homes. At Haun's Mill in Missouri, 
a militia of more than two hundred men 
killed seventeen Latter-day Saints and 
wounded thirteen others4 

Polygamy increased the tension between 
Mormons and others. Repugnant to the 
Victorian moral standards of nineteenth cen- 
tury America, the rumors about and the 
practice of polygamy caused much friction. 

Outsiders considered Mormons dan- 
gerous-in their beliefs, practices, and ever- 
growing numbers and political 
clout-which escalated anti-Mormon vio- 
lence. Perhaps the ultimate act of violence in 
Mormon history, at least the one having the 
greatest impact upon the psyche of the early 
Saints, occurred in June 1844 when the 
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but also subsequent generations of Latter-day 
Saints. The telling and retelling of persecu- 
tion stories, the actions of anti-Mormon indi- 
viduals and groups, and the hardships our 
ancestors suffered makes the experience of 
violence very real for many contemporary 
Saints. For those whose ancestors were mem- 
bers of the early Church, family and Church 
history are virtually indistinguishable, and 
the violence directed at long-dead ancestors 
becomes intensely personal. As a result, there 
seems to be a specifically Mormon mind- 
set-almost a collective unconscious-con- 
cerning the violence and trauma in Church 
history 

Mark Koltko-kvera, a psychologst who 
has analyzed elements of Mormon psy- 
chohistory, declares, "The Mormon mind has 
been powerfully shaped by Haun's Mill and 
other massacres, the Missouri Extermination 
Order, Carthage Jail, the ordeal at Winter 
Quarters, and the shallow graves left on the 
exodus to the Salt Lake valley"5 

Contributing to Latter-day Saint reactions 
to violence is an aversion to owning our part 
in creating the conflicts. Although the early 
Saints contributed to the tensions with their 
neighbors, they tended to see themselves as 
"without sinn-innocent of wrongdoing. 
They saw themselves as victims and martyrs, 
rarely acknowledging how their attitudes, 
their invasion of established communities 
and bloc voting, their opposition to slavery, 
their friendliness to Native Americans, or 
their transgression of cultural maniage norms 
may have provoked some of the intense nega- 
tive sentiment and violence directed against 
them. And in our retelling of Church history 
even today in Sunday School or seminary, we 
often perpetuate these blind spots. We tend 
not to spend much time putting these events 
into the larger historical context. It's easier for 
us to think of our ancestors as innocent vic- 
tims than it is to acknowledge they might 
have been pan of the problem. 

According to Koltko-kvera, the retelling 
of anti-Mormon persecution stories has af- 
fected the Mormon psyche in another way: 

Due to the crisis of prolonged per- 
secution, Mormonism has adopted 
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a siege mentality, like settlers with 
the wagons in a circle. The circum- 
stances demand that the people 
adopt a herd mentality that stresses 
conformity above all else; to think 
otherwise is to separate from "Us" 
and become one of "Them." Such 
an approach was perhaps necessary 
for the survival of the church in an 
earlier age. It is easy to see, how- 
ever, that this is still essentially the 
attitude taken by many church 
members and  leader^.^ 

We Latter-day Saints haven't distanced 
ourselves much from the mentality Koltko- 

that persecution simply comes with the 
calling as Go& chosen people. Historians 
Leonard Arrington and Davis Bitton write: "It 
was all part of the persecution that, whatever 
excuses might be offered, would always be 
the lot of the Saints of God. The Mormons 
could also regard persecution as 'a blessing in 
disguise,' a perception that helped them in 
dealing with the psychological trauma." Even 
in the worst of circumstances, early Saints 
seemed able to wrest something positive 
from their sufferings. Leaders such as 
Brigham Young said that good came out of 
persecutions, considering them a "refiner's 
fire" for the early Saints. Anington and Bitton 

and its contributions to a common Latter-day 
Saint mindset gives us a springboard to dis- 
cuss how some Mormons responded to the 
11 September attacks on the World Trade 
Center and Pentagon. 

VIOLENCE HITS HOME 

A S noted earlier, Mormons responded 
to the terrorist attacks the same way 
as other Americans did. We reacted 

with feelings of disbelief, shock, gnef, fear, 
and anger to the terrorists' attacks. But some 
Latter-day Saints responded more uniquely 
by circulating reports through the Internet 

Rivera describes, even 
though it has been some 

that no Mormons had 
been hlled in these 
events. Several such re- time since we as a group 

were in significant phys- 
ical peril. We are not 
under siege. We are not 
being physically as- 
saulted or killed for our 
beliefs today Yet we are 
still "circling our wagons" 
when, at worst, our pain 
comes from finding our- 
selves the butt of a few 
polygamy jokes and un- 
flattering portrayals in 
the press. 

Related to this siege mentality is a "perse- 
cution complex" that exists among many 
Latter-day Saints today.' Based on the past, 
Mormons today seem to anticipate mistreat- 
ment from non-Mormon peers. We are 
overly sensitive to criticism (either real or 
perceived) from people outside the Church. 
Likewise, there is little tolerance for critics 
within the Church. Many among us seem 
quick to interpret anything less than positive 
about the Church as persecution, not simply 
as bad information, poor research, or an ex- 
ample of an individuak bias. 

1 saw this persecution complex in action 
while completing work on my master's de- 
gree. At one point, my advisor informed me 
that I needed to rewrite significant portions 
of my thesis. When I told my family and 
friends at Church about this turn of events, 
their initial assumption was not that my 
thesis needed work (which was true), but 
rather that my advisor had to be an anti- 
Mormon to make such a request. I was aston- 
ished that so many Mormons independently 
leaped to the same erroneous conclusion. It 
seemed indicative of the Mormon mindset: 
anything negative said about a Mormon or 
the Church must be persecution. 

Another facet of our mindset is the belief 

I ports appeared on email 

. for lists I participate in, and 
an article in the 12 
September 2001 Deseret 
News ~ndicated that no 

lly as killed 
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Church members or mis- 

DU" *' 
sionaries in New York 
had perished in the ies mom xmcung ourserves tne 

flattev tragedy Later news re- 
ports showed that a 
number of Mormons had 

I died in these events.1° 
Stories of Mormons 

continue, "This sense of persecution as both 
fate and test of the chosen people had devel- 
oped early in the church. . . ."8 

A longng for uniqueness seems to be part 
of our Latter-day Saint mindset as well. We 
are told to be in the world, but not of the 
world. We seem to take pride in referring to 
ourselves as peculiar people, not realizing 
this term was used by many nineteenth-cen- 
tury religious groups. Granted, we do have 
quite a few unique theological concepts; so 
many in fact, that some Christian groups 
don't consider us to be Christian at all. 
Throw in angels, gold plates, rituals such as 
proxy ordinances for the dead, polygamy, 
and funny underwear, and we can sound a 
little . . . out there. At times, our sense of 
uniqueness can be accompanied by an atti- 
tude one colleague refers to as "chosen 
people syndrome,"9 wherein we as Latter-day 
Saints consider ourselves more blessed, more 
special, more correct, more protected, more 
righteous, and more worthy of God's favor 
than anyone else. At times, we also seem in- 
tent on making everyone around us aware of 
our "chosen" status. 

Again, this is not an exhaustive catalog of 
the elements comprising the Mormon self- 
image. But this look at violence in our history 

being spared seemed a new symptom of 
"Chosen People Syndrome." I was alternately 
embarrassed and angered that people would 
fabricate and circulate this kind of fiction. I 
agreed with the assessment of these rumors 
by Robert Kirby, a Salt Lake Tribune columnist 
who often has his finger on the pulse of the 
Mormon community: 

Currently circulating the LDS gossip 
mill are reports of a miraculous 
sparing of Mormons in the Sept. 11 
disaster. The most prominent of 
these is the story of how mission- 
aries in New York were supposed to 
attend a conference in one of the 
towers, but every single one of 
them overslept, or got stuck in 
traffic. It's a nice story but also an 
untrue one. No mission conference 
was scheduled for the World Trade 
Center. All the missionaries are safe, 
but it's a fact that probably has more 
to do with geography than justice. 
Believing that God spared your faith 
while letting the equally innocent of 
other faiths die is nothing more 
than ecclesiastical conceit. 1;m not 
saying that God does not protect his 
children, or even that those who 
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survived should not be grateful for 
their good fortune. There may even 
be legitimate miracles among the 
horror. But we shouldn't be too 
quick to decide who among us rep- 
resents this favor. Everybody is 
looking for answers in the wake of 
the attack on America. It's natural to 

she knew their flight to Europe would be 
safe because Mormon missionaries were on 
the plane with them. The first Sunday she 
was home, she reiterated the story, saying 
she felt safer getting on a plane after the 
events of 11 September because there were 
missionaries on her flight home, too. She 
seemed to assume that God would afford 

missionaries don't enjoy more God-given 
protection than the rest of us? What if my set 
of beliefs or the self-image I have created 
around being Mormon fail me in a crisis? 
These are the questions we may be reluctant 
to explore, let alone answer. We fear losing 
the self-image we've constructed-losing the 
point of view that makes us feel special, the 

want to make sense of the senseless. extra protection to young men and women beliefs that set us apart theologically, our his- 
But let's not start thinking that God dedicating their time to missionary work tory of victimization and eventual triumph, 
played favorites and the uniqueness we 
on that terrible I value so strongly 
day At a time Would we be "Mor- 
when we should mons" without the sto- 
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Eventually, the truth 
came to light, and popular 
Mormon news services is- 
sued disclaimers about 

violence and the 
Mormon self-image is 
an important part of 
understanding Mor- 
monism as a whole. If 
our understanding of 
humanity is incom- 
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bert these and other stories.12 
However, even when con- J plete without exam- 

ining the role of 
fronted with the facts, some violence. likewise our 
Mormons seemed resistant to acknowledge and anyone in close proximity to Mormon picture of Mormonism is incomplete if we 
that any Mormons had been killed. missionaries would share the same divine fail to account for the ways violence has 

Of course, Mormons weren't the only protection. Sadly, there are too many shaped our religious experience and how we 
ones creatlnn ~ncredible stories A number of counter-exam~les of Mormon mlsslonanes st111 see ourselves. P' - 
quickly reproducing urban legends sprang being killed in the line of duty for this as- 
from the tragedies, such as the fabricated sumption to hold up under scrutiny, but this 
photo of a plane about to hit the World Trade belief helped her get on a plane. This belief NOTES 

Center and the story about the guy who 
"surfed" from the eightieth floor to street 
level on a slab of concrete. However, as far as 
I am aware, only the stories circulating 
among the Mormons intimated that one's re- 
ligious affiliation would spare her or him 
from such tragedies. As a scholar of religion 
and a lifelong participantlobserver of Mor- 
mon culture, I find this notion upsetting. 

Tme or not, these stories undoubtedly 
bolstered some Mormons' faith in a time of 
crisis and, for this reason, they had value to 
the people who believed and circulated 
them. They functioned to shore up Mormon 
self-image. If I believe Mormons are 
"chosen" people and God will protect his 
people from meeting a tragic end, naturally I 
will create and spread stories that reinforce 
those beliefs. 

I was intrigued to see how this mindset 
played out in my own ward. A sister in the 
ward was on vacation in Europe at the time 
of the terrorist attacks. She sent us a post- 
card that was read in Relief Society saying 

holds meaning fir her regardless of what 
others might think. 

The foremost scholar on the folklore of 
Latter-day Saints, William A. Wilson, says 
that Mormon folklore "is a vital, functioning 
force in the lives of all Latter-day Saints" and 
that it "lies not at the periphery but at the 
center of LDS c~ l tu re . " '~  The stories we tell 
about ourselves and our Mormonness illumi- 
nate a great deal about the things we value as 
individuals and as a religious community 
The stories circulated after 11 September 
seem to indicate a powerful desire to see our 
Mormonness as a protective force against evil 
and destruction in the world. 

We might also interpret these kinds of 
stories as exposing sensitive fissures in our 
collective self-image or even as obscuring 
and sublimating issues we are reluctant to 
confront. What if God doesn't intervene to 
protect innocents from harm? What if God 
doesn't protect members of his church from 
harm? What if Mormons aren't "chosen" 
above the rest of God's children? What if our 

1. In his essay "Introduction: Religion and Ritual," 
Burton Mack posits that violence is perhaps the 
defining element of social, religious, and cultural de- 
velopment. In Robert Hammerton-Kelly, ed., Violent 
Origins: Walter Burkert, Rene Girard, and Jonathan 2. 
Smith on Ritual Killing and Cultural Formation 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 19871, 1-70. In 
his preface to this same book, Hammerton-Kelly de- 
clares, "The one thing that cannot be denied is that vi- 
olence is ubiquitous and tenacious and must be 
accounted for if we are to understand humanity" (vi). 
A Los Angeles Times headline for a review of a recently 
published encyclopedia suggests violence is "As 
American As Apple Pie." See Kevin Starr, review of 
Violence in America: An Encyclopedia, Ronald 
Gottesman and Richard Maxwell Brown, eds, Los 
Angeles Times Book Review, 7 Jan. 2001, 3 4 .  

2.Konrad Lorenz, On Aggression (New York: 
Bantam Books, 1967),26. 

3. The Book of Mormon also has an often-over- 
looked lesson on peace-the Anti-Nephi-Lehies de- 
scribed in Alma. Remorseful about past killings they 
had participated in, the Anti-Nephl-Lehies renounced 
violence completely, buried their weapons, and made 
an oath never to take arms again or make prepara- 
tions for war. Regrettably, we do not follow in their 
footsteps. Instead, we praise the Stripling Warriors, 
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whose dec~s~on to hght re~nstated rhe cycle ol VIO- 

lence their parents had vowed to end. As a religious 
community, we are not taught to bury our own 
weapons of war or to develop the faith in the 
Atonement so completely we might act as the Anti- 
Nephl-Lehies did, facing death without fear. What 
might our future look like if we did? 

4. Alma R. Blair, "Haun's Mill Massacre." 
Encyclopedia of Mormonism, 4 vols. (New York: 
MacMillan Publ~shing Company, 1991), 2:577. 

5. Mark Koltko-Rivera, "Mormon Psycho-his- 
tory: Psychological Insights into the Latter-day Saint 
Past, Present, and Future." Dialogue: A Journal of 
Mormon Thought 32. no. 2 (summer 1999): 81. 

6. Ibid., 83-84. 
7. Janet Kincaid, a sociologist of religion, used 

this term in conversations with the author. 
8. Leonard Amngton and Davis Bitton, The 

Mormon Experience: A History of the Latter-day Saints 
(New York: Knopf, 1979), 63. For further reading, 
see chapter 3, "Early Persecutions." 

9 Maureen Leavitt used this term in email cor- 
respondence on the Mormon Feminist Network dis- 
cussion list. Leavitt indicated she first heard the term 
from a friend at BW. 

10. The most often quoted number of Mormons 
dead from the 11 September attacks is five. 

11. Robert Kirby, "On Sept. 11, God Played No 
Favontes," The Salt Lake Mbune, 29 Sept. 2001. 

12. See <http://wwwmormonstodaycom/O1O92 1/ 
P2WTW1ctimsO l.shtml> or <http: /~ldsworld.com/ 
gems/ul>. 

13. William A. Wilson. "Folklore," Encyclopedia of 
Mormonism. 2:519. 

TRAVELING EAST FROM 
SACRAMENTO 

All this is not new: 

seeded before the tallest redwoods, 

it is the propagation of ash & emptiness. 

Its genealogy escapes into silence 

like locomotive smoke 

or beads of morning dew. 

Cold on a dark vine, 

the melons know this: 

the unwashed earth 

leaks secrets during sleep. 

A long, slow sundown tonight. 

Twilight arrives in stealth 

to strangle the ruins of day, 

& a chicken hawk combs rye fields, 

so hungry & alone. 

-FXAN G. VAN CLEAVE 

BENGHAZI REVISITED: TOWARD 

By Carolyn Bawani 

WAS RAISED BY unique and eccentric, members must be extremely careful not to 
but very goodly, parents who taught me give the impression of favoring only Jewish 
to appreciate all people and to respect aims, for both Arab and Jew are children of 

their rights. I was taught to not be afraid of Abraham and children of promise.1 
being different and to think for myself, When Grandpa returned from his first 
basing my conclusions on solid principles. visit to the Holy Land, he brought back from 
For this I am grateful, but, at the same time, a refugee camp a young man about nineteen 
it has been a source of isolation among my years old. It was the first time I had ever met 
own people throughout my life. an Arab or a Muslim-and I was impressed. 

My fascination with the world beyond Even gven all the suffering this young man 
Utah began as a teenager. My maternal had endured, every sentence from his mouth 
grandfather had been sent by BW and the praised God. How could someone whose 
Ford Foundation to set up a dairy farm on a whole family had been slaughtered in front of 
Palestinian refugee camp outside Jericho, his own eyes be so devoted to the God who 
Jordan. Upon hii return, h e  told us what he had allowed this to happen? This attitude, I 
had witnessed and his evaluation of the would later learn, was an effect of the Muslim 
tragic conditions which had overtaken the resignation to the "will of God," trusting that 
~alestinian people at the hand of the in- whatever happens, the outcome will be just. 
vadine. Zionists. It was not the same story we As a result of my encounter with this " 
in the United States were being told. Later, he young man, I became very concerned for 
and my grandmother accompanied professor Muslims, and I prayed continually for 
Hugh Nibley to Jerusalem where they in- months on their behalf, finally receiving a 
spected the Dead Sea Scrolls. When they re- confirmation that I would have an opportu- 
turned, both he and my grandmother nity to serve among them. Almost a year 
traveled extensively all over Utah speaking to later, I met my future husband, Omar 
hundreds of wards about their experiences. Barrani, at an exhibit of Middle Eastern art at 
At each stop, they expressed their deep con- the University of Utah. 
cern for the suffering of the Palestinians. Omar had been born in Benghazi, Libya, 
Unfortunately, most of their words fell upon where his family was quite prominent. Until 
deaf ears, for this country had become the discovery of oil in the early 19605, Libya 
caught up in the propaganda blitz which glo- had been the worldk poorest country, and it 
rified Israel and demeaned the indigenous had only been independent since World War 
population of the Holy Land-a campaign of 11. Omar was one of the first three students to 
defamation of Arabs which has gone on be sent to the United States to study-and 
largely unchecked to this day Despite the he wound up in Salt Lake City Shortly after 
fact that the Church has never taken a stand we married. Omark forty-nine-year-old fa- 
in support of Israel, Latter-day Saints seem to ther suffered a fatal heaiattack: leaving his 
be particularly vulnerable to this manipula- wife and ten children. This sudden event 
tion. They choose to ignore President forced Omar to interrupt his graduate studies 
Howard W Hunterk warning that Church and return to Libya to assume family respon- 

CAROLYN BARRANI attended BW and is a descendent of Mormon pioneers. She 
is an internationally recognized needlework designer and an accomplished portrait 
painter She and her husband live in Salt Lake City, as do all three oftheir children 
and theirfamilies. 
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sibilities for his mother and nine brothers tional dress sparkled in the light from the she was a "modern" woman. Months later, 
and sisters. I followed him three months bare bulbs, and gold threads glittered every- when this "modem" aunt came again to visit 
later, thus beginning my life among the where, even in the curtains of the bedroom. and found an American sitting on the floor 
Muslims. The women were shorter than I had ex- eating Libyan style, she, too, abandoned her 

pected, and very heavy, but warm and gra- chair and joined the family 

D URING our life together in Utah, cious without exception2 
Omar had shown me photographs The family brought a chair for me to sit A LTHOUGH with the impact of 
of his family in their home, so I was on, but they all sat on elaborate pillows. Western ways much has changed, 

prepared somewhat for the stark difference When they brought refreshments, they the traditional Arab home is divided 
in the standard of living. Before I left, my brought me a small table and served me with into two major areas, the men's area and the 
grandmother advised me to expect to have to Western utensils, but they ate with their women's. Westerners have delighted in criti- 
make 95 percent of the cizing Arabs for this 
changes and to hope division, but I de- 
only for 5 percent in re- fend it, having lived 
turn. In reality, the ratio with it, experi- 
worked out far better encing its many ad- 
than that, but her sug- vantages. Most of 
gestion proved to be a the time, family 
wise mindset. members are not 

When I amved at confined to one area 
the airport outside of the house or the 
Benghazi, I was greeted other when they are 
by a group of beautiful alone, but the divi- 
smiling faces, my hus- sions become im- 
band's among them. portant when 
Two uncles had come guests come. This 
to help with the lug- tradition protects 
gage, and everyone was the privacy of the 
very obliging. Omar's female inhabitants 
youngest sister, Naema, in particular and 
a pretty girl of twelve, should not be 
giggled softly as 1 viewed as "oppres- 
hugged her. The family "modern" Turkish aunt), Mother Khadija, Naema A. Barrani (Carolyn's sister-in-law), sive." This division 
had a nice Opal station Breka (a Barrani family friend), Darlene B. Williams (Carolyn's mother) holding is especially impor- 
wagon in which one of tant for the way it 
OmarS younger allows women 
brothers drove us into to be themselves. 
town. "Surely," I Unlike in the West, 
thought, "this must be . . . .  - .--i.+ b.. . . -  Libyan women have 
the most handsome no need to "pose" 
family in all of Libya!" for men or to en- 

As we approached 'Ve as -emcans seem ~1~11lmg gage in flirtatious 
the city, I could see games. When vis- 
even in the dark that iting, a woman is 
this was indeed a third o blmded by our - . . -- msconcepti free to lie down on 
world country We the big, soft pillows 
turned at what Omar and just go to sleep 
identified as Naema's in the middle of the 
school, a large building party, nurse a child, 
with horse-drawn camages parked in front hands after washing them in a s~lver basin or talk about things men don't have to hear. 
and a lighted lantern dangling from the which had been brought along with a silver Many Arab women I know have very strong 
bottom of each camage. We eventually pitcher of water. I yearned to join them, and, personalities and function very well within 
stopped at the old carved double door of the finally, a few nights later, 1 abandoned my their network of support-and a network of 
Barrani home, and 1 could see light seeping chair and sat next to Mother Khadija on the support they do have! Since we in the West 
through the ironwork above and the brightly floor, also eating with my hands. They were have become so mobile, spreading so far 
colored walls behind it. We entered, and thrilled. Omar later explained to me that across the face of the nation, we have in effect 
Omar led me through a maze of rooms and when their Turkish aunt would visit from lost many of the advantages of having an ex- 
patios before we reached the central patio Istanbul, she insisted on sitting on a chair tended family 
where his precious mother, Khadija, and his and using a knife and fork, with which she Mother Khadija wore traditional clothing 
aunts stood waiting to greet me. Their tradi- even cut her bananas, because she claimed whenever she went outside, wrapping herself 
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in four meters of white cloth, called a "jert," 
to hide herself from view, peeking out from 
the folds to see where she was going. From 
her tradition, if she were required to meet a 
man not in the immediate family, she should 
veil herself always. She felt comfortable that 
way On the other hand, Khadija's two older 
daughters wore European dress, putting on 
coats and black scarves over their faces to veil 
themselves when they ventured ~ u t s i d e . ~  
Naema was still different from her older sis- 
ters. As she grew older, she was not required 
to wear any scarf or coat, and she ultimately 
attended the university 

There is considerable debate about the im- 
portance of veiling in the Arab world. It is not 
mentioned in the Qur'an and therefore is not 
Islamic. Rather, it grew out of the necessity in 
Mesopotamia when roving bandits and trav- 
eling caravans posed real dangers to area pop- 
ulations, prompting many groups-Jews, 
Christians, pagans, and Muslims-to adopt 
the veil as a protection of sorts for their 
women. What is in the Qur'an is the edict that 
all Muslims, male and female, practice mod- 
esty That's why practicing Muslim men don't 
run around in the severe heat in short-shorts 
or tank tops. They cover themselves despite 
the heat. For pious Muslim women, scarves, 
or the "hajab," are not signs of oppression. For 
them, scarves serve as a statement by the 
women that they are not a sex object but an 
equal. In wearing the hajab, the Muslim 
woman is demanding respect, and she usually 
gets it-except when it makes her a target of 
attack by biased or uninformed ~ e s t e r n e r s . ~  

I OFFER you an insight into the sweet 
spirituality of my very religious mother- 
in-law. In keeping with tradition, much 

of it woven right into everyday Arabic speech 
patterns and idioms, Khadija would pray 
constantly, and her speech would invoke 
God in almost every sentence. When 
someone served her, she blessed their hands, 
and they would then bless her back. If 
someone finished a shower, she would wish 
them health, and they would bless her back. 
Often, Libyan women meeting me would ex- 
press their blessings and prayers for me to 
Mother Khadija or Omar, who would then 
bless them back. Mother Khadija would sit 
on the patio and, looking up, would see an 
airplane pass overhead that she would then 
bless. I once joked to Omar that when the 
United States sent planes to bomb Libya in 
response to misdeeds committed by 
Moammar Gadhafi, if the planes had passed 
over her house, she very likely had blessed 
them. too. 

In all my time living and interacting with 
Libyans, I never saw jealousy or hatred to- 
ward Americans, even though they did not 
approve of United States' policies toward the 
Palestinian struggle. Arab Muslims are very 
loving people, but they do hate injustice. We 
as Americans seem unwilling to acknowledge 
their righteous anger. We are too blinded by 
our own misconceptions of who they are and 
what they believe. We have also bought into 
the idea that because Jews have suffered 
much, they are entitled to brutalize others, 
ignoring laws of human decency and the 
rights of ownership. 

It is important to remember that Jesus is 
held in very high regard in Islam. In fact, 
Muslims have more in common with 
Christians than Christians have in common 
with Jews. Although the Quian doesn't ex- 
plain the function of the messiah, in eleven 
places, it identifies Jesus as "the Messiah," 
and it also teaches that Jesus was born of a 
virgin, Mary. 

Only twice during my five-year stay in 
Libya was I ever asked if I were a Muslim, 
and in both cases, it was by young grls who 
didn't know me. On both occasions, the 
girls' friends hushed them, telling them basi- 
cally, "It doesn't matter. See how nice she is!" 
I was never nagged to become a Muslim and 
was never discriminated against because I 
wasn't. 

L IVING among another people is never 
easy, but the Lord has blessed me with 
a stellar family to love. When I first 

moved to Libya, I believed I would be there 
for the rest of my life. However, my husband 
became ill, and we moved back to Utah out 
of concern for his health. Yet we have main- 
tained close ties with his familv in Libva and 

precious people that has been vigorously cul- 
tivated for the past half century, I fear the 
Arabs are in the same position in this country 
right now that the Jews were in Germany in 
the late 1930s. I pray that Americans, and es- 
pecially Mormons, will awaken to the beau- 
ties of Middle Eastern cultures, to the 
peacefulness of Islam, to truth and justice, 
and will help arrest this downward 
spiral. 
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NOTE 

1. Howard W Hunter, "All Are Alike Unto God," 
Ensign 9 (June 1979), 72-73. 

2. Attitudes have changed nnce the 1960s when I 
lived in Libya, but at the time 1 was there, being thin 
was not something to be desired. The fact that Mother 
Khadija and most wealthy women were quite heavy 
was a sign that these fortunate ladies were not in im- 
mediate danger of starving-a hard reality in the 
third world. With the increasing influence of the 
West, younger generations of Arabs now watch their 
weight with a passion, but in general, Arab men, l~ke  
our Mormon pioneer ancestors, appreciate the female 
form with a bit of meat on the bone. 

3. The Barrani sons felt obligated to require the 
same dress code of their sisters as was practiced at the 
time of their fatherf death. Once the two older sisters 
married, they followed the wishes of their husbands 
and removed the scarves from their faces. Later, they 
freely chose to cover the~r hair. 

4. Until about eighty years ago. Muslim women 
had more rights than women in the West. For in- 
stance, Islam dictates how inheritances are divided. 
Men inherit twice the amount that women do, but the 
men are burdened with the obligation to provide for 
their sisters, whereas the women use their inheritance 
at their own discretion. A Muslim woman is to be 
supported by her husband, but if she has inherited 
money or earns any money, it is hers. She is not re- 
quired to contribute it to the household if she does 
not wish to. 

5. One of Omark brothers and one cousin have 
immigrated to Utah, and Naema and her husband 

phone them frequently Perhais part 'of the lived in Colorado for several years while he earned his 

reason for our return is to give me opportu- doctorate. In 1977, prior to travel restrictions, I took 
our three children to Libya for the summer so they 

"ties to relay to others the eternal love I feel could become acauainted with their other countrv of 
for Arab peoples-fathers of medicine. al- origin and meet' their loving family there.  in^ 
gebra. our numerical system, and much people from the Middle East also still come and stay 
more. Given the ugly climate toward these with us from tlme to tlme 
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CHARLES RANDALL PAUL: In light of 
SUNSTONE'S series about fallout from the 11 
September terrorist attacks, let me begin by 

TOWARD ((PEACEFUL 'TENSION" asking each of you to share your observations 
about how the attacks have played out in the 
Middle East. 

A roundtable discussion on Middle East unrest by J. BONNER RITCHIE: Since the attacks, 
Charles Randall Paul, Daniel C. Peterson, andJ. Bonner Ritchie I've been in half a dozen Arab countries, at- 

tending conferences and working with com- 
panies and universities, and I have been 
intrimed with the different responses. For 

(L-R) Charles Randall Paul, Daniel C. Peterson, and J. Bonner R~tch~e, 
Utah Valley State College, 5 February 2002 

How have dijerent groups in the Middle East reacted to the 1 I September 
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon? 

Why is this regon so volatile, and why does the West pay so much 
attention to events there? What role does U.S. foreign policy play in 

feeding Middle East tensions? Are there Mormon parallels to Muslim 
ideologies or Islamic history? Can hateful enemies learn to live in peace? 

SUNSTONE recently gathered three of Mormonism's brightest and most-experienced 
peacemakers and educators on Middle Eastern affairs to discuss these and other ques- 
tions. With Charles Randall Paul as moderator, a very lively discussion ensued. 

CHARLES RANDALL PAUL, Ph.D., is thefounder and executive director of The Foundationfor 
Interreligous Diplomacy. His book, Contesting Our Deepest Differences: A Theory for 
Improving Religious Conflicts, will be published soon. 

DANIEL C. PETERSON, Ph.D., is a professor at Brigham Young University and the associate 
executive director ofthe Foundationfor Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS). He is 
the author ofAbraham Divided, a book aboutJudaism and Islam, and executive editor O ~ B Y L J ' S  
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instance, I attended a conference at the 
American Lebanese University of Beirut on 
Arab stereotyping and marveled at the 
number of people who said these events have 
forced them to face some hard realities about 
their image. They said, "This forces us to 
admit how are we seen, and we need to be 
honest in how we see the West and the rest of 
the world." 

And it was interesting in this session of 
about thirty people from at least twenty dif- 
ferent countries to have some of the Arab 
participants explain how they thought they 
were seen in the West and how they saw the 
West. When I responded, "Gee, I don't see 
that; that's not what I see" to both halves of 
the question, we had a great conversation 
about "the way you see me, and the way I see 
you, and the way you think I see you," and so , - .  torth. 

Well, what came out of it was a feeling 
from these top media people and academics 
that they have been very derelict, almost 
prideful, in how through their reporting and 
teaching, they've created a hostile or negative 
impression about how we in the West see 
them as backward, uninformed, and violent. 
And one of them, a professor from the 
American University of Beirut, said some 
have gone out of their way to create a nega- 
tive, stereotyped image in order to justify ha- 
tred of America. I've never heard that from 
Arabs before. I've never heard anybody say in 
order to justify their counter-behavior, they 
have actually worked to create a perception 
in the Arab world that the Americans view 
them negatively 

PAUL: Was this professor making that 
statement, not only self-critically but prag- 
matically, saylng "It isn't working?" 

RITCHIE: Absolutely. He was acknowl- 
edgng that it's a self-defeating strategy. He 
admitted that the thinking has been, "We 
have to blame somebody for our problems, 
for we're not willing to accept responsibility 
for them ourselves." I also heard the same 
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sentiment from at least fifteen different well- 
placed government, academic, and media 
people: "We have to have somebody to blame 
because our history went bad, and we cer- 
tainly have not been willing in the past to ac- 
cept responsibility ourselves, and so we 
blame the evil empire: the United States, 
Israel." 

So the questions "Whom do we really 
hate and why?" and "Who hates us and 
why?" have really moved to a new level since 
theattacks. On bne of my last visits, I spent 
some time with a very impressive individual, 
a government official in Lebanon. He be- 
lieves that now because we are vulnerable. 
because we have taken a major hit, both 
physically and psychologically, we will be 
more sympathetic to the Arab world: "Now 
you knowkhat it feels like to be the target of 
somebody, to be on the receiving end of con- 
tempt and hate-and that's good for you. 
That will make you rethink your positions." 
So the dynamic is now in because of 
this event, they will rethink their negative 
image, and we will reconsider our positions. 

PAUL: Dan, the other day, you told me 
you felt this is a watershed time in the Arab 
world. What did you mean by that? 

DANIJZL C. PETERSON: Bonner has al- 
ready mentioned how for a long time, many 
in the Arab world have sought scapegoats: it's 
the Jews, it's the Shiites, it's the British, it's the 
French, it's the Americans. And, like Bonner, I 
am happy to see them begin to come to terms 
with this habit. An image I sometimes use is 
that of an alcoholic. That is, for an alcoholic, 
the first step on the road to recovery is to re- 
alize, "I have a problem. I have a problem; it is 
not somebody else's fault. It isn't because 
somebody is treating me badly I didn't get 
fired just because my boss is a jerk. No, I have 
a problem, and I have to deal with it." 

That's why I think 11 September is in 
many ways a watershed. Many thinkers, 
aware of the Arab world's glorious past, are 
beginning to say, "We have a problem, and 
the problem is homegrown, and we have got 
to deal with it. It's a problem with how our 
people are educated, with how we interact 
with the outside world, with how we see 
things and interpret current events, with how 
we treat women." They've begun to wonder 
what has gone wrong, to say, "We were once 
the world's leading civilization, but now 
we're backwater in some ways." The attacks 
have put these questions in an acute form, 
and I think in the long run, that's not a bad 
thing. 

Besides having to come to grips with the 
decline of Arab political and economic 
power, Arab Muslims also have had to think 
anew about their religion. We must under- 
stand that Islam has seen itself historically, 
from the beginning as-to use a Mormon 
term-the "Last Dispensation." According to 
their beliefs, there have been successive reve- 
lations of God's will to various prophets, but 
the revelation to Mohammed was the last. He 
is the "seal of the prophets." Hence, Islam 
should continue to expand until it fills the 
whole earth and the whole world submits to 
the will of God, of Allah. Islam really did 
spread rapidly in its first century but has now 
slowed down considerably. 

I think Latter-day Saints should be able to 
relate to this situation, for we also believe 
we're living in the Last Dispensation. We see 
the gospel as fated, predicted, and foreor- 
dained to go forward to fill the whole earth. 
Now, if we were to enter a period of badly fal- 
tering growth, or were to hit a time when we 
were forced to sell off temples or something 
like that, many of us would have a spiritual 
crisis. We'd very likely start looking around 
and wonder, "My word, maybe it isn't true!" 
Then, if we were to try to solve the problem, 
we'd probably attempt a lot of the things that 
have been tried in the Middle East. We'd add 
new technologies, tinker with the system, 
and try five-year socialist plans or other such 
things. But through this whole struggle, 
some people would begin to react the same 
way the Islamic (and LDS) fundamentalists 
are doing. They'd say: "No, we were suc- 
cessful in the days of the prophet when more 
people lived the religion the way it is sup- 
posed to be lived. We have to get back to 
praying, to studying the scriptures, and 
living the gospel in its purity and fullness. 
Then we'll be successful, just like our ances- 
tors were." There would be a very sizeable 
group of Latter-day Saints talking about get- 
ting back to the basics. 

PAUL Do you gentlemen think there is a 
reasoned strategy by some in the ArabAslamic 
world to gain support for their groups and 
ideologes by creating terrorist events? Is there 
a strategy to provoke Israel and the West into 
a backlash against the terrorism they sponsor 
in order to feed the sort of instability that will 
make them more popular? 

PFTJBSON: Certainly some people on 
both sides profit from the continuation of the 
conflict. They don't want it to end; their 
power comes from the conflict. Oh, I'm sure 
they'd be happy to have it end if the other 

side would be annihilated or would disap- 
pear, but that's not going to happen. So bar- 
ring that, they just keep it going, because in a 
truly peaceful and productive society, these 
sort of people would be irritants at best. 

PAUL: If they weren't there-and who 
"they" are is an interesting question-would 
there still be severe conflict over there? 

RITCHIE: While Dan is formulating his 
answer, let me share a story illustrating some 
of this complexity. A while ago, a student in 
my class came to me with a dilemma: "My 
mother has been offered $50,000 if I will be- 
come a suicide bomber. What do you think I 
should do?" Now here's a young male, I 
would guess twenty, a member of a large 
family-eight I think. He's the oldest; his fa- 
ther had been killed. They are a rural 
Palestinian family for whom $50,000 is a 
tremendous amount of money He adds, "I 
will be a hero; I will be a martyr; my family 
will have resources, and I will be making a 
contribution to my family, and I will go to 
heaven and have seventy-two virgns at my 
disposal. What do you think I should do?" 

Well, during our conversation, he said 
that he assumed the money his mother had 
been offered came from Iran. Not from the 
elected government but from the hard-line 
clerics who are channeling money to feed the 
tensions in the region. The issues in the 
whole region are so very complicated: 
Jerusalem, the right of return for refugees, 
jobs, future, freedom, dignity, and land. Now, 
here is a very typical boy who has a chance to 
become a symbol in these battles! I should 
add that he eventually decided not to be- 
come a suicide bomber. He felt he could 
make more of a difference by finishing his 
education and becoming a local leader. 

PETERSON: Yes, there will be zealots no 
matter what, but the fact is that under condi- 
tions of poverty and hopelessness and frus- 
tration, a sense of meaninglessness in life, 
they're going to be able to recruit a lot more 
people to their side. There will always be 
nuts, and they might be personally quite 
wealthy But they won't get many people to 
do their suicide bombing for them if those 
people aren't themselves hopeless and feeling 
miserable. Look at the Palestinians in a place 
like the Gaza Strip. They have virtually 
nothing to look forward to in this world. 
There seems to be no hope, no jobs. It's a 
fruitful population for recruiting people to a 
radical point of view. I think, even if 
everyone were well-educated and everyone 
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had a good job and air conditioning, that re- because Islam and Christianity and Judaism PAUL: I've asked my freedom-loving 
ligious strife would remain, but it would be share theologcal territory, there's more op- American friends what the U.S. would do if 
greatly reduced, certainly in the way it's man- portunity to fight. So ironically, we have all the oil-producing nations in the Middle 
ifested in the Middle East. more of a conflict with Islam, even though East for re l i~ous  or political reasons agreed 

Islam is closer to us than is ~ u d d h i s k ,  to sell no more oil to any Western country 
RITCHIE. It is exactly because these is- Hinduism, Taoism, or any other Eastern tra- Most have said-even though they felt very 

sues are so complex that I believe we need to dition. uncomfortable saying it-"We'd send in the 
develop a new language here, a new vocabu- Marines, we'd take over the fields, we'd kill 
lary-and this is one bf the things I've been PAUL: I've heard some Latter-day Saint as few as possible, and then we'd force them 
working on. We won't resolve the conflicts, colleagues say: "These conflicts have to to take our payments for the oil." Does this 
but I believe we can manage them-that's the happen; don't try to resolve it. Those guys strike you as a plausible scenario? 
difference. So many people see resolution as have got to blow each other up so we can 
the only strategy, and I don't think resolution have the Second Coming." PETERSON: That might well be what 
IS the nght goal. 1 don't see would happen, although ~t's k~nd 
resolut~on In Kashmlr; 1 don't 1 of hard to lmaglne they would 
see resolut~on In Israel, but I 
do thlnk we can manage the - 
conflict. 

PAUL: I agree, but to get 
away from the business im- 
plications of the term 
"manage", I have begun to 
speak of a practical strategy 
called "sustaining the conflict 
peacefully," or engaging a 
"peaceful tension." 

RITCHIE: Yes, the goal is 

cut off their oil production in the 
first place. We're dependent in 
some ways upon them for oil, 
but they're dependent on us for 
certain things, too. They despise 
us, and they despise themselves 
to a certain extent because of 
that. If we didn't buy their oil, 
they'd simply be left with a lot of 
messy gunk beneath the sand. I 
don't think the take-over sce- 
nario is very likely to happen, 
but I imagine if oil sales stopped, 
some would call for us to re- 

building a sustamable, long- I - . I spond m exactly that way 
term commitment to peace 
wlthout resolving all the 
problems To have them say, will 

r. "It's ~n our Interest to behave 
th~s  way" 

PAUL: Is 011 the reason 
we in the U.S. keep such a L- -. - - - - - .. - .- - - . - 1 hard. I can already imagine con- 
focus on the Middle East vio- stmcting the argument: "Look, 
lence? those regimes over there are awful anyway, so 

RITCHIE: Oh, I've heard that many having the West take that place over and 
PETERSON: That's one reason the West times. I even have a neighbor who has told manage it for the well-being of the people 

pays attention, but it's also because of our me God has a war plan and I'm getting in the might actually improve their lives, too." I can 
historical and theological ties to the Middle way! Of all the presumed arrogance, to think see that argument being made. 

o --.- nr s- v 7  -.- a- . * 

- -50,OOC 

East. We're unusually interested in that re- that I could get in God's way! President 
gon because, for many of us, spiritually, it's a Hunter told me my job is to go over there RITCHTE: People are already saying that 
lund of homeland. We've grown up hearing and build bridges to the Palestinians and to exact thing about Afghanistan. Sure, the 

PAUL: Do you thlnk in our 
country we would rat~onal~ze 

cide k 
hnat ao you t d  I snould 

stories about the Jordan ~ & e r  and the ~ i n a c  build peace.   he idea that even if a war is overwhelming argument is that Osama Bin 
and there they are, still in the news. They're coming, the fact that we would accept that as Laden, the Taliban, and A1 Qaida are there, 
still fighting over the Jordan River water our destiny is inconsistent with the Savior's but we are also hearing, "Look at the women 
supply and all those sorts of things. These injunction to work for peace. of Afghanistan! Look at the women of Saudi 

that ~t was in thar interest for us 
to take over 011 product~on? 

PETERSON: It wouldn't be 

areas have always been the sites of important ~ rab ia !  Look at the honor killings in some of 
events. And they still are. PETERSON: Yes, it's as if you were to say, the Islamic countries! Maybe we'd be doing 

Also, I would argue that we have always "Well, I know Jesus has to be betrayed, there- the world a service by taking over!" Now, 
had a problem with Islam precisely because fore I'm going to jump in and do it." It may think about it. This is also exactly the sort of 
we have connections, because we have happen, maybe the war will come, but we're thing a fundamentalist Muslim would say 
shared territory, theologcal and geograph- still told, "Blessed are the peacemakers." with respect to Islam-the world would be a 
ical. Christianity, by and large, doesn't have Wars may come anyway, but if you say, "It's better place if all the world were Muslim. 
conflicts with Buddhism; we don't have none of my business," you've abdicated your And especially if the world were ruled by 
enough in common to have a conflict. But responsibility Muslims. 
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PAUL: That's it! We in the West are fun- time to just assimilate into the greater FUTCHIE: I don't want our discussion to 
damentalists. If we're willing to go in and American experiment. end today without at least a minor critique of 
take over another country under the rational- You're right that something similar is going U.S. foreign policy. The day after the attacks, 
ization that we're doing them a favor, it's easy on in the Middle East. It is very difficult for a 1 was quoted in the Salt Lake Tribune with my 
to see why they might picture us as funda- young person in that world to-remain true to reaction. And of course my first response had 
mentally fanatical enough to engage in jihad Islam. There are two very obvious courses. been sorrow and sadness, but beyond that, I 
to impose our system on them. One, that person can become a secularist and mentioned that we need to review and 

just abandon the whole thing. That's intellec- change U.S. foreign policy Well, I've taken a 
our system tually neat. Just forget Islam altogether. Two, lot of guff from that, as you might guess. 

ular in that which is also intellectually very neat, that Many people have challenged my audacity, 
FUTCHIE: Yes, and to impose 

of morality which is not very p o ~  
world. And, frankly, it's not 
very popular in my world, 
either. 

saylng "We've been attacked, 
and you say we should change 
foreign policy as if it's our fault, 
our foreign policy that caused 
the problem!" 

I certainly didn't mean my 
statements to be construed in 
just this way, but I really do 
think our foreign policy has 
been troublesome for a long 
time. I was teaching a class in 
managing conflict at the 
Institute of Diplomacy in 
Amman, Jordan. My students 
were a group of young Arab 
diplomats, and it was fun to 
hear them talking about what 
needs to chan~e in their world. 

PAUL: Let me relate one 
thing you said, Dan, to 
Mormonism. I think the 
Latter-day Saints had a time 
analogous to the fall of the 
Ottoman Empire, and that was 
at the turn of the last century. 
As I've read journals and 
looked at our history, I see how 
the Mormon abdication to the 
U.S. government with respect 
to theocracy and polygamy 
was a deep humiliation to 
many Latter-day Saints. Now 
within our ~ o A o n  tribe, we 
had different reactions. For 
some, especially the young 
people, we have records of 
their saying, "Thank heavens! 
We've been liberated from this 

- 
One student was from Saudi 
Arabia, one was from another 
Gulf state. and more than half 

50 go in ='?a xaKe over ano 
Cc 

the class were women, which 
reflected an interesting and im- 
portant trend in Arab culture. e r  thc 

1 .  past. We can now become 
Americans!" But another 

Anyway, these people want to 
make a change, to do some- 
thing positive, and they're fms- 
trated not knowing quite how 

. -- 
ight it's ea group, almost like Vietnam I 

veterans, began to ask, "Why 
aren't we heroes? We were the to do it. They are caught up in 

the exact dilemmas we have 
been discussing: What it means 

1 enox 
pose ( 

igh t c  
JUT sy 

ones who practiced polygamy 
and did all the hard stuff, and 
now you want to shove us 
under the carpet, to toss us 
aside as old-fashioned?" Is 

far 
to be an Arab in the modern A world What it means to be 
Muslim, to be a Christian. They 

some of that going on in the Muslim world 
right now? Are they feeling humiliated, with 
a lot of young people saymg, "Let's go with 
the West" while others are saying, "Come on! 
The only thing that brought us any kind of 
glory was Islam"? 

person can decide to go back to the seventh 
century, to the glory days of Mohammed. The 
difficult thing is to try to adapt the principles 
from the seventh century to the twenty-first 
century, because the people on either side are 
going to be sniping at you, sometimes literally 
In the US., they'll just yell at you and write 
letters to the editor. In the Middle East, they'll 
shoot or blow you up. If you want to be a 
Muslim but adapt, you'll be attacked by the 

are wondering who is going to make it safe 
for them to explore the ideas we were dis- 
cussing, to use the problem-solving strate- 
ges, the decision-making, democratic 
processes in their world. ~ n d  they were very 
tom. They were really struggling. It was an 
honest struggle, and it was very rewarding 
for me to work with them through the whole 
thing. 

But they would always come back to the 
issue of U.N. Resolution 242 that demands 
that Israel withdraw from the West Bank and 

PETERSON: Think of the generation in 
the twenties and thirties, or maybe the for- 
ties, what some refer to as Mormonismk "lost 
generation." Young people left Utah for grad- fundamentalists as being a secularizer, a 
uate school at the University of Chicago or sellout, a traitor. At the same time, the secular- 
someplace like that, and the religion would ists are going to call you an obscurantist, a fa- 
just drop off them. To them, Mormonism was natic, and a hypocrite. This is a very tough 
just a regional subculture that had enjoyed position to be in, and walking that road takes 
its day, but now its day was past, and it was courage. Yet it is exactly what has to be done. 

Gaza. They would say, you Americans are so 
insistent on implementing U.N. resolutions 
against Iraq, or-afghanis&, or anybody in 
the Arab world, but you don't care about the 
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ones that go against Israel. So the perception 
of an unbalanced U.S. foreign policy over the 
years is critical. To Americans, U.N. 242 
might not be analogous, but it is to them. We 
need to understand that if we want to get Iraq 
out of Kuwait for whatever reason, we need 
to get Israel out of the West Bank and Gaza. 
When these students asked, "If you were in 
charge, what would you do?" I said, "I'd send 
the Marines to evict the Jewish settlements 
from the West Bank and Gaza." 

Christian to support the government of 
Israel. And by that, he meant we have to sup- 
port every decision the Israeli government 
makes. Well, to me, that was demanding a 
level of agreement and support for Israel 
policies that I don't even give to my own gov- 
ernment! I feel perfectly free to disagree with 
positions that my government takes, and 
even if a Christian feels obliged-as you 
could argue a Christian or a Latter-day Saint 

PAUL: And not even anything to do with 
the Holocaust? 

FUTCHIE: The Holocaust was a big issue 
in 1947 when Israel was being created as a 
nation and Jewish homeland, but it's less so 
now. But we give more foreign aid to Israel 
than to the rest of the world combined. That's 
critical. And what is also interesting in terms 
of evolving demographics is that right now in 

the United States, there are 
They would applaud, of 
course-and I'm way over- 
stepping my bounds in the 
logic-but the point is that 
U.S. policies are a disaster in 
the eyes of many Arabs and 
Muslims. 

PETERSON: There's no 
question you are right, 
Bonner. When I visited the 
Middle East in May 2001, I 
spoke with a lot of interesting 
people at very high levels, and 
I was astonished at the level of 
criticism against U.S. policy It - .  
was more Than I'd ever heard 
before. I'd always heard it, but 
this was more intense. It 
boiled down to our double 
standard on Palestine or the 
lack of concern for the suf- 
fering of the Palestinians. And 
there's a lot of truth to that. We 
have not handled the 
ArabAsraeli conflict well, 
partly because it's so tied up 
with domestic politics here. 
There are certain powerful 
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15 is exacuy wnar; nas to be aone. 
groups no politician dares 
alienate, but it's also because 
people have been genuinely biased toward 
Jews. They're sort of like us. We know Jews; 
Judaism is a religion we understand. But we 
know nothing about Islam. Until very re- 
cently, it was very unlikely that any of us 
would know a Muslim living in our neigh- 
borhood. Thankfully, that's changng. 

PAUL: And you have the unholy alliance 
between the wealth of the Jewish community 
on the East and West coasts with the Bible- 
belt, fundamentalist Christians. Both are pro- 
Israel, but for different reasons. It's a very 
difficult lobby to resist. 

PETERSON: I talked politics with an 
evangelical Christian in Jerusalem a few years 
ago. He told me it is the duty of every true 

takes 
.. Yet 

1 - 

might be obliged to support some idea of the 
gathering-that doesn't necessarily commit 
us to endorse every single decree and act of 
the Israeli government. My word! 

What makes the U.S. so pro-Israeli is not 
only oil-in fact, if it were just oil, the U.S. 
would drop Israel like a hot potato. Israel is 
of no benefit to the U.S. economically in that 
regard. They're a drain. We have to give them 
a lot of foreign aid and military support. The 
main thing that links us to them is this sense 
of a shared religious heritage. There is a pow- 
erful lobby. not only the Jewish lobby, but 
evangelical Christians and others who feel 
that if there's one country on earth that we 
have a duty to support, even against our eco- 
nomic and military interests, it's Israel. It has 
nothing to do with pragmatic politics. 

about the same number of 
Mormons, Jews, and Muslims. 
I think that's really interesting 
in terms of demographics. 

PAUL: By the way, for those 
numbers to work for the 
Muslim calculation, you must 
include Black Muslims. This 
isn't to say that Black Muslims 
aren't Muslims, but they may 
not have the same pro-Arab at- 
titudes as do Middle Eastern 
Muslims. 

FUTCHIE: You can also cut 
it another way in terms of 
Arabs. Only a third of the 
Arabs in the U.S. are Muslim. 
The other two-thirds are pri- 
marily Christian. These num- 
bers are not appreciated or 
understood. We think there are 
lots of Jews in the U.S., but we 
don't think there are very 
many Muslims or Arabs. If you 
count Arabs and Muslims, 
there are more of them than 
Jews or Mormons in the ' United States 

PETERSON: Yes, and it would be a good 
thing if politicians were to start to feel they 
have to address Arabhluslim Americans. 
And these Americans need to exercise their 
power in that way They really have to, and 
they haven't done it. They're not used to it. 
They come out of countries where in many 
cases, there's no heritage of doing that. And 
they're a relatively recent group here. One 
Arab friend commented to a mutual friend 
that after 11 September, people in his com- 
munity began to realize what a special place 
this really is because "a lot of us realized that 
in the countries we come from, we would 
have all been hauled off." They expected 
more of a backlash than they received. Ugly 
things happened, but much less than I feared 
and much, much less than they feared. 
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PAUL: You're saylng to sustain peaceful 
conflict in the Middle East, it is necessary to 
have a strong Arab-Muslim community that's 
politically active in the United States to bal- 
ance the pro-Israel bias. 

PETERSON: Not only to cure American 
bias, but also to cure certain stereotypes in 
the Middle East and the Islamic world. 

PAUL: Dan and I have been working on 
a new foundation called the Foundation for 
Interreligious Diplomacy that promotes per- 
suasive dialogue between religious adver- 
saries, trylng to, as we say, "convert hateful 
enemies to trustworthy opponents." What 
would have to change for Islamic regimes, 
and others like them that currently prohibit 
religious or ideological proselytizing, to 
allow openness to hearing diverse beliefs 
and freedom to affiliate according to con- 
science? 

PETERSON: I don't see this happening 
anytime soon in the Islamic world. The fun- 
damental obstacle to any proselytizing there 
is the notion that conversion from Islam to 
any other religon is a capital offense. That's a 
little daunting. Now that's actually not in the 
Qur'an, but it comes out of Islamic tradition. 
So it will take an awful lot to change that 
principle. 

Now some Islamic states would enforce 
it; others wouldn't. Even the ones that 
wouldn't enforce it might not investigate the 
murder of a convert from Islam. They might 
just let it go. I've said before that I can 
imagine the Church going into China 
overnight. It would be difficult, and there 
would be challenges, but if the Chinese gov- 
ernment were to say, "Sure, come on in," we 
could. In the Islamic world, even if the gov- 
ernment said, "Come on in," the sharia law 
that has been established independently of 
the government for more than a thousand 
years would render the government's per- 
mission irrelevant. Again, the fundamental 
problem is the perception that leaving Islam 
is a capital offense. 

PAUL: Let's go in a different direction 
with this. John Milton said that until you can 
feel spiritually safe enough to allow people to 
proselytize you, to be able to take the heat of 
other's criticisms, you're not really converted, 
you're not someone who can live in this 
world without fear. I think that5 an inter- 
esting observation for both Latter-day Saints 
and Muslims. We both want to create a Zion, 
a society based upon truth, but do we im- 
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pose it by some legal structure, or do we 
allow it to be a matter of free discussion and 
open choice? It seems that a religious society 
that cannot open itself to alternatives at some 
deep level is going to feel inferior. 

PETERSON: There's a great element of 
truth in that. Freely chosen virtue is the 
only kind of virtue worth having. Aziz Atiya 
argued years ago that the best thing that 
could happen to the Coptic Church in 
Egypt would be to allow boatloads of Mor- 
mon missionaries to come over. He felt the 
Copts really needed a run for their money. 
He said, "Yeah, some Copts would convert 
to Mormonism, but the ones who listened 
to the Mormon presentation and stayed on 
would be real Copts." As it is now, he says 
being a Copt is just a cultural thing: "I'm not 
a Muslim. 1 don't really know what I be- 
lieve. But I know I'm not a Muslim, there- 
fore I must be a Copt." This person thought 
the Copts needed something to wake them 
UP. 

PAUL: It's hard for those who believe they 
have the truth to open themselves to lesser 
truth systems. Do you think Muslim leaders 

in the Middle East see any benefit to religious 
diversity in their society? 

PETERSON: It probably hasn't risen to 
that level yet, where they've had to think 
about it. I think of the situation here in the 
U.S. where we don't have an established state 
church. Then, I think of all the countries in 
Europe that do, and I see those state 
churches are often almost dead. But the U.S., 
which has no state church, is the most reli- 
gous of all the major industrialized coun- 
tries. I don't know if that's just chance, but I 
tend to suspect it5 not. We have a pretty vig- 
orous give and take here. And it means the 
people who choose to be religious have really 

-- 
chosen to be religious. ,:> 

Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace, 
and pursue it. 

-Psalms 34:14 

But indeed f any show patience andforgive, 
that would truly be an exercise of courageous 
will and resolution in the conduct ofaffairs. 

-Qur'an 42:43 

A Gift of Peace 
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OF EARRINGS AND TATTOOS: 
CHURCH REVISES YOUTH PAMPHLET 

A REVISED version of the Church's youth standards pamphlet 
is out. Fully illustrated and almost twice as long as its 1990 
predecessor, For the Strength of Youth: Fulfilling Our Duty to God 
is now available in wards and at distribution centers. Not fo- 
cusing only on sexual morality issues, the new brochure 
places standards within a context of ideals such as account- 
ability, gratitude, education, and the importance of families. 

The brochure's message 
now correlates with recent 
statements by Church leaders 
such as President Hinckley's 
admonition: "Do not disfigure 
yourself with tattoos or body 
piercings. . . .If girls or women 
desire to have their ears 
pierced, they are encouraged 
to wear only one pair of 
modest earrings" (1 6). 

The rewording and corre- 
lating of sections carried over 
from the earlier version may be 
the most noteworthy changes. 
For instance, homosexual be- 
havior, previously dubbed a 
"perversion" and "an abomina- 
tion to the Lord," is now called 

The new brochure places youth 
standards within a broader 

"a serious sin." The word mas- context ofgospel ideals. 
turbation no longer appears in 
the new pamphlet, which now euphemistically advises, "do 
not arouse [sexual] emotions in your own body" (27). 

Lavina Fielding Anderson, who has studied the history of 
the Church's youth programs, is pleased that "the Young Men 
are being told to emphasize service to their present and future 
families. . . . They're finally hearing the drumbeat that Young 
Women have been marching to for the past twenty years. But it 
also seems as if the Young Women's program is being slowed 
down to match the boys', and Young Men's is being gussied up 
so the kids will have something to do beyond age fifteen." 

The new brochure was first announced October 2001 in 
General Conference. 

THE SUGAR BEET SATISFIES MORMON 
SWEET TOOTH FOR HUMOR 

"THE Provo Temple lifts off successfully." "A caffeine patch 
helps Mormons kick the coffee habit." "Olympic organizers 
want the Angel Moroni to cany the torch." These are some of 
the headlines posted in the first issue of the Sugar Beet, a new 
website and Internet magazine satirizing Mormon culture. The 
idea for the e-zine began with a discussion on humor on the 
Association for Mormon Letters email list. Staff volunteers live 

in a number of states, ranging from Illinois to Alaska. 
"We were tired of everyone else making fun of us in the 

Church, and we figured we'd cut out the middlemen and do it 
ourselves," says editor Todd Robert Petersen, a writer, teacher, 
and active Mormon in Cedar City, Utah. "On Sundays I teach 
Primary; then I go home and work on the Sugar Beet." 

The name of the e-zine is a Mormon twist on the famous, 
satirical newspaper the Onion. But in contrast to some satirical 
sites, none of the stories in the Beet should be considered of- 
fensive. "We intend to satirize [Mormon] culture," explains 
Petersen, "not the doctrine or the leadership of the Church." 

The Sugar Beet will be updated semi-monthly and is avail- 
able at <www.thesugarbeet.com>. 

IS POPPING PROZAC THE "PP" 
IN HAPPY VALLEY? 

A RECENT study by Express Scripts, Inc., a St. Louis-based 
pharmacy management company, reveals that the Beehive 
State leads the nation in prescriptions of anti-depressants. In 
fact, Utah doctors prescribe these drugs at a rate nearly twice 
the national average. In a Los Angeles Times story, several 
people suggested reasons. Dr. Curtis Canning, president of the 
Utah Psychiatric Association, admits he does not know but 
"has some hunches." One may be what he calls the "Mother of 
Zion" syndrome, the feeling among many women that they 
must be "perfect because Mrs. Smith across the street can do it, 
and she has three more kids than you, and her hair is always in 
place." Commissioner of LDS Family Services, Fred M. Riley, 
disagrees, suggesting Latter-day saints might be "more open to 
getting help and getting things fixed." Emily Cox, one of the 
study's five authors, admits conclusions will be difficult to 
draw. "We can't say if there is a higher probability for depres- 
sion or depressive symptoms. You may have a population that 
seeks care for less severe symptoms. You may have a medical 
community that prescribes more readily" 

NEW WEBSITE TAKES MISSIONARY 
WORK INTO CYBERSPACE 

THE Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has launched 
a website designed specifically for missionary outreach- 
<www.mormon.orp. The site presents basic LDS teachings, 
provides video clips, helps locate chapels, and allows users to 
send customized greeting cards. 

Among website topics are basic concepts related to the 
Church, families, God, and the purpose of life. The "frequently 
asked questions" section also contains comments on 
polygamy, homosexuality, and women and the priesthood but 
is conspicuously silent on the doctrine of eternal progression. 

Despite obvious overlap, the three official LDS websites now 
seem to reflect the three missions of the Church: to proclaim 
the gospel <rnormon.org>, to perfect the saints <lds.orp, and 
to redeem the dead <familysearch.org>. 
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We're Number Five! We're Number Five!" 
ACCORDING to a National Council of Churches' study, the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is fifth- 
largest denomination in the U.S. With 5.2 mi nbers, 
the Church has just recently passed the Evangelical ~urheran 
Church in America. The top four are: Catholics (63.6 mil- 
lion), Southern Baptists (15.9 million), United Methodists 
(8.3 million), and the Church of God in Christ (5.5 million). 
The Church now has approximately 11 million members 
worldwide. 

Sea Trek's Perpetual Debt 
IN an effort to calm the waves of negative publicity hitting the 
fjords of Norway, the Church, through a commercial sub- 
sidiary, has paid the $438,000 debt owed by Sea Trek 
Foundation to owners of the Norwegian ships used for Sea 
Trek 2001 (SUNSTONE, Jan. 2002, 79). But the payment is 
not necessarily good news for Sea Trek organizers, who are 
now being sued by the subsidiary to recoup the funds. Sea 
Trek also owes $306,083 to other European vendors. 

Missiomry@Email-Allowed 
IN the wake of anthrax womes, and citing problems with tra- 
ditional mail services, the Church announced in January 
2002 it has reversed its stance on missionary use of email. 
Due to concerns that too many missionaries were abusing 
email privileges, the Church declared three years ago that 
missionaries were no longer to communicate electronically 

A VOICE FROM THE DUST? 

A LEAD plate, allegedly inscribed by John D. Lee in January 
1872, was found 22 January 2002 inside Lee's Feny Fort in 
Arizona's Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. Lee was exe- 
cuted in 1877 for his involvement in the Mountain Meadows 
Massacre, an episode in which Mormon militiamen led Paiute 
Indians in killing some 120 emigrants passing through 
Southern Utah. The plate describes Lee as acting on orders 
from Brigham Young, but several details about its discovery 
and, according to some, its content, point to it being a hoax. 

Weber State University professor Gene Sessions is one of 
those who strongly doubt its authenticity Sessions has com- 
pared spellings and abbreviations of words on the plate with 
those found in Lee's diary during the same period, and he says 
they do not match. According to Sessions, at an 18 March 2002 
public lecture on the authenticity of the plate, the way the plate 
spells the name of the Pahreah River, as well as abbreviations 
used for "President" ("Pres." on the plate) and "January" ("Jan" 
on the plate, whereas Lee used "Jany") are inconsistent with 
Lee's writings. "I looked pretty carefully at the evidence and it 
has too many markings of a hoax." Sessions also asserted that 
Lee never blamed Young for ordering the massacre. 

with family and friends. Under the new policy, missionaries 
will be allowed to email home once per week on their prepa- 
ration day 

Spealung of Missiomuy Letters . . . 
AN LDS website delivers mail to missions all over the world 
and shaves days off the time it takes for a missionary to re- 
ceive a letter. <DearElder.corn> began in October 2000 and 
lets writers compose letters directly on the website. The ser- 
vice then prints the letter and delivers it to the Church's mail 
pouch delivery system at no cost to the patron. Delivering di- 
rectly to Church offices eliminates the time a letter normally 
takes to reach the pouch service through U.S. mail. The site 
now handles around 2,100 letters a week. 
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Black History at Washington Temple 
WHEN you think of LDs temple visitors centers, you probably 
don't immediately think of African-American history. But if 
you went to the Washington, D.C., Temple visitors center in 
Februar] h 2002, that might not be true. The Church 
has reap good will from the recent Freedman Bank 
Records project that has made a wealth of informa- 
tion abou~ runcan-American families easily available to re- 
searchers. Consequently, the visitors center was awarded the 
honor of hosting the first public viewing of the prestigious 
Mark E. Mitchell Black History collection. The extensive dis- 
play of letters, books, newspapers, and art chronicling the his- 
tory of African-American experience will eventually be housed 
in the soon-to-be-built African-American history museum in 

?on, D.C. 

Docs the a b b ~ v ~ a t ~ o n  of the word Junuavy 
suggest this plate is a hoax? 

In an interview 
with SUNSTONE, his- 
torian Will Bagley, 
author of a forth- 
coming book on the 
Mountain Meadows 
Massacre, disagreed 
with Sessions's con- 
clusions about the 
plate's internal evi- 

dence: "Lee used the plate's spellings and abbreviations in his 
journals from this period. Lee also accused Young of ordering 
the massacre in all three of his written confessions." (See 
Momon Chronicle, 174, 178, 179, 180, 181, 183. Lee's confes- 
sions were provided by both the prosecution and defense in 
his second trial. According to Bagley, Lee's accusations against 
Young can also be found in his 1876 letters housed at the 
Huntington Library in San Marino, California.) 

When asked to speculate on the authenticity of the plate, 
Bagley acknowledged some aspects of its discovery are prob- 
lematic, but added, "The date is puzzling. Wouldn't a hoaxer 
date the forgery in 1876 after Lee was convicted with the con- 
trivance of Brigham Young?" Bagley concluded: "If the plate is 
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SUMMONED: President Thomas S. 
Monson will be deposed about his in- 
volvement, if any, in the recent sale of 
the Salt Lake Tribune from AT&T to 
MediaNews Group, a Denver-based 
newspaper company A 
Tribune lawsuit argues 
that under agreements 
between AT&T and the 
Tribunek officers in 
place at the time of the 
sale, those officers 
. .. . 

should have been of- 
fered a chance to buy the paper first. 
The suit also contends the Church- 
owned Deseret News exercised undue 
influence on AT&T to ensure the Tribune 
would not be owned locally Lawyers 
for the Tribune had also sought testi- 
mony from Presidents Gordon B. 
Hinckley and James E. Faust, but only 
President Monson and First Presidency 
secretary F: Michael Watson will give 
depositions. This is the first time in 
nearly a century a member of the First 
Presidency has been required to testify 
in court proceedings. 

DIED: Neila C. Seshachari, professor of 
English at Weber State University, past 
editor of Weber Studies, first woman 
president of the Utah Academy of Arts, 

Sciences, and Letters, 
and president-elect 
of the Association 
of Mormon Letters, 
died 10 March 2002. 
Professor Seshachari 
and her husband 
Dr. Candadai (Sesh) 

Seshachari have been frequent 
Sunstone participants and, through 
more than thirty years of award-win- 
ning teaching, writing, and lecturing, 
have built enduring cultural bridges 
between their native India and adopted 
Utah. 

PROMOTED: On 26 February 2002, 
Deseret Book Company introduced 
Sheri L. Dew as the new CEO and pres- 
ident of the Church-owned publishing 

company, succeeding 
Ronald Millett, who 
was recently called as 
a mission president. 
Dew, formerly vice- 
president of pub- 
lishing at Deseret 
~ook,-is the first woman to lead the 
company Dew also currently serves as 
second counselor in the Church's 
General Relief Society Presidency 

ELECTED: In a move that would have 
shocked most nineteenth-century 
LDS leaders, and even quite a few of 
the twentieth century, Brigham 

Young University stu- 
dents have elected the 
school's first Black 
student body presi- 
dent, Rob Foster, 
a junior from Raleigh, 
North Carolina. Fos- 

ter and his running mate, Eisha Ten- 
gelsen, captured 43 percent of the 
vote. "We want to make everyone feel 
more of a sense of belonging here," 
Foster said. "We don't want to split the 
campus up into special interest or mi- 
nority groups." Just 0.7 percent of BYU 
students are Black. 

SURVIVING: After the attention given 
to BYU student Julie Stoffer during her 
appearance on MTVk The Real World 
(that caused a BYU honor code investi- 
gation), will the LDS 
community take note 
of Neleh Dennis? 
Dennis, a Latter-day 
Saint from Layton, 
Utah, is one of 
sixteen castawavs in 
the fourth ir;stall- A t  ['Vf," i l l ~ l ~ ~ ,  

merit of C B S ~  hit Dennis had not 

Survivor series. After been voted 'ff 
only a few days on the "land. 

Nuku Hiva island, site of this season's 
game, Dennis was nicknamed "Sweet 
Pea" by fellow members of her tribe. 
Survivor contestants are allowed one 
"luxury" item-something they 
wouldn't be able to find on the island. 
Dennis chose to bring her scriptures. 

a hoax, the park service will expose it. If 
they don't, this is vintage John D. Lee." 

Clearly, we haven't heard the last of 
this story. 

PROGRESSIVE MORMONS 
PROM 0 TE THEIR "MESJ" 

A NEW Utah-based group of Latter-day 
Saints is "anxiously engaged in working 
for peace, equality, justice, and the envi- 
ronment. The group is named 
"Mormons for Equality and Social 
Justice," MESJ (pronounced "message") 
for short. Quoting statements by Elder 
Alexander B. Morrison and a January 
1998 letter from the Church's First 
Presidency, MESJ'S mission statement 
reads in part, 

As Latter-day Saints, we come 
from a heritage of people who 
had "a vision of a different 
world, a world where injustice 
and oppression, poverty and ig- 
norance, would be dispelled 
and a world where men and 
women would be brothers and 
sisters." We have been urged by 
Church leaders to work towards 
making that vision a reality in 
today's world by being "full par- 
ticipants in political, govem- 
mental, and community affairs," 
"using gospel principles as a 
guide and . . . cooperating with 
other like-minded individuals." 

"Mormon theology makes it clear 
that there should be no poor among us," 
says MESJ member James Tobler. "I hope 
that MESJ can bring a voice that speaks 
about Mormon doctrine in the frame- 
work of improving things for poor 
people, for people of color, and for all 
who are oppressed. Politically active 
Mormons can have a strong voice. We 
want to change and improve things 
through day-to-day participation and 
close cooperation with others. We hope 
to make Utah more worker-friendly, a 
more equal state." Tobler also hopes 
Latter-day Saints in other states will be 
interested in forming their own organi- 
zational chapters. 

With several University of Utah and 
BYU students in the group, MESJ recently 
participated in the March for Our Lives, 
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT MORMON NUDISTS? 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE? 

MANY Mormon websites encourage you to be involved in petting and other associated 
bear your testimony, but only one invites sin." 
you to bare it all. The LDS Skinny-Dipper The website includes first-time naturist 
Connection is neither a spoof nor a hoax- experiences and stories, trip reports, and 
it is a serious fellowshipping resource and answers to questions about garments, mod- 
connecting point for faithful LDS members esty, and other issues. Referring to clothes- 
and families who are interested in social based modesty, Alan points out, "Our mod- 
nudity esty should be more than just a simple 

The website is maintained by Alan and piece of cloth. Modesty is a spiritual 
Kathy Palmer, active Mormons in the Los strength, not a physical one." The site also 
Angeles area. "We can all benefit from the includes the results of a survey of 293 
fellowshipping of other members who Mormon naturists in seven foreign coun- 
have found that they enjoy skinny-dip- tries and thirty-two U.S. states. 
ping," says Alan. "Getting together as Despite the website's success, Alan and 
members will help assure that the Gospel "Naked and not ashamedn-The ms Kathy have no plans to formalize a full- 
never takes a back seat to naturism in our Skinny-Dipper Connection ducates fledged naturist group. Alan writes, "As LDS 
lives. " Church members *out social nudity. members, it's difficult to juggle our limited 

"As teenagers begin to date and feel that time with all our Church callings, family ac- 
attraction for the opposite gender, how wonderful for them to tivities, Priesthood responsibilities, Temple trips, and STILL 
be able to feel comfortable enough with their bodies to realize be able to enjoy some fun in the sun. We just needed a 
that what is happening is natural and okay," says Kathy "With means of getting in touch with other LDS members who 
that accomplished, they can then deal with the issues of the share the same wholesome interest in social nudity" 
appropriateness of those feelings. Teenagers who are familiar You can visit the LDS Skinny-Dipper Connection at 
with their bodies and those of the opposite sex are less likely to <www.ldssdc.info>. 

Members 
of 

joined with 
other groups 

in Salt 
Lake City 
during the 
Olympics 
to raise 

awareness 
about poverty. 

a demonstration in Salt Lake City during the 
Olympics to raise awareness about poverty issues. 

For more information about the group, including meeting 
times and forthcoming projects, visit their website 
-.mesj.org>. 

"MORMON SUNDANCE" CELEBRATES 
YOUNG FILMMAKERS 

A GRADUATING BYU student realizes he will leave BYU un- 
married. A hundred-year-old Mormon woman copes with the 
undignified limitations of her worn-out body An army of 

wallung television sets invades 
every home in a suburb. Some 
humorous, some poignant, these 
were among the stories told in 
films presented at the first Young 
LDS Film Festival held 29 
November to 1 December 2001 
at a Provo theater. 

Organized by a group of BYU 
students and sponsored by LDS 
Box, a virtual forum for direc- ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l  o r -gan ,pe , -~h~s t ian  
tors, producers, and fans of vuissa promotes ~ ~ s f i l m s .  
Mormon movie-making, the fes- 
tival screened short films by young LDs filmmakers and 
hosted a panel discussion by BYU professors, veteran movie 
producers, and directors. "We have had many talented people, 
but nothing had been organized," said Christian Vuissa, LDS 
Box founder and festival organizer in an interview with 
SUNSTONE. "We've tried hard to get the filmmakers' work 
shown so the audience knows about them and an exchange 
can happen." 

The festival is on tour in the U.S. and abroad. The 2002 fes- 
tival will take place in October 2002. To learn more, visit 
<www.ldsbox.com>. 
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President Hugh B. Brown sewed as a 
counselor in the First Presidency 
from 1961 through 1970. He is well 
remembered by many S ~ T O N E  
readers for his 1969 speech at  
Brigham Young University in which 
he championed openness and 
freedom of the mind. The following, 
excerpted from a 29 March 1958 
BYLJ address, given less than two 
weeks before he was ordained an 
apostle, demonstrates that expan- 
siveness of thought and trust in our 
human abilities to think and wrestle 
with important ideas were hallmarks 
of President Brown's entire tenure as 
an apostle and counselol: 

By President Hugh B. Brown 

We are very grateful in the 
Church and in this great univer- 
sity that the freedom, dignity, and 
integrity of the individual is basic 
in Church doctrine as well as in 
democracy. Here we are free to 
think and express our opinions. 
Fear will not stifle thought, as is 
the case in some areas which have 
not yet emerged from the dark 
ages. God himself refuses to 
trammel man's free agency even 
though its exercise sometimes 
teaches painful lessons. Both cre- 
ative science and revealed religion 
find their fullest and truest ex- 
pression in the climate of 
freedom. 

T HE PSALMIST SAID, AS he gazed into the starry 
heavens: "When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast or- 

dained; What is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son 
of man, that thou visitest him? For thou hast made him a little 
lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory and ho- 
nour. Thou madest him to have dominion over the works of thy 
hands; thou hast put all things under his feet" (Psalms 83-6). 

As I look out upon this sea of faces, I feel, I think, somewhat 
of the awe that inspired those words; but I believe that what I 
behold here is potentially grander and greater and more pre- 
cious than what the psalmist saw in the stany heavens. He saw 
the handiwork of God: I see his offspring. I say "potentially" 
greater, and it is to man's potential that I would like to direct 
your attention. 

I can best express my feelings, I think, by borrowing an ex- 
pression from Will Durrant: "I feel like a droplet of spray 
proudly poised for a moment on the crest of a wave, under- 
taking to analyze the sea." Humbly and prayerfully I approach 
the subject of what is man and what might he become. What 
are the limits, if any, to his potential, especially as we think of 
our present-day world? As I think of man-potential man- 
and his relationship to God, his origin, and his possible des- 
tiny, and as I ask what is to be the limit of his accomplishment, 
I think the answer is found in another question: What will 
man do with his freedom, and will he bring his life into har- 
mony with the laws of his universe, the laws of God? 

As you proceed to make your individual "declarations of in- 
dependence," I hope you will not become young radicals. I 
hope you will distinguish between liberty and license. I hope 
you will realize that freedom is only a blessing if it is accompa- 
nied by wisdom and intelligence. And so I would say, beware 
of radicalism. At the same time I would urge you to resist the 
down drag of mental laziness which someone has said leads to 
the premature hardening of the intellectual arteries. I would 
urge you, also-and especially, to avoid slugqshness of spirit, 
which is the worst kind of lethargy. You know there are some 
men who are phlegmatic to a degree that would make a turtle 
seem intolerably vivacious. 

I hope that you will develop the questing spirit. Be unafraid 
of new ideas for they are as steppingstones to progress. You 
will, of course, respect the opinions of others but be unafraid 
to dissent-if you are informed. 

Now I have mentioned freedom to express your thoughts, 
but I caution you that your thoughts and expressions must 
meet competition in the market place of thought, and in that 
competition truth will emerge triumphant. Only error needs to 
fear freedom of expression. Seek truth in all fields, and in that 
search you will need at least three virtues: courage, zest and 
modesty The ancients put that thought in form of a prayer. 
They said, "From the cowardice that shrinks from new truth, 
from the laziness that is content with half truth, from the arro- 
gance that thinks it has all the truth-Oh, God of truth, de- 
liver us." n 
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Sunstone Congratulates the Winners of the 2001 
Eugene England Memorial Personal Essay Contest 

Look for these essays in a future issue of S~NSTONE 
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Congratulations to the 2001 Association for Mormon Letters Award Winners! 
Children's Literature Young Adult Literature 

Don H. Staheli and Robert T. Barrett- Louise Plummer-A Dancefor Three 
The Story of the Walnut Tree (Delacorte. 2001) 

(Bookcraft, 2000) Middle Grade Literature 
Criticism ,arol Lynch Williams-My Angelica; Carolina Autumn; 

Dian Saderup Monson-"Believing in the Word" Christmas in Heaven; Tish 
(First Th~ngs. A Journal ofRel18on and Public L!fe) (Delacone, 1999): (Delacone, 2000); (Putnam, 2000); (Cornerstone, 2001) 

Drama Novel 
J. Scott Bronson-Stones Brady Udall-The Miracle Life of Edgar Mint 

(Produced at the Little Brown Theatre, Springnlle. Utah. 2001) (W W Norton 67 Co , 2001) 

Review 
Jeffrey Needle-"AML-List: An Email List of Mormon Literature" 

<http.ll\~~~v.aml-online.@re\ieu:s> 

THE MARILYN BROWN NOVEL AWARD 
First Prize, $1,000-A. Jeff Call for his novel, Morrnonville 
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